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26th anniversary of the youth camp especially for
the summer of 2002 marked the 26

youth EFY

over 34000 teenagers from across the united states canada and several foreign

countries gathered on thirty one different college campuses to attend one of the sixty four
sessions of the five day program

since the first session in 1976 especially for youth has

enjoyed steady increases in attendance and popularity beginning in the early 1980s the

programs success reached the point that applicants were turned away because there was not
enough space to house all those who wanted to attend

EFY is sponsored by brigham young university BYU division of continuing

education programs within the division with a religious emphasis fall under the direction of the

church educational system CES

this thesis

is an attempt to gather basic historically significant information about the first

1976 1986
eleven years of especially for youth 19761986

primary sources include continuing education

administrators former counselors and participants and division of continuing education annual

reports
ronald C hills while working as an administrator in the department of special courses
and conferences within BYU continuing education created especially for youth

the first

session in 1976 employed fifteen counselors and enrolled 172 youth

40238 during the
from these modest beginnings EFY continued to expand enrolling over 40238
14900 in 1986 more than
66.50
eleven years of this study tuition ranged from 6650
6650 in 1976 to 149.00
1853 classes were taught by at least 166 teachers eighty four percent of classes offered were
taught by church educational system teachers or administrators

this study has attempted to chronicle the first eleven years of what has become a highly
successful religious summer camp
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CHAPTER ONE

introduction
26th anniversary of the youth camp especially for
the summer of 2002 marked the 26

youth better known as EFY

over 34000 teenagers from across the united states canada

and several foreign countries gathered on thirty one different college campuses to attend one of

the sixty four sessions of the five day program

1

since the first session in 1976 especially for

youth has enjoyed steady increases in attendance and popularity beginning in the early 1980s
the programs success reached the point that applicants were turned away because there was not
enough space to house all those who wanted to attend

2

what is especially for youth today
especially for youth is a summer camp with a religious emphasis designed especially for

1

especially for youth is often perceived as a program held only at brigham young university BYU
yet only about one sixth of the sessions in 2002 were held on the BYU provo campus A list of various campuses
Rexburg 7 southern virginia
and the number of sessions held in 2002 follows BYU provo utah 11 BYU idaho rexburg
redburg
university buena vista 5
two sessions were held at northern arizona university flagstaff san diego state university
puget sound tacoma washington utah state university logan trinity university san
ofpuget
california university of
antonio texas university of california at santa barbara sonoma state university rohenn
california
fornia
robert park Calf
rohert
beenau university gainsville georgia
brenau
single sessions were held at austin college sherman texas colorado college at colorado springs
eckerd college st petersburg florida indiana university bloomington lewis and clark
oark state college
dark
portland lock haven university lock haven pennsylvania louisiana tech university ruston ohio university
athens southern utah university cedar city union college schenectady new york university of alberta
edmonton alberta canada university of calgary alberta canada university of idaho moscow university of
kansas lawrence university of maine bangor university of minnesota st paul university of nevada at las
vegas western kentucky university bowling green western illinois university macomb
2

the earliest documented evidence of applicants being turned away for lack of space appeared in the

annual report church educational system division of continuing education and brigham young university
1984 48
division of continuing education 1983
19831984

teenage members of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints young men and young
14 18 are eligible to attend generally speaking each session has a ratio of 55
women ages 1418

boys session ratios are largely determined by dormitory space

girls 45

registration materials

for especially for youth describe a carefully balanced program of classes and activities just for
seminary age youth

3

those who register to attend must agree to abide by the brigham young

university BYU honor code while attending the camp

the weeks activities are centered on a

scriptural theme intended to generate excitement for the seminary curriculum to be studied in the
fall following the program

each session includes over

15

hours of classroom instruction and

als outdoor recreation activities dances a service project a variety show and a
devotionals
devotion

testimony meeting

at the end of the week

each youth leaves especially for youth with a

program t shirt a compact disc of music written especially for the program and a book written by
selected especially for youth teachers on a variety of religious topics

administration
especially for youth is administered by church educational system CES youth and

family programs a department within the BYU division of continuing education

the

relationship between BYU continuing education and the church educational system stems from
a 1972 decision by CES commissioner of education neal A maxwell

the division had been

successful in so many of its programs that commissioner maxwell decided some of the divisions

3

httphcebyueduypefyindexhtml
httpcebyueduypefyindexhtml
2

functions should be regarded as CES programs rather than BYU programs

4

As a consequence

the division of continuing education is unique in that the dean of continuing education has a
dual reporting line in matters relating to CES programs the dean reports to the CES

administrator over religious education and elementary and secondary education in matters
involving other departments such as conferences and workshops travel study and evening

classes he reports to the president of BYU thus while especially for youth falls under the
CES umbrella it is administered by employees of the division of continuing education at

brigham young university

faculty
approximately 140 faculty about 70

of whom are full time CES seminary teachers or

BYU religious education instructors taught classes at especially for youth in 2002

5

the

majority of the faculty live along the wasatch front and many travel to EFY venues outside of

utah often referred to as regional sessions

CES faculty who reside in or near the areas where

regional sessions are held are also hired when willing and available all EFY faculty submit an
outline for each of their lectures to the materials evaluation review committee part of the

churche correlation committee for clearance every class taught at EFY is evaluated by
churchs
selected participants and counselors

completed evaluations are reviewed by program

administrators each year in an effort to ensure doctrinal purity and to maintain quality teaching

see ernest L wilkinson and W cleon skousen brigham young university
provo utah BYU press 1976
83 1
831
830831
19761 830
83083
5

A

school of qfdestiny
destiny

2001 letter in possession of the author
todd G willey to john bytheway june 5 2001
3

supervision youth counselors

the youth who participate are housed in the student dormitories

and are supervised by

college age counselors hired from among brigham young university students and institute of

religion students across the country participants are divided into groups of about 10 to

16 and

are assigned a counselor who boards with them in the dormitory over 1500 applications were
received for counselor positions in 2001 and a little over 650 were hired 6 counselors participate
in several training sessions during the spring to prepare for the summer

in addition to providing

supervision and direction to the youth counselors are expected to serve as visible and
approachable examples of gospel living to whom the youth can relate each evening counselors

present a devotional from a set curriculum on fundamental topics like the plan of salvation the

fall and the atonement each morning following breakfast and a devotional the counselors
conduct scripture study sessions with their group counselors are also expected to attend and
evaluate classes with the participants help serve lunches usher and perform other duties
connected with the program

organization

to fully appreciate the impact of individual counselors and administrators

on the EFY

program it is essential to understand the organizational structure in greater detail As mentioned
above especially for youth is administered by the BYU division of continuing education which
is presided over by a

dean within the division are various departments each with a chair who

reports to the dean

the department which coordinates

6

and administers especially for youth is

todd G willey to john bytheway june 5 2001
2001 letter in possession of the author
4

called CES youth and family programs working under the department chair are several full

time administrators with duties involving scheduling faculty and program administration

the

head counselors are normally BYU students hired each fall and employed throughout the school
year in preparation for the program to be held the following summer

7

the building counselors

preside over the youth counselors in their building or dormitory and also assist in administrative
duties during the week

the youth counselors

supervise a group of approximately 10 to 16

youth attendees each session youth counselors more than any other continuing education
administrators have the most one on one contact with the youth who attend and are thus
perceived to be the primary factor in the success of the program head counselors building

counselors and youth counselors generally speaking work throughout the entire summer at
numerous sessions

director
codirector
unique to each individual session is the co

director

also referred to as a session

co directors are typically chosen to serve for one session during the year from among

previous EFY faculty

the co directors serve as a counselor to the counselors presenting a

kickoff address to the counselors at the beginning of the session giving talks to the youth
making calls to parents of EFY participants if there are any problems and generally presiding

over the session

the administrative

structure of EFY has evolved somewhat from its inception to the

present and the names of many of the intermediate positions have been changed but the

7

many different titles have been used to describe this position such as program administrator
program coordinator
counselor director and director the author has chosen to use the designation head
counselor throughout this thesis since it was the most commonly used term during the period of this study
5

fundamental organization has remained consistent over the last twenty
five years
twentyfive

Q

8

an organizational chart showing the basic organization of
EFY for the period of this study
ofefy
afefy

1986 appears in appendix A

1976

CHAPTER TWO
CIIAPTER
methodology

research problems

afefy
documenting the history ofefy
of EFY is difficult for three reasons first during the late 1970s
the attitude of the leadership of the BYU division of continuing education was that the division
existed to provide adult education programs

the word

continuing as it relates to continuing

education is generally understood to mean education beyond a formal degree thus youth
programs were perceived by some as external to the divisions most important purpose

for this

reason ronald C hills the continuing education administrator who created especially for

youth in 1976 deliberately underreported the growth and success of the program after the first
three years to protect it from being cancelled or scaled back

9

second published histories of continuing education do not go beyond the year 1973 and
the inaugural session of especially for youth took place three years later in the summer of 1976

some information is contained in the continuing education annual reports but they are typically
limited to brief statistical references hills recalled that a few boxes of papers containing

information about EFY were submitted to the records management office in hopes that they

9

about ronald C hills the BYU division of continuing education and the
origins of especially for youth see john bytheway origins of especially for youth unpublished manuscript
Winder brook way salt lake city
written for professor richard C bennett in possession of the author 1364 winderbrook
278 0230
utah 84124 801 2780230

for more information

10

sources for the history of BYU continuing education include richard H henstrom the history of
BYQ 1875
1973 and richard H henstrom and keith R oakes the world is our
18751973
continuing education at BYU
iggy
campus the history of the division of continuing education at brigham young university 18
1997
1875
75
18751997
75199
1997
unpublished manuscript in the possession of the deans office BYU division of continuing education 399
378 4147
harman continuing education building BYU provo utah 84602 801 3784147

7

o

010

might be archived hills recalled that the records office eventually informed the youth programs
office that they saw no reason to archive much of the material

11

the current chair of records

management agrees that because the retention period is long past the early records concerning
especially for youth were probably destroyed

12

1993 1994 susan V
third the department itself did not keep an official history until 19931994

overstreet a department secretary who served with the youth programs since 1980 and who also
CES youth and family programs from february 1994 to july
served as the department chair of
ofces
ofies

2000 remarked that most of the early history of especially for youth exists only in peoples
heads

13

sources

the main source of information about the first several years of especially for youth has
been personal interviews and correspondence with former administrators counselors and
participants other sources include records of
ofbyu
BYU continuing education and CES youth and

family programs and personal journals of former participants and counselors

scope of this project

this thesis will cover basic historically significant information on each of the eleven years
in the study 1976

1986

each chapter will include the following information about each year

11
I 11I

20011 audiocassette tape in possession of the author
interview with ronald C hills may 26 200

12

telephone interview with marcel ramjoue august 8 2001 notes in possession of the author

13

interview with susan V overstreet june 7 2001
2001 notes in possession of the author
8

EFY where available
ofefy
afefy
of

dates of especially for youth sessions
enrollment numbers
basic program agenda
faculty
counselors
significant events
historical data

this thesis also contains an appendix entitled snapshots of especially for youth
1986
containing photos
1986containing
and other memorabilia

14

1976

of early brochures program agendas counselor photos program logos
additionally the author has created an archive in the BYU library

containing source material used in this thesis for the benefit of those who may wish to do further

ofefy
afefy
EFY
research and analysis on the early history of

14

15

pom
see appendix C snapshots of especially
76 1986
especiallyfor por
1976
1975
19761986
for youth 19
761986

15

1986
19761986
UA 1025 CES youth and family programs especially for youth program records 1976
brigham young university archives BYUA L tom perry special collections harold B lee library brigham
young university hereafter referred to as UA 1025

9

CHAPTER THREE

the first session of especially for youth

1976

1976 program description

ronald C hills created especially for youth in 1976

at that time

hills was a full time

administrator in special courses and conferences one of the departments within BYU
1

continuing education hills intention was to create an education week for teenagers where
youth could interact with other young people from various places in the country rather than just
with those from their own ward or stake as is typical with a standard youth conference

1976 session

2

date

19 23
the first session of especially for youth was scheduled for july 1923

1976

1976 enrollment

hills anticipated enrollment of about 500 youth and was disappointed to see the deadline
day for registrations approaching with only 147 enrolled hills briefly considered cancelling the

program but a packet of 25 registrations arrived on the deadline day and the decision was made

1

the department under which especially for youth originated was called special courses and

conferences in 1978 its name was changed to conferences and workshops and for a time programs within that
department involving young people were informally referred to as youth religion programs in 1982 a new
department was formed called CES youth and family programs with ronald C hills as the chair
2

bradley R wilcox to john bytheway march 7 2003
10

to proceed

3

the first especially for youth enrolled 172 youth

4

1976 basic agenda

no program agendas

ofefy
afefy
EFY A 1976 brigham
could be located for the first session of

young university summer youth programs brochure describes especially for youth as a week
long program of classesseminars
classes seminars on youth related concerns
entertainment

5

with recreation and

while especially for youth could be called a recreational camp from the

outset it always had a religious and educational emphasis

1976

faculty
hills wanted to find competent teachers who could instruct the youth during the day so he

warner a CES employee and a seminary pre service instructor at BYU to help
contacted paul wamer
warner contacted joe J christensen associate commissioner for
identify potential faculty paul wamer
seminaries and institutes for approval approval was granted and letters were sent to selected
teachers who were invited to participate

the letter to potential faculty began

approval has been granted by joe J christensen to involve a select group of
seminar teachers in a new summer program just for youth the program will last
cofone
one or two hour
23 and will consist of a whole series of
ofone
one week july 19
1923
presentations of topics that young people are vitally interested in it will be held
3

audio cassette in possession of the author
20011 audiocassette
interview with ronald C hills may 26 200

4

see annual report church educational system division of continuing education and brigham young
1975 1976 hereafter referred to as the annual report 36 it
university division of continuing education 19751976
should be noted that several subsequent sources exist which report the 1976 enrollment at 275 however the
1975 1976 annual report is arguably the most authoritative source and is considered most accurate since it was
19751976
written within a few months of the first session
5

see UA 1025
11

on the brigham young university campus under the sponsorship of the
department of seminaries and institutes and church continuing education

we would be pleased if you would accept our invitation to be part of this new offering and
present six lectures or workshops during the four day program the honorarium would be
100 for the six hours of presentation we will attempt to schedule each speaker daily for
three hours on two consecutive days we anticipate an audience of between 50 and 100
youth at each class presentation with about 10 classes for students to choose from each
6
18
14
through
in
from
with
age
ranging
hour
students

for the eleven

years involved in this study the front cover of the program agendas for especially

for youth sessions included this sentence

sponsored jointly by seminaries and institutes and

church continuing education
journal entries of a youth participant in 1976 indicate there were at least fourteen
teachers and two devotional speakers at the first session exact numbers are unknown since there
may be faculty the participant did not hear during the week

the list of faculty and the classes

they taught appear in the 1976 historical data section at the end of this chapter

todd B parker
in the first session

wilkinson center

7

mirey
firey R holland also participated
jeffrey
a faculty member in 1976 recalls that jem
Jef

ofefy
afefy
of EFY as a banquet speaker on thursday evening in room 396 of the
8

ronald C hills remembered being slightly embarrassed when elder hartman rector jr
arrived at the first session because when hills originally extended the invitation to elder rector

6

paul warner
wamer frank L craven phillip D harris and ronald C hills to todd B parker 10 march
1976 photocopy in possession of the author the author suspects that the word seminar in the first line should
be seminary and that the end parenthesis in the second paragraph is a typographical error
7

cindy whitlock westwood to john bytheway january 15 2003 photocopy in possession of the author
locks list scott A anderson randall C bird and
whitlocks
whitlocke
it is interesting to note that three of the teachers on cindy Whit
EFY every year since the first session in 1976 this is
ofefy
afefy
todd B parker have participated in at least one session of
confirmed by an interview with scott A anderson august 5 2001 notes in possession of the author
8

todd B parker to ronald

C hills 27 january 1998 copy in possession of the author

12

he had estimated that there would be approximately 500 youth in attendance

9

1976 counselors

in preparation for the program hills hired three supervising counselors to help plan and
administer evening activities dances and outdoor games

an additional twelve counselors were

hired from among BYU students to begin work during the session

10

the counselors role

included the responsibility to accompany the youth to classes provide general supervision at all

the activities and conduct an evening prayer at the close of the day

11

counselors stayed in the

dormitories with the youth throughout the week youth participants were housed in helaman

halls

afefy
of EFY could not be found
the names of counselors who served at the first session ofefy

12

1976 historical

data

classes offered during the 1976 session
scott anderson
steps to the altar or alter your steps
life planning put it all together
love 1I1 do or dear john

randall bird
fashion and church standards
love vs lust

9

skart
Is your mini
skirt
slart showing
miniskirt

audio cassette in possession of the author
2001 audiocassette
interview with ronald C hills may 26
262001

10

audio cassette in possession of the author
interview with ronald C hills may 26 2001 audiocassette

11

the earliest documented appearance of regularly

12

EFY also allowed off campus participants to attend all the activities while not staying in the

scheduled evening prayer is from the july 25
29
2529
1977 program agenda it is not known when counselors began presenting a brief devotional before prayer

dormitories
13

phillip blackwell

journals making small things
aings live
the new old testament
bob christensen
missionary preparation

how to become a saturdays warrior

joe J christensen
thursday morning devotional sharing the gospel
randall hall
decision making two roads diverged
the world changing
john hansen
before christ can come part 1I
before christ can come part 2
why date

ny

daniel jones

goals habits heroes happiness and hereafter
dale mouritsen
making use of the gift of the holy ghost
LDS youth
the last days of
oflds
oflas

todd parker
you are who
no you think you are
jerome perkins
drink repentance & quench the thirst

procalo
robert procaro
events trom
exciting eventsftom
from the diary of joseph smith
Nob
nobody
nobodyd
nobodys
odyss a noboa
noboa

richard pratt

no testimony no eternal life

elder hartman rector jr
wednesday morning devotional free agency

14

boyd robertson
moral courage how to survive charging bears
whyy cant
canit 1I get a date

dell young

dating

13

13

cindy whitlock westwood to john bytheway january
15

15 2003 photocopy

in possession of the author

CHAPTER FOUR

two sessions and five times as many youth

1977

1977 program description
1977 session

the

dates

1977 program was split into two five day sessions one of the two sessions in 1977

25 29
was held july 2529

the dates of the other session are unknown renae north who began her

employment with BYU central scheduling in 1972 and who currently serves as manager of

central scheduling reported that records from the mid to late seventies were not stored on a
computer database and have probably been destroyed her educated guess is that both 1977
sessions were held in july

1

since the pattern for several years after 1977 was to separate

especially for youth sessions by one week the author suspects that the first 1977 session was
1- 15
held from july 1I11
1115

1977 enrollment

the second
enrollments

annual especially for youth enjoyed more than a 500

increase in

1976 1977 annual report recorded the program especially for youth
the 19761977

operates on an education week format brought 863 high school students to campus

1

which

2

interview with renae north june 6 2002 notes in possession of the author

annual report church educational system division of continuing education and
brigham young
andbrigham
1977
19
1976
76
77 339 in possession of the deans office 3399 harman
19761977
7619
university division of continuing education 19
801 3784147
378 4147
continuing education building BYU provo utah 84602 8011378
80113784147
16

1977 basic

agenda

the bulk of the daytime hours of especially for youth consists of classroom instruction
following a morning devotional in which all participants are expected to attend each individual is
allowed to choose from a number of class offerings

unique to the 1977 sessions 3 were assembly classes held on tuesday and friday
afternoon in which all the youth like the devotional assemblies were expected to attend

together another event unique to the 1977 sessions was the scripture chase competition
25 29 1977 session appears in the 1977 historical
complete agenda for the july 2529

the

data section at

the end of this chapter

1977 faculty
29 program agenda was available for examination
As mentioned above only the july 25
2529

29 program agenda lists thirty three faculty twenty three of which
2529
the july 25
teachers or administrators in the church educational system

70

were

the names of individual faculty

their CES assignments or occupations at the time of their involvement with EFY and the classes
they presented during the session are listed in the 1977 historical data section at the end of this
chapter

1977 counselors

many details about the 1977 sessions are unknown it is not known how many youth

3

this assumes that the other

1977 session agenda was identical to the july 25
29 session
2529
agenda for the other 1977 session could not be located

17

the program

were enrolled in each of the two sessions and it is unknown who served as the head counselors
and youth counselors As mentioned above total enrollment at EFY in 1977 was 863

assuming

that each session enrolled about half that number or 431 youth and if the counselor to participant
ratio was equivalent to the 1976 ratio about fourteen youth for each counselor we suspect that
approximately thirty one counselors were hired for 1977

1977 historical

data

agenda

1977 basic

monday
loo
1100
100
1100100
100
130
loo
100130
140
300
140300

400
310310400
410
500
410500
515
715
515715
730 900
1015
915
9151015

1100
1030
10301100

registration check in
opening assembly and welcome
get acquainted activity
classes
classes
dinner and free time
family night activity

free time
prayer and lights out

tuesday

850 am
630
630850
900 1000 am
1010
1100
10101100
11
10 12
00 noon
11101200
ilio
iilo
1215- 145

210
300
210300
310 400
310400
500
410
410500
515
715
515715
1100
800
8001100

1115
1130
11151130

breakfast and free time
devotional assembly
classes
classes

lunch and free time
assembly class
classes
classes
dinner and free time

dance
prayer and lights out

18

wednesday

850 am
630
630850
900 1000 am
1100
1010
10101100
loio
lolo
11
00 noon
11101200
ilio
lilo10 12
1215 145
1215145

300
210
210300
530
400
400530
545 630
645 745
1030
800
8001030

1030
1100
10301100

breakfast and free time
devotional assembly
classes
classes

lunch and free time
talent extravaganza
sports activities
barbecue dinner

free time and clean up
movie
prayer and lights out

thursday

630 850 am
900 1000 am
1010 1100
10101100
lolo
11
10 12
00 noon
1110
1200
11101200
illo
ilio
145
1215
1215145

210
300 pm
210300
310
400
310400
500
410
410500
515
745
515745
915
800
800915
1000
930
9301000
1100
1030
10301100

breakfast and free time
devotional assembly
classes
classes

lunch and free time
special movie showing
classes

classes
dinner and free time
scripture chase preliminary competition
finals of the regional competition in the scripture chase
prayer and lights out

friday

850 am
630
630850
900 1000
1010 1100
10101100
11
10 12
00 noon
1200
1110ilio
iilo
145 pm
1215
1215145

300
210
210300
400
310
310400
500
410
410500

545
515
515545
600 800
830 1030
8301030
1100
1030
10301100

breakfast and free time
devotional assembly
classes
classes

lunch and free time
assembly class
classes
classes

free time
banquet dinner and speaker
out
checkout
free time and check
prayer and lights out
19

1977

faculty

scott anderson seminary teacher at bountiful high utah
pres martell bird president salt lake mission home
randy bird seminary teacher at shelley high idaho
Mini doka high idaho
david campbell seminary teacher at minidoka
arlene carter miss wheelchair utah 1976
joe J christensen associate commissioner for seminaries and institutes
lyle cottle seminary principal at pocatello high idaho
lyie
robin davis seminary teacher at orem high utah
dora flack writer and entertainer
pres orville gunther president provo temple
randy hall seminary teacher at orem high utah
steve halverson seminary principal at cache training center utah
johnny hansen seminary principal at south jr high utah
john hasler seminary teacher at cottonwood high utah
alma heaton associate professor recreation education BYU
judd hixon seminary teacher at orem high utah
jem
missioner
mirey
coan
fissioner of the church educational system
firey holland comn
commissioner
jefrrey
jeffrey
Jef
jerald jex seminary principal at gale jr high idaho
lucille johnson adviser on family affairs US forces europe
jack marshall seminary teacher at cottonwood high utah
connie mickelsen chairman childrens curriculum for emerging countries
anne osborne assistant professor of radiology university of utah
todd parker seminary principal at powell jr high arizona
elder rex D pinegar member of the first quorum of the seventy
margaret pope part time instructor in religion BYU
karl quilter seminary teacher at wasatch jr high utah
lyle shamo seminary principal at shelley high idaho
lyie
dennis smith seminary teacher at lehi high utah
timothy taggart seminary teacher at grace high idaho
bruce van orden institute director at chaffey jr college california
lane ward seminary teacher at dixon jr high utah
jess wheiler seminary principal at preston high idaho
ron zeidner seminary teacher at pleasant grove high utah

4

29 1977
7977 see UA 1025
especially por
2529
second annual especiallyfor
secondannual
for youth july 25
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1977 classes offered

faculty are listed in alphabetical order class titles are listed in the order in which they
were offered

scott anderson
love 1I do or dear john
how to be a millionaire one easy lesson

fog fades
youre
sely
understanding seiy
sev
re the one
self
sed you you
As the

steps to the altar OR alter your steps
follow the brethren do as im doing follow follow me
martell bird

friday banquet speaker no title listed

randy bird

the dating game for whom the phone tolls
repentance the day after the night before

fashions and church standards necks and knees
the second coming christ will come
our spiritual needs actions not words
sampson plays football
david campbell
gaining and strengthening my testimony knowing that 1I1I know
the conference reports OR the trumpets certain sound
the iron rod hang on
answers to prayer the earthquake vs the still small voice
answers to prayer the earthquake vs the still small voice repeat
the iron rod hang on repeat
arlene carter
le the sun shines
making tracks while

gearsftom
shifting gears
from physical to spiritual things

assembly class

joe J christensen
thursday morning devotional no title listed

21

lyle cottle
lyie

you can be attractive absolutely guaranteed formulator
llafor
ayor
formula
jor
Formu
for success
formulafor
father are you there
you can be attractive absolutely guaranteed formulator
ror
jor
formula
Formu
for success repeat
formulafor
lafor
come follow me but how
our trials what
wat a blessing

love talking

robin davis
if you want something bad enough

getting to know the real you OR im really not who you think 1I am
learned ajom
from three years experience at the
its easiest when its hardest OR what 1I learnedftom
utah state prison
1I can forgive anyone but
the first the greatest the most important you mean theres a difference
what ive learnedftom
learned from my guitar

dora flack

for girls
Timo
best seller relieved
timothys
thys people
relived timothyy
relieved house osmany
ofmany
best seller relived
of many rooms
fun with food preservation
your identity find it write
Wri teft
it
writeft
relived song of america
best seller relieved
especiallyfor
especially

orville gunther
friday morning devotional no title listed

randy hall

whos
chos in the closet

the easter egg and you

creative writing and mormon youth exciting possibilities
the easter egg and you repeat
or worldly pox
faccinationfor
the sabbath A vaccinationor
Vaccination
whos
chos in the closet repeat
steve halverson
ye
ye
me
seen
have seen the father
have
if
each life is worth living
and they brought unto him all sick people
blossom were
where you are planted
dhere

to gain a body
each life is worth living repeat
22

johnny hansen

parents friends or foes
after death what
whom shall 1I1I marry
bow can 1I1I become more like jesus christ
how
haw
second coming ofjesus
of jesus christ
whom shall 1II marry repeat
john hasler

can 1I1I really become perfect
how to date celestial type people
are parents really strange creatures
how to date celestial type people repeat
can 1I1I really become perfect repeat
do miracles happen to youth
judd hixon
preparingfor for temple marriage the purpose of dating
preparing
patriarchal blessing blueprint to life
1I1I am an israelite
youre
re going look out you may just get there
if you dont know where you
latter day saint youth and the still small voice
youre
ere you
re going look out you may just get there repeat
don 7 know where
if you dont
jeffrey R holland
wednesday morning devotional no title listed

jerald jex

either you obey the prophet or you dont
what me A swan
if 1I1I really love them why do 1I1I act this way
WARNING the wise have concluded that evil thoughts and actions are dangerous to
your salvation

lets take the lord with Us

repentance from the lord to you with love

lucille johnson
assembly class

the magnificent power of youth

23

jack marshall
the temptations of jesus
living a virtuous affe
lffe
life

effective missionary OR how to interest your friends in the gospel in three easy steps
the scriptures A daily living manual
effective missionary OR how to interest your friends in the gospel in three easy steps

repeat
changing our spiritual selves
connie mickelsen

teaching children religious concepts
yourse
learning to like yourself
how to be happy now and find happiness in the future
fears and peers OR am 1I1I really as dumb as 1I1I feel
following the lord OR how to lead a charmed life
pian
plan for eternal womanhood
plandor
the lords planfor
anne osborne

faith repentance and the process of forgiveness
the ecstasy of the agony how to be sane and single

gods greatest miracle

woman doctor looks at love and life
eyes to see and ears to hear living by the spirit
A spiritual odyssey the conversion of a woman doctor
A

todd parker
how to handle a parent getting your way by getting along
mission sneak preview of what future missionaries and waiting girls might expect
morality skillfully shunning sinful situations safely
how to improve your dating rating
Is it love
the feeling you feel when you feel that new feeling
the second coming the day and the hour

elder rex D pinegar
tuesday morning devotional no title listed
margaret pope
the emancipation of women does the church seem to be for or against it
repentance are you tickling the devils foot
driving through russia without purse or scrip OR our complete dependency upon the

lord
second coming of the savior OR the last days series 1I1I
second coming of the savior OR the last days series 11
II
second coming of the savior OR the last days series 111
III
ili
24

karl quilter
from saul to paul
II
from saul to paul part 11
follow the prophets
11
follow the prophets part II
youre
re different
be glad you
youre
II
re different part 11
be glad you
foure

lyle shamo

how can 1I1I know when im forgiven
everyone is a somebody
second coming now or later
temptations the Mine
mineflelds
minefields
fields of life
godhood is a family affair
be the temple touching type

dennis smith

and 1I1I saw another angel the coming forth of the book ofmormon
of mormon
marriage bow
how
haw can 1I1I be sure
1I1I can resist everything but temptation
stories from the life of joseph smith
storiesftom
dating and you dont have to be the six million dollar man
can you discern the signs of the times
timothy taggart
ney
they think the problem of being accepted
but what will aey
the teenage prophet josephs youthful visions
the sacrament and the saint
ill do what 1II1 want me to do freedom and obedience
getting along with the family by joseph smith jr
joseph smith

bruce van orden
can 1I1I be a missionary like paul or ammon or parley P pratt
them 1II really love them
what can 1I1I give my parents to show nem
so you are going to college how can you make the best of it
can 1I1I really overcome temptation in this wicked world
yor
prepareor
or a mission
mth friends prepare
using the book ofmormon
of mormon to share the gospel with
for

too

how can 1I come to really know god

25

lane ward
do you want to know more
the best the least and the greatest
what goes round
in the world but not of the world
what goes round repeat
do you want to know more repeat
jess wheiler
1I1I will not be bound
so you want to set the world on
1I1I will not be bound repeat
so you want to set the world on

fire
fire repeat

the greatest lesson
Backpacking
backpacking
backpaclang to the high country

ron zeidner
the great change from jew to mormon
the dating game

perspiration and inspiration
the great change from jew to mormon repeat
jew who are you
policy5
eternal life insurance policy

5

29 1977 see
UA 1025
seeua
especiallyfor por
2529
second annual especially
secondannual
seeba
for youth july 25
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CHAPTER FIVE
1978

1978 session

three sessions and over 2300 teens

dates

28
20 july 24
in 1978 especially for youth expanded to three sessions held june 26
2428
2620

august 7711
11

1978 enrollment
1977 1978 recorded attendance for all three sessions at 23
61
2361
the annual report for 19771978

youth nearly triple the number from the year previous

1

the number of youth attending each

individual session is not specified average attendance would be 787

the registration fee was

25

borms during the
those wishing to reside in the student dorms

session would add another 4150
41.50
66.50
4150 for cafeteria meals and housing for a total tuition of6650
6650
of 6650

1978 basic

2

agenda

no program agendas for 1978 could be located

A promotional flyer prepared in advance

of the 1978 sessions included a preliminary agenda consisting of four devotional assemblies
approximately nineteen hours of classroom instruction two movies produced by the BYU motion

picture studio a full length movie a dance talent show and testimony meeting

3

the complete

annual report church educational system division of continuing education and
andbrigham
brigham young
77
1977
78 4 11 in possession of the deans office 3399 harman
19
1978
university division of continuing education 19
19771978
7719
continuing education building BYU provo utah 84602 801
378 4147
3784147
8011378
80113784147
2

2thirdannual
especially por
third annual especiallyfor
for youth promotional flyer and registration form UA
3
asee
see UA 1025
3see
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text of the preliminary agenda is found in 1978 historical data section at the end of this chapter

1978

faculty
other than scott A anderson randall C bird and todd B parker the list of faculty is

unknown as is the complete roster of counselors session directors or co directors were listed
in the promotional flyer as

wamer
bob murdock and paul warner

flyer appear in the 1978 historical

4

class titles from the promotional

data section at the end of this chapter

1978 counselors

the names of head counselors for
edward jay bell and ken burke

5

1978 are unknown

A complete list of counselors for 1978 could not be found

1978 historical
1978 basic

the

youth counselors included

data

agenda
1978 promotional flyer mentioned above contains the following preliminary

schedule

THE SCHEDULE
A preliminary schedule includes

monday
100
200 pm
100200
210 500 pm
210500
700 800 pm
700800
1030
103 0 pm
830
83 00103
8301030

opening assembly
classes
small group home evening

feature length movie

4

41978
1978 summer youth programs promotional poster photocopy in UA
5

5kenneth
akenneth
kenneth A burke to john bytheway july 7

2003
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tuesday
1000 am
900
9001000
10
10
1010-

1200 noon

210
500 pm
210500
730
900 pm
730900
wednesday
900 1000 am
9001000
10
10- 1200 noon
1010
10101200
200 300 pm
200300
310 500 pm
310500
800 1100 pm
8001100

devotional assembly
classes
classes
entertainment program

devotional assembly
classes
movie BYU new production
classes

dance with live music

thursday
1000 am
900
9001000
10
10- 12
00 noon
1200
1010
10101200
loio
200 300 pm
200300
310 500 pm
310500
700
800 pm
700800
1000 pm
800
8001000

devotional assembly
classes
assembly
talent extravaganza
movie BYU new production
testimony meetings

friday
900- 1000 pm
10
10- 12
00 noon
1010
1200
10101200
loio
210 500 pm
210500
800 pm
600
600800

devotional assembly
classes
classes
banquet dinner

1978 classes offered

the promotional flyer from which the above preliminary agenda was taken also includes a
list of fifty one class titles but does not list the teachers for each class however by examining

continuing education records and EFY program agendas from previous and subsequent years it
is possible to identify some

of the teachers their names follow the class titles in brackets

class titles are listed in alphabetical order for clarity the promotional flyer states

29

there will be over one hundred separate class titles each session to select from including
some of the following
great change atom
from jew to mormon
an old demon A new look and Mean
meaningful
ingui
ingul perspectives
are you getting older or getting better
can you discern the signs of the times

A

ron zeidner
jack marshall
dennis smith

coping with the social issues of today
dating delights and dilemmas
dating and you dont have to be the 6 million dollar man
dennis smith
dont sell your birthright
draw your line
enochs vision what
at he saw of our day
families are forever
fears and peers or am
ami1I really as dumb as 1I1I feel
connie mickelsen
friendship who needs it
G GP R
X the phoney alphabet
RX
randy bird
how to live with your family and like it
how to interest your friends in the gospel in three steps
jack marshall
how to like people you dont like
how to handle anti mormon attitudes
boyd robertson
1I1I can forgive anyone but
robin davis
if you want something bad enough
robin davis
joseph smith A rendezvous with destiny
making tracks while
amlie the sun shines shifting gears
amile
gearsftom
from physical to spiritual things
making the team
miracles and manifestations
andmanifestations
moral courage how to survive a charging bear
boyd robertson
parents are they
they really that bad
pioneer parents 19
78
1978
please meet my friend his name is jesus
pray always and remember that long distance is
the next best thing to being there
jack marshall
problems can be blessings
repentance from the lord to you with love
jerald jex
repentance the day after the night before
randy bird
righteous anger or the anger of passion
satan his baits and hooks
gerald peterson
seven days without the scriptures makes one weak
jack marshall
so you have been called to lead
so you think you are an ugly duckling

satans subtleties
surviving gatans
teddy bears of great worth
that guy hed never join

gerald peterson

30

Lamanites how can 1II1 help
the lamanites
the most beautiful girl in the world
the eternal role of women in the lords plan
7he
ahe
the dating game for whom the phone tolls

connie mickelsen
randy bird

those seemingly unanswered prayers

to serve or not to serve that is NOT the question
WARNING

the wise have concluded that evil thoughts and actions are dangerous to

your salvation
why
y cant 1I get a date you can
woman and her role in society
you are one in a million
you cant do wrong and feel right

6

jerald jex

boyd robertson
jack marshall6
marshalla6
marshall

or youth promotional flyer and registration form UA
annual especiallyfor
especiallyor
thirdannual
Especially
third
for
31
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CHAPTER SIX
1979

four sessions and over 3600 teens
1979 program description

four sessions were held during

II
1979 on june 25
29 session 1I july 16
20 session 11
1620
2529

6 10 session IV
23 27 session 111
III
july 2327
ill and august 610

1979 enrollment

the annual report mentions that the program finished the summer with a total enrollment
of 3642

1

attendance at each individual session is not specified but the average would be about

911 youth per session
5050
50.50
5050 a

tuition was

18 and 3250
32.50
3250

for food and housing making a total of

decrease of 16 from the previous year

1979 basic

the

agenda
1979 agenda changed only slightly from 1978 replacing wednesday night dances

with an entertainment program

featuring magician david young

II and a
sessions 1I and 11

variety show presented by the bratt family session IV

on thursday nights youth participants viewed movies described as recent BYU
productions

II & IV
sessions 1I 11

in her journal kristen buckwalter bartholomew an EFY

25 29 1979 session 1I remembers seeing the movie
participant who attended the week of june 2529

annual report church educational system division of continuing education and
brigham young
andbrigham
1978 1979 30 in possession of the deans office 399 harman
university division of continuing education 19781979
hannan
801
378
4147
continuing education building BYU provo utah 84602 8011378
3784147
80113784147
32

2

the sacrifice

As mentioned above no program agenda could be located for session 111
III

the basic program agenda for

1979 appears in the 1979 historical

data section at the end

of this chapter

1979 faculty
25 29 session 1I
the june 2529

agenda lists fifteen faculty eleven of the fifteen faculty 73

in the june 25
29 session were teachers or administrators in the church educational system
2529

20 session 11
II
1620
the july 16
65

agenda lists seventeen faculty eleven of the seventeen faculty

16 10 session were teachers or administrators in the church educational
in the july 1610

system
A july 23
27 session 111
III
2327
lii program agenda could not be found however a 1979
ill

youth3
youtha lists only ten teachers scheduled for the
document entitled teachers for especially for youth
third session

the fact that the other

1979 sessions employed between fifteen and seventeen

teachers suggests that this is only a partial list nine of the ten listed 90

were teachers or

administrators in the church educational system
10 session IV agenda
the august 6610

faculty 711

in the

lists seventeen faculty twelve of the seventeen

gio
glo
10 session were teachers or administrators in the church
august 6610

educational system
specific faculty their CES assignments or occupations at the time of their involvement

2

kristen buckwalter bartholomew to john bytheway july

3

see UA 1025
33

14 2002

with EFY and the classes they offered are listed in the 1979 historical data section at the end of
this chapter

1979 counselors

tracie parker served as the head counselor in 1979 and was assisted by ken burke and
edward jay bell both of whom served as counselors in 1978

4

A counselor list from 1979

1011 individuals seventy four women and twenty seven men
contains the names of 10

list appears in 1979 historical

data section at the end of this chapter

1979 historical
1979 basic

the complete

data

agenda

monday

1100
1230 pm
11001230
loo
100
230 pm
100230

310
400 pm
310400
500 pm
410
410500
630
530
530630
700 800
1030
830
8301030
pm
1030 1100
1100pm

registration and check in
opening orientation assembly and welcome
classes
classes
barbecue dinner
home evening activity
disco dance

floor meetings

tuesday

630 800 am
900 1000 am

breakfast
devotional assembly
10
10 1100 am
classes
1010
10101100
loio
lolo
11
10 12
00 noon classes
1110
1200
11101200
pm
1200 loo
100
100pm
lunch

100
200 pm
100200
4

free time

yor
por
Book
bookletfor
welcome especiallyfor
especially for youth counselors handy Booklet
bookletor
lefor
letor
for you 6 photocopy in UA 1025
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tuesday continued
pm
300pm
210 300
310 400pm
400 pm
430 600 pm
600 800 pm
pm
800 1100
ll00pm
11
15 1145 pm
1115
11151145
151145

classes
classes
dinner

free time
dance

floor meeting prayer lights out

wednesday

630 800 am
900 1000 am

breakfast
devotional assembly
10
10 1100 am
classes
1010
10101100
11
10 12
00 noon classes
1200
1110
11101200
ilio
illo
lunch
100 pm
1215 loo
1215100
free time
100
200 pm
loo
100200
sports activity
400 pm
210
210400
dinner
430 600 pm

600 700 pm
700 830 pm
1030 pm
830
8301030
pm
1100pm
1030 1100

free time
entertainment

free time
floor meeting

thursday

630 800 am
900 1000 am

breakfast
devotional assembly
10
10 1100 am
classes
1010
10101100
lolo
loio
11
00 noon classes
10 12
1200
1110
11101200
lilo
iilo
loo
100 pm
1215
lunch
1215100

200 pm
100200
210
400 pm
210400
loo
100

430
630
800
930

600 pm
745 pm
930 pm

1030 pm
pm
1030 1100
1100pm

free time
talent extravaganza
dinner

movies recent BYU productions
testimony meetings

free time
floor meetings prayer lights out

friday

630 800 am
900 1000 am
10
10 1100 am
1010
10101100

breakfast
devotional assembly
classes
35

friday continued

11101200
lilo 1200 noon classes
iilo
loo pm
lunch
100
1215
1215100
10
11
1110

100 200 pm

free time

pm
300pm
210 300
pm
400pm
310 400
400 500 pm
615 800 pm
1100 pm
830
8301100

classes
classes

1100 1130 pm

1979 EFY

free time
banquet dinner
outdoor dance
floor meetings prayer lights out

faculty

29
session 1I june 25
2529

scott anderson seminary teacher at bountiful high utah
randy bird seminary teacher shelley high idaho
frank bradshaw zone administrator church education system
arlene carter dredge miss wheelchair utah 1976
richard draper college curriculum writer church education system
devin durrant BYU varsity basketball player
ron firth seminary principal pleasant grove jr high utah
view high utah
timpview
russell greiner seminary teacher Timp
randy hall seminary teacher orem high utah
jerald jex principal blackfoot fligh
high idaho
floyd johnson BYU athletic trainer and manager
Timp view high utah
robert kauo assistant football coach timpview
jack marshall seminary teacher cottonwood high utah
todd parker seminary principal mesa jr high arizona
utah5
utahs
dennis smith seminary teacher lehi high utah
20
session 11
II july 16
1620

scott anderson seminary teacher at bountiful high utah
Ihigh idaho
randy bird seminary teacher shelley ligh
hoyt brewster jr associate director salt lake institute utah
joe J christensen president missionary training center utah
D brent collette seminary teacher layton high utah

5

29 1979 program agenda
especiallyfor
2529
especially por
for youth june 25

36

10 photocopy

in UA 1025

20 continued
II july 16
session 11
1620

devin durrant BYU varsity basketball player
Timp view high utah
russell greiner seminary teacher timpview
randy hall seminary teacher orem high utah
arvel hemenway director institute of religion washington
jerald jex seminary principal blackfoot high idaho
floyd johnson BYU athletic trainer and manager
view high utah
timpview
robert kauo assistant football coach Timp
connie mickelsen writer consultant and teacher utah
james mitchell institute director florida
todd parker seminary principal mesa jr high arizona
dennis smith seminary teacher lehi high utah
nancy thomas BYU cheerleader and Cougarette
cougarette utah6
utahs
utah
27
session 111
III
2327
lii july 23
111
As mentioned above the program agenda for session ill
III
ili could not be found however a

youtha
youth lists the following teachers
1979 document entitled teachers for especially for youth7
scheduled for the third session

scott anderson
randy bird
randy hall
jerald jex

robert marcum
connie mickelsen
todd parker
gerald petersen
dennis smith
ron zeidner

the fact that other sessions employed between fifteen and seventeen teachers suggests
that the above is only a partial list

6
6especiallyfor
20
especially por
1620
for youth july 16

1979 program agenda 13 photocopy in UA 1025

7
asee
see UA 1025
7see
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6 10
session IV august 610

scott anderson seminary teacher at bountiful high utah
randy bird seminary teacher shelley high idaho
don black popular education week speaker utah
marshall T burton administrative assistant church education system
arlene carter dredge former miss wheelchair utah
devin durrant BYU varsity basketball player
randy hall seminary teacher orem high utah
donald heap seminary principal cedar north utah
floyd johnson BYU athletic trainer and manager
robert marcum seminary principal snake river high idaho
connie mickelsen writer consultant and teacher utah
todd parker seminary principal mesa jr high arizona
gerald peterson seminary principal skyline high utah
boyd robertson institute director fresno california
brent top seminary teacher at snowflake arizona
stephen weber seminary teacher provo utah
ron zeidner seminary teacher utah8
utahs
utah

1979 classes offered

faculty are listed in alphabetical order class titles are listed in the order in which they
were given

scott anderson
theye
these treacherous trying tumultuous times
love that life
steps to the altar or alter your steps
love 1I1I do or dear john
you you
youre
re the one your destiny
ibs and handsome
the perfect man 6 200 lbs

89

10 1979 program agenda
especiallyfor
or youth august 6610
especiallyor
Especially
for

38

sessions 1I
sessions 1I
sessions 1I
sessions I1
sessions 1I
sessions 1I

12 photocopy

in UA 1025

IV
IV
11
II IV
11
II IV
11
II IV
11
II IV

randy bird
fashions and church standards hems necks and knees

christs second coming he will come
love vs lust
the day after the night before
the dating game for whom the phone tolls
booties
beoties bread and bee gees what about todays music
beatles

repentance

sessions 1I
sessions 1I
sessions 1I
sessions 1I
sessions 1I
sessions 1I

don black

there are no nobodies in the eyes of god
A fascinating experience with scriptures
roses in the poison ivy
warm tones and spiritual love too
the art of leadership
your parents and how to understand them

session IV
session IV
session IV
session IV
session IV
session IV

frank bradshaw
tuesday devotional no title listed

session 1I

hoyt brewster jr
magic mirrors on the wall the art of feeling beautiful
to laugh or not to laugh humor and the latter day saint
ofmaking friends
the art of making
creative and custom made dating
what is this thing called love
spencer W kimball insights into ohe
the life of an inspired prophet

II
session 11
II
session 11
II
session 11
II
session 11
session 11
II
II
session 11

marshall T burton
tuesday devotional assembly no title listed

session IV

joe J christensen
tuesday devotional assembly no title listed

II
session 11

D brent collette

what
at is church all about anyway
trapsfor
the common traps
for todays youth
catch the vision where am 1I1I going

II
session 11
II
session 11
II
session 11

arlene carter dredge
devotional assembly making tracks while the sun shines
gears from physical to spiritual things
shifting gearsftom
friday devotional assembly no title listed
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session 1I
session IV

11
11
11
II
11
II
11
II
11
II

IV
IV
IV
IV
IV

richard draper
repentance moving toward godliness
testimony the spirit of revelation
baptism the fire and the water
power from on high
faith gaining powerftom

session 1I
session 1I
session 1I
session 1I

devin durrant
wednesday devotional no title listed

II IV
session 1I 11

ron firth
en everything turns up lemons make lemonade
when

toad or handsome prince ugly sister or beautiful princess
heads shoulders knees and toes
parents are people too
how to peer at your peers
chased or chaste

russell greiner
praise to the man
by their fruits
building upon the rock

tell a friend

clean hands and a pure heart
the date debate
randy hall
princelprincess
Princel
Prince Princess
frog or princeprincess
perfection A bite at a time
spiritual mountain climbing
LDS youth and creative writing

session 1I
session 1I
session 1I
session 1I
session 1I
session 1I

sessions 1I
session 1I
sessions I1
session 1I
sessions 1I
sessions 1I

11
II

sessions 1I
sessions 1I
sessions 1I
sessions 1I

11
II

donald heap
overcoming 1II trouble
men are that they might have joy
health happiness and the word of wisdom
true friendship or a stab in the back
great LDS Aathletes
About the church
thiebes
thietes and how they feel about

session IV
session IV
session IV
session IV
session IV

arvel hemenway
111
kir
alf prophecy
Is it better to prophesy or to fuyi
fulfill
what it means to be a born again christian
me A parent
who were you before you were

II
session 11
session 11
II
II
session 11
II
session 11
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11
II
11
II
11
II

IV
11
II IV
11
II IV
11
IV
liw
II
lin
11n

jerald jex
creation
honesty and honor synonymous with saint wreck reation
physical mental social spiritual
yor
Activity
or the broken down body
activityfor
activityor
for
ITTY
how to make a boring date grrrreeeaaattth
it
this life love it before you leave pitfor
for the next one
itfor
repentance from the lord to you with love
my friends are going to be eternal

sessions 1I
sessions 1I
sessions 1I
sessions 1I
sessions 1I
sessions 1I

floyd johnson
friday devotional no title listed
friday devotional no title listed
thursday devotional no title listed

session 1I
II
session 11
session IV

grrrreeeaaa

11
II
11
II
11
II
11
II
11
II
11
II

robert kauo
session 1I
sessions 1I
sessions 1I
sessions 1I
sessions 1I
sessions 1I

borrow my book

tithing
worth
seo
selx
seix
self
seb morth
revelation and the holy ghost
prayer

faith
robert marcum

unite your hearts
all the time you need
not by the miracle
A means to an end
run dick run jane
ae
the way to honor

session IV
session IV
session IV
session IV
session IV
session IV

jack marshall
memories past and future
are you getting older or getting better
your
to
introduce
friends to
or
how
missionary
work
effective
yre
the gospel in three steps
seven days without the scriptures makes one weak
preparingfor
preparing for a celestial marriage or may 1I1I water your
camel please
pray always and remember that long distance is the next best
thing to being there
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session 1I
session 1I
session 1I
session 1I
session 1I
session 1I

11
II
11
II
11
II

11
II
11
II

connie mickelsen

the eternal role of women in the lords plan
the gift of life
promises to keep
learning to trust the guidance of the holy ghost
work
how to make prayer mork
for you
workfor
fears and peers or am 1I1I really As dumb As 1II feel

james mitchell
mtchell
voices within you

one hundred and one things to do on a date
what every latter day saint should know about sharing the
gospel
en your prayers dont seem to go beyond the
what to do when
walls of your room

II
sessions 11
II
sessions 11
111
ili
II
sessions 11
II
sessions 11
II
sessions 11
session IV

IV
IV
IV
IV
IV

II
session 11
II
session 11
II
session 11
II
session 11

todd parker

are you the incredible regrettable or the exciting and inviting
saying 1II love you
en you feel that
Is it love
dhen
the feeling you feel when
feeling you never felt before
creative dating tired of the usual dinner and a movie

morality skillfully shunning sinful situations
how to improve your dating rating

II IV
sessions 1I 11
kli
11
lri IV
II
sessions 1I 111

sessions 1I
sessions 1I
sessions 1I
sessions 1I

IV
11
II IV
11
II IV
11
II
11
II

gerald peterson
session IV
satan his baits and hooks part 1I1I
session IV
II
satan his baits and hooks part 11
mey
thoye
mose
nose
they give Us part 1I1I session IV
those who know the savior and the message ney
thoye
II session IV
those who know the savior and the message they give Us part 11
session IV
ae crucifixion
for such was the saviors love for Us the
manyy dimensions
session IV
love has man
boyd robertson
how to handle anti mormon attitudes
and manners to a better understanding
bible customs andmanners
of the scriptures
you can
why cant 1I1I get a date
love the golden rule of gospel living
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session IV
session IV
session IV
session IV

dennis smith
can you discern the signs of the times
goodwater
good rater
what makes a good date and a gooddater
dater
our union shall endless be why a temple marriage
1I wonder amen
anen
when he comes again christs second coming
and millennial reign
who am 1I answers to lifes greatest questions
isperings
isperings of the spirit how can 1II1
clanging bells or the whisperings
laper
know when im really in love

sessions 1
sessions 1
sessions 1

11

sessions 1
sessions 1

11

session 1I

nancy thomas
thursday devotional assembly no title listed

II
session 11

brent top
brace me up 1I want to be loved too
where on earth can 1I1I find heaven
your own personal sacred grove
can 1I1I really be like him
parent abuse
1I ate
Is it love or just something late

session IV
session IV
session IV
session IV
session IV
session IV

stephen weber
but mom you

dont understand

dating relating and communicating
communicate with confidence
making the call home
yor
permitfor
permiror
permitor
Permitor
getting a learners Permit
for a marriage license
be prepared scouting in marriage

session IV
session IV
session IV
session IV
session IV
session IV

ron zeidner
jew who are you
eternal life insurance policy
exaltation one step at A time

the dating game
can 1I1I really make it
the great change from jew to mormon
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session IV
session IV
session IV
session IV
session IV
session IV

11
11

11

1979 counselors

tracie
head counselors trage
trade parker kenneth A burke edward jay bell
female counselors
maria rose
andreason marla
arosteguy helenice
balena
babcock lisa
bendoski gail marie
bennion lynette
bradshaw lynn maree
boyce maureen melva
brunger annette
budd nadine
burningham
Bu
mingham jill
burt mary burt

bush teresa annette
chan susanna
cole beth
condie deborah
crane susan
davel elizabeth ann
davidson jenny
davis kristine
deakin christine ann
ellsworth elizabeth
edmondson elva jo
estes carmen diane
farnsworth julie ann

farnsworth sandra
feller carolyn
fillerup kristine
forman annette margaret
frieden margaret rose
fullerton judith
gibbons terrill
glover patrice
gregory polly sue
green jamie
green linda ellen
hancock pricilla robin
hansen rae
hayes carla corina
hales martha ann
haynie lucile

huff joanne
james jodee
jensen ellen ruth
jensen lynette
john marianne
johnson lisa anne

leach cathy anne
moon anne joy
moon catherine

moon jacqueline
moon kelly anne
moss lynda lee
passey linda sue
pedersen rebecca
petersen judi anne
reid lynnette
roberson meg ann
robson tammy cherrie
ross joy coreen
rust danielle ann
shaw jill
scott diane christine
smith sheila
stout sharie
sweatfield colette
sweeney coral christie
tabler kathryn fae
sawyna
tew tawyna
thomas ranae
toomey laura lee
walton ladiana
tadiana renee
wilson jolayne
wyatt sandra elaine
young susan

male counselors

adams miles dani
danl
anderson kevin
barraclough john brent
bowen robert mckay
brennan greg
brown ronald gene
bryant david

cannavo dan

coon larry D
darais thomas charles
dean mark douglas
foremaster errol
hansen mark L
hansen scott
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harris ronald albert
hill steven
lambson michael
leavitt kerry dean
lussier donald
nuttal reid V
robinson fred david

male counselors continued

ross brad
Shink
sokey kim
shinksokey

9

stewart marcus vail
whitaker bob

especiallyfor jor
especially
for youth counselors photocopy in UA 1025
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woods jim D
yan ted9
teda

CHAPTER SEVEN
chapterseven
1980

bursting at the seams

1980 program description

1980 session dates
18 tuition
20 june 30 july 4 and july 14
1418
1980 sessions were scheduled for june 16
1620

was 3355 room and board was 46 making a total of 8811

1980 enrollment

in 1980 the annual report is silent with respect to especially for youth the 1982 EFY
promotional brochure while giving a brief history of past years of EFY reports in 1980 over
51
sessions51
4000 youth attended the three sessions bruce goodmansen a building counselor in 1980

noted that nearly 4400 participants attended the three sessions

2

the absence of any mention

of especially for youth enrollment in the annual report suggests that this may have been the year
when ronald C hills began underreporting statistics

1980 basic agenda

the

1980 program agendas included dances on monday tuesday and friday nights

ps in
movies scheduled for wednesday nights included brians song and Haum
haumps
haumes

session 1I brians song and

1

the apple dumpling gang

11 and
in session II

brians song

see 1982 EFY promotional brochure UA 1025

pom
especially por
bruce R goodmansen especiallyfor
for youth conference improvements submitted to george C
bennion november 3 1980 abstract 1 photocopy in UA 1025

46

and

lt

crusoe USN in session 111
III
lii
lil

on thursday nights BYU movie productions were scheduled for all sessions
catherine moon hickman who served as the head counselor recalls that EFY participants

the mailbox

viewed

and cipher in the snow

3

the main entertainment scheduled for the three friday banquets were the brunson
burners described in the program agendas as popular young trumpet players

the basic agenda appears in the

1980 historical

data section at the end of this chapter

1980 faculty
16 program agenda lists seventeen faculty eleven of the seventeen
1016
the june 10

65

faculty

in the june 10
16 program were teachers or administrators in the church educational
1016

system

the june 30 july 4 program agenda lists sixteen faculty twelve of the sixteen faculty
75

in the june 30

july 4 session were teachers or administrators in the church educational

system
18 program agenda lists fifteen faculty eleven of the fifteen faculty
1418
the july 14

73

in

18 session were teachers or administrators in the church educational system
the july 14
1418

specific faculty their classes and their CES assignments or occupations at the time of
their involvement with EFY are listed in the 1980 historical data section at the end of this
chapter

3

3telephone
telephone interview with catherine moon hickman august
47

8 2001
2001 notes in possession of the author

1980 counselors

an especially for youth organizational chart from

1980 shows the head counselor as

hickman
hill
mii
larry coon with supervising counselors doug mil
ickman over the male
ell and catherine moon 11
and female counselors respectively catherine moon hickman served as head counselor over

Leadership Recreation management internship
the female counselors as part of a youth leadershiprecreation

fuller ton jamie green bruce goodmansen mark hansen
building counselors are listed as judy fullerton

jodie james and jill rasmussen

4

hill
mii
the names of catherine moon and doug mil
all also appear on the

1979 counselor list catherine moon hickman recalls interviewing approximately 350 female

counselor applicants and hiring about 150 she also remarked that they had very little work space
and were bursting at the seams

in 1980 the head counselors had no office not even a desk in

the harold R dark
clark building so they did most of their work in their own apartments howard
oark

gray a faculty member in youth leadership and recreation management assisted the EFY
counselors in running the games on the field west of the smith fieldhouse

1980 historical
1980 basic

5

data

agenda

monday
11.30
1130

100 pm

100 200 pm

230 300 pm
310
400 pm
310400
410
500 pm
410500
630 pm
530
530630

registration and check in
opening orientation assembly and welcome
orientation and instruction meeting for adult leaders
classes
classes
dinner

4

jill rasmussen 399r report august 1980 9 photocopy in UA 1025

5

telephone interview with catherine moon hickman august

48

8 2001 notes in possession

of the author

monday continued

800 pm
645
645800
800 900 pm
900 1030 pm
1100
1130 pm
11001130

home evening activity
dance instruction
dance
floor meeting

tuesday

630 800 am
900 1000 am
10 1100 am
10
1010
10101100
lolo
loio
12 00 noon
11
10 1200
1110
11101200
pm
loo
1200 100
l00pm
loo
100
200 pm

100200
300 pm
210
210300
310
430
600
800

pm
400
400pm
600 pm
800 pm

pm
1100
ll00pm
15 1145 pm
11
1115
11151145

breakfast
devotional assembly
classes
classes

lunch
free time
classes
classes
dinner

free time
dance

floor meeting

wednesday

630 800 am
900 1000 am
10 1100 am
10
1010
10101100
11
10 12
00 noon
1200
1110
lilo
11101200
pm
100
l00pm
1200 loo
loo
100 200 pm

100200

200
500
700
900

400 pm
600 pm
900 pm

pm
1100
ll00pm
1130 pm
1100
11001130

breakfast
devotional assembly
classes
classes

lunch
free time
movies
barbecue dinner
new games and sports activity
rest recuperation relaxation and free time
floor meeting

thursday

630 800 am
900 1000 am
10 1100 am
10
1010
10101100
00 noon
10 12
11
1200
1110
11101200
100 pm
1200 loo
l00pm
loo
100 200 pm

lilo
ilio

100200

breakfast
devotional assembly
classes
classes

lunch
free time
49

thursday continued

400 pm
600 pm
700 pm
800 pm
930 pm

200
430
600
700
800
930

pm
1100
ll00pm
1130 pm
1100
11001130

talent extravaganza
dinner
free time
movies BYU productions
testimony meeting

free time
floor meeting

friday

630 800 am
900- 1000 am
1100 am
00 noon
1200
illo
ilio 12
1200 100 pm
100 200 pm

10
10
1010
11
10
1110

210
310
400
530
730

pm
300
300pm
400 pm
515 pm
730 pm
830 pm

pm
830- 1100
ll00pm
11
15
1115

1980

pm
1145
ll45pm

breakfast
devotional assembly
classes
classes

lunch
free time
classes
classes

free time
banquet dinner and entertainment

free time
dance
floor meeting

faculty

16
1016
session 1I june 10

scott anderson lecturer and seminary teacher
john beck seminary principal provo high utah
tom bell BYU football player
randy bird regional coordinator shelley area seminaries idaho
don black bishop author lecturer
elaine cannon general president the young women
david christensen director of international seminary and institute curriculum
ridge jr high utah
lakeridge
rod cuthbert seminary teacher Lake
arlene carter dredge homemaker and former miss wheelchair utah 1976
brent johnson BYU football player
lynn kenley seminary principal kennedy jr high utah
larry mclay seminary teacher spanish fork utah
50

16 continued
session 1I june 10
1016

david mickel seminary teacher bountiful high utah
ed norton seminary teacher orem high utah
Timp view high utah
todd parker seminary teacher timpview
mary sturlaugson convert and returned missionary
utahs
ron zeidner seminary teacher pleasant grove high utah6
II june 30 july 4
session 11

scott anderson lecturer and seminary teacher
john beck seminary principal provo high utah
randy bird regional coordinator shelley area seminaries idaho
don black bishop author lecturer
royce bybee BYU football player
david christensen director of international seminary and institute curriculum
stephen clark
oark seminary teacher pocatello high idaho
dark
ridge jr high utah
lakeridge
rod cuthbert seminary teacher Lake
addene
ardene
ariene
arlene carter dredge homemaker and former miss wheelchair utah 1976
lynn kenley seminary principal kennedy jr high utah
david mickel seminary teacher bountiful high utah
ed norton seminary teacher orem high utah
view high utah
timpview
todd parker seminary teacher Timp
edith rockwood seminary teacher orem utah
mary sturlaugson convert and returned missionary
aksel tanner seminary teacher spanish fork high utah
18
III
session 111
1418
ili july 14

scott anderson lecturer and seminary teacher
john beck seminary principal provo high utah
randy bird regional coordinator shelley area seminaries idaho
royce bybee BYU football player
ridge jr high utah
lakeridge
rod cuthbert seminary teacher Lake
ariene
arlene carter dredge homemaker and former miss wheelchair utah 1976
lynn kenley seminary principal kennedy jr high utah
larry mclay seminary teacher spanish fork utah
david mickel seminary teacher bountiful high utah

6

6especiallyfor
16
1016
especially for youth june 10
7
7especiallyfor
especially for youth june 30 july

1980 program agenda 10 photocopy in UA 1025
11 photocopy in UA 1025
4 1980 program agenda 10
1011

51

14 18 continued
III
session 111
ill july 1418

ron munns

seminary principal pocatello idaho
ligh utah
ed norton seminary teacher orem Ihigh
ed pinegar dentist and popular youth speaker
mary sturlaugson convert and returned missionary
aksel tanner seminary teacher spanish fork high utah
utah8
utahs
david taylor seminary teacher pleasant grove utah

1980 classes offered

faculty are listed in alphabetical order class titles are listed in the order in which they
were taught

scott anderson
love 1I do or dear john
these treacherous trying tumultuous times
youre
you you
re the one your destiny
the perfect man 6 200 lbs and handsome
steps to the altar or alter your steps
love that life
john beck
how to like people you dont like
prime the pump an exercise in leadership
trust the greatest compliment
relationships tor
five vital relationshipsfor
for dynamic
leadership christ as the model
spencer W kimball A commitment to leadership
the ins and outs of leadership

sessions 1I
sessions 1I
sessions 1I
sessions 1I
sessions 1I
sessions 1I

ill
11
III
II 111
ili
11
111
II III
ili
111
11
III
II ili
lil
111
III
ill

sessions 1I
sessions 1I
sessions 1I

11
III
II 111

session I1

thursday devotional no title listed

14 18 1980 program agenda
especially ror
jor
for youth july 1418

52

11
III
II 111

lil

11
III
II 111
111
III
ili
lil

111
II III
sessions 1I 11
111
II III
sessions 1I 11
III
II 111
sessions 1I 11
ili

tom bell

8

11
III
II 111

10 photocopy

in UA 1025

randy bird
coming home
cominghome
dark night in june star shine big moon
wow was that a JO
10 or just the clothes they wore
nom
dhom the phone tolls
the dating game for whom
beegles are you tuned in
booties
beoties
beatles bread and beegees
armageddon and the second coming of christ are you
prepared
close encounters of the best kind

session 1I
sessions 1I
sessions 1I
sessions 1I
sessions 1I

11
111
II III

ili

11
II 111
III
11
111
II III

11
III
II 111

II 111
III
sessions 1I 11
II 111
III
sessions 11
lii

don black

your miracles from prayer
obe art of leadership
ohe
the
your parents and how to understand them
the next day unashamed
the power of one the power of example
there are no nobodies in the eyes of god

sessions 1I
sessions 1I
sessions 1I
sessions 1I
sessions 1I
sessions 1I

11
II
11
II
11
II
11
II

11
II
11
II

royce bybee
wednesday devotional assembly no title listed
wednesday devotional assembly no title listed
elaine cannon
friday devotional no title listed

II
session 11
III
session 111

session 1I

david christensen
endurance A day at a time
A full time mission Is pitfor
it for me
itfor
getting to know your parents A surprise
overcoming your weaknesses now
yourse A challenge
getting to know yourself
getting to know the lord A must

sessions 1I
sessions 1I
sessions 1I
sessions 1I
sessions 1I
sessions 1I

stephen clark
oark
dark
the israelite named lamanite their roots past present and

future
finally its time to gather israel

memorygrams
Memory grams unique method of note taking
speed and skim reading
the art of taking tests
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II
session 11
II
session 11
II
session 11
II
session 11
II
session 11

11
II
11
II
11
II
11
II

11
II
11
II

rod cuthbert

prove it

love at first sight or strange things happen in love
running away
how to get satan off your back
love its not funny

do
it
dolt
doit

sessions 1I
sessions 1I
sessions 1I
sessions 1I
session 1I
sessions 1I

lii
11 111
II
III
lil
111
11
HI
II lil
iii
11
II 111
III

11
III
II 111

lil

11
111
II III

arlene carter dredge
quality relationships or enlarging your fan club
key to happiness appreciation
sely
seiy
improving your sey
self image
sed

111
II III
sessions 1I 11
111
II III
sessions 1I 11
ill
ili
II 111
III
sessions 1I 11
lii

brent johnson
tuesday devotional assembly no title listed

session 1I

lynn kenley
the second coming of christ
youre
re kind of cute
hey you in the mirror you
dont smile theres spinach on your teeth
caleb baldwin
A walk where

jesus walked

bishin for pukes
fishin
fishinfor

sessions 1I
sessions 1I
sessions 1I
sessions 1I
sessions 1I
sessions 1I

11
II 111
III

sessions 1I
sessions 1I
sessions 1I
sessions 1I
sessions 1I
sessions 1I

111
III
lil
lii
111
III
lii

lii

11
III
II 111

lil

111
III
11
111
II III

ili

11
II 111
III

11
II 111
III

larry mclay
things
eternal thingy
aings need eternal wings temple marriage
1I1I have a gift
counting the cost peer group pressure
tuning in and turning on to parents
pulling together we can work it out
playing games with life
david mickel
that bright little right little light inside
mrs crawleys
Petunias
Craw
leys petunias
crawlers
dating and the vanilla theory
heavenly father this is stan speaking
missionaries parents and girls who wait
the joy of being different
understanding those special feelings
case for chastity today
the casefor
miracles
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111
III
111
III
111
III
lii
111
III
lil
lii

session 1I
session 1I
111
sessions 1I 11
II III
lil
session 1I
II 111
sessions 1I 11
III
lil
sessions 1I 11
II 111
III
ili
111
II III
sessions 11
lil
II 111
III
sessions 11
ili
111
II III
sessions 11
ill

ron munns
white
ite shirts and dear johns
mormon athlete the gospel in action
date with the eternities in mind
yor
personal Preparations
preparationsfor
preparationsor
sor
Preparation
for the second coming
college im a freshman again
hey im the leader

111
III
session lii
ili
111
III
session ili
ill
session 111
III
III
session 111
ill
session 111
III
ili
111
session ili
III
lil

ed norton

are you a convertible or a hard top
learn to date with what you are
dont get burned
are you a latter day saint or latter day

amt
aint

todd parker
are you the incredible regrettable or the exciting inviting
how to improve your dating rating
tactics
for tackling todays temptations without
tacticsfor
transgression
Is it love the feeling you feel when you feel that feeling
you never felt before
confronting the competition
saying 1I love you

sessions 1I
sessions 1I
sessions 1I
sessions 1I

lii
iii
in

11
II 111

11
II 111
III

II
sessions 1I 11
II
sessions 1I 11
sessions 1I 11
II
II
sessions 1I 11

111
III
session lii
ili

edith rockwood
reaching your goal you can do it
the details of repentance
resisting temptation
behold the lamb of god
this is forever
hows your spiritual wardrobe

II
session 11
session 11
II
session 11
II
session 11
II
session 11
II
II
session 11

mary sturlaugson
wednesday devotional no title listed
tuesday devotional no title listed
tuesday devotional no title listed

session 1I
session 11
II
session 111
III
ili

aksel tanner
thursday devotional no title listed

session 111
III
ili
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11
II 111
III

II
sessions 1I 11
II
sessions 1I 11

ed pinegar
friday devotional no title listed

lil

11
III
II 111

david taylor
blessed are the pure in heart
father knows best
lifes greatest tragedy
A forever family
moose mouse and toad
the sure foundation

III
session 111
ili
111
III
session lil
lii
session 111
III
ili
session 111
III
ili
III
session 111
ill
III
session 111
lil

ron zeidner
the great change from judaism to mormonism
ae
the jews and the second coming of christ
judah who are you
perspiration and inspiration
eternal life insurance policy
the dating game

session 1I
session 1I
session 1I
session 1I
session 1I
session 1I

1980 counselors

head counselors larry coon doug hill and catherine moon
building counselors judy fullerton jamie green bruce goodmansen mark hansen jodie
james and jill rasmussen

female youth counselors
ahlstrom susan
anderson elaine
arrington lisa J
baynton marcia marie
bunnell marilyn

call peggy
castillo edela
chou shelly
cole beth
cooper diane
cutler cathi
davis kristine
deakin christine A
dickson janean
elliott lisa
ellsworth elizabeth
fagg ellen

francis debbie
green melva lee
hancock priscilla
hayes carla

porter penny
rasmussen jill marie

hawkins pamela
head panda
henderson nancy
hickman melissa

richardson laurie
rhodes kathy lynn
ririe rebecca
ross joy
shelley diane
smoot michelle

huff joanne
james jodee

stevens renee
swenson lynda

johnson jacquleyn
Jacqu leyn christina
jacquleen
lind dawna

thayne sara
stettler ginny
stout sharie

lowder maryanne
mace lanna
murdock natalie
nerdin brenda
petty leslie
56

sturlaugson mary
thacker edwena

thomas amy
terrill tracy

female youth counselors continued
walker sheri
ladiana
walton tadiana
whitlock cynthia jane

whittaker cindi
youd adele

abel ralph J
AhI
ahlstrom
ahl strom jon W
allred steve

ellsworth steven mark
hartvigsen rick
hartman paul hartley

Kevin
Anderson
andersonkevin

head koko
hildebrand alan wayne
howell david
johnson brent
kestner mark S
lewis brad

nelson thomas N
allen
ailen
noall keith alien
perry james raymond
rainwater brian K
waite dale L
whitaker bob
williams arch
williams mark lars
witt milton
morgan9
woodhouse morgana

thompson diane
titensor karen
walker kathryn

male counselors

araiza henry jr
bell edward jay
clark alan H
oark
dark
dean mark D
dewaal matt
doxey ross

mathews lynn

booklet por
especiallyfor for youth counselors handy bookletfor
1980 welcome especially
for you
16 17 photocopy in UA 1025
counselors 1617
9
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names and addresses of

CHAPTER EIGHT
1981

five sessions and a truckload of T shirts
1981 program description

1981 dates
25 29
A promotional mailing listed six sessions of especially for youth to be held on may 2529

june 15
3 11 and august 10
19 june 29 july 3 july 13
17 july 2731
14 however a 1981
27
1317
1014
1519
273
document called potential faculty information sheet did not list the may session or the august
session 1 it is probable that one of the sessions was cancelled prior to the summer most likely

the may session since registrations have typically been low during late may when many high
schools are still in session

program agendas for 1981 have been located for three of the six

sessions june 15
19 hereafter referred to as session 1I july 2732
27 32 session IV and august 101519
14 session V

1981 enrollment

ages for the program are listed as 13
18 2 the
1318
especially for youth or give any enrollment figures

1981 the

the

annual report did not mention

1982 EFY brochure reports that last

summer 1981 over 5000 youth were involved in the five sessions held

warner to todd B parker dated august
wamer

17 1981 confirms

A letter from paul R

around 5000 young people

1

see UA 1025

2

14 18 while age restrictions
in some promotional material ages for especially for youth are listed as 1418

have varied in printed material the registration philosophy was to accept those youth who would be entering the
ninth grade in the fall and therefore be eligible to attend seminary

58

participated

1981 basic

the

3

agenda
1981 agenda adds a NEssion
missionary
ary training

center tour
tout as an optional activity on

tuesday nights 1981 also marks the beginning of the EFY chorus and the highlight slide
show to be viewed during the friday night banquet

the movies scheduled for wednesday nights included jeremiah johnson
Candleshoe for session 1I and brians song and
candleshoe

and

the north avenue irregulars for sessions

IV and V

1981

faculty
19 session 1I program agenda lists eighteen faculty
1519
the june 15

fifteen of which were

teachers or administrators from the church educational system
27 31 session IV program agenda lists nineteen faculty
the july 2731

fifteen of which were

teachers or administrators from the church educational system
14 session V program agenda lists seventeen faculty fourteen of which
1014
the august 10

were teachers or administrators in the church educational system

program agendas for the three other sessions may 25
17
29 june 29 july 3 and july 13
1317
2529
could not be found

paul warner
wamer is listed as the session director or co
director specific faculty the classes
codirector
they taught and their CES assignments or occupations at the time of their involvement with EFY

3

see UA 1025
59

are listed in the 1981 historical

data section at the end of this chapter

1981 counselors

beginning in 1981
1981 the EFY program agendas began listing not only the faculty for each
session but the head counselors as well head counselors in 1981 are listed as follows

doug hill EFY activities coordinator
eldie marshall EFY head womens counselor
jill rasmussen EFY activity program director
4
head
counselor
mens
dave widtfeldt EFY

loe marie pierce served as one of the building counselors

she became one of the head

counselors in 1983

1981 significant events

EFY participants were given t shirts with an especially for youth logo for the first time in
5
1981
198L

that tradition has continued to the present
juanita gregson a teenager from lethbridge alberta canada attended an EFY session in

1980 and worked babysitting as often as possible during the next year to raise money to attend

the 1981 session when juanita arrived at EFY in 1981
1981 she was having many stomach problems
and was restricted to a special diet nevertheless she attended all the classes and even one of the

the day after returning home from EFY

dances

with extensive cancer

her doctors

she was taken to the hospital and diagnosed

said the cancer was too advanced to treat so after recovering

4

yor
por
see especiallyor
31
or youth july 27
2731
especiallyfor
Especially
for

5

httpviscombyueduyfpindexcgigroupefyl4

1981 program agenda 14 UA 1025
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18

from surgery juanita participated in seminary and youth conference until her condition got worse
and forced her to stay in bed she passed away on november

1

1981
1981

juanitas mother wrote to

the EFY staff through your wonderful program juanita was able to attend the Y although
maybe not in the way we would have planned

part of the reason that juanita was ready to go

home was due to your wonderful program may the lord continue to guide and help you all

1981 historical

6

data

1981 basic agenda

monday

1100 115 pm
130 245 pm

245
310
410
530
700
830-

300 pm
300pm
400 pm
pm
500pm
500
630 pm
800 pm

1030 pm
pm
1100 1130
ll30pm

registration check in
opening orientation assembly and welcome
orientation and instruction meeting for adult leaders
classes
classes
barbecue dinner
home evening activity
dance festival
floor meeting

tuesday

600
630
630
900-

630 am
830 am
800 am

1000 am
10
10 1100 am
1010
11
10 1200
12 00 noon
1110
1200 100 pm
100 200 pm

210
310
430
600-

pm
300pm
300
400 pm
600 pm
800 pm

6

EFY jogging team

talent show tryouts
breakfast
devotional assembly
classes
classes

lunch
EFY chorus practice optional activity
classes
classes
dinner
free time or optional activities

198 1
171981
rea gregson to especially for youth staff november 17
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photocopy in possession of the author

tuesday continued

730 pm
630
630730
630 730 pm
pm
800 1100
ll00pm
1145 pm
11151145
15
11
1115

missionary training center tour optional activity

sports films
dance
floor meeting

wednesday

600
630
630
90010
10
1010
11
10
1110

ilio
iilo

630 am
830 am
800 am
1000 am
1100 am
12
00 noon
1200
1 00
pm
00pm

1200
100 200 pm

200
530
700
900-

400 pm
630 pm
900 pm

pm
1100
ll00pm
1100 1130 pm

EFY jogging team

talent show tryouts
breakfast
devotional assembly
classes
classes

lunch
EFY chorus practice optional activity
movies
barbecue dinner
new games and sports activities
free time or outdoor movie
floor meeting

thursday

600
630
630
900-

630 am
830 am
800 am

1000 am
10
10 1100 am
1010
11
10 12
00 noon
1110
1200
iilo
ilio
00 pm
1200 1loopm
loope
100 200 pm

200
430
600
700
800
930-

400 pm
600 pm
700 pm
800 pm
930 pm

pm
1100
ll00pm
pm
1100 1130
ll30pm

EFY jogging team

talent show tryouts
breakfast
devotional assembly
classes
classes

lunch
EFY chorus practice optional activity
talent extravaganza

dinner

free time
movies BYU productions
testimony meeting
free time and outdoor movies BYU productions
floor meeting
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friday

600 630 am
630 800 am
900- 1000 am
10
10
1010
11
10
1110
iilo
illo
1200
100
100

1100 am
12
00 noon
1200
100 pm

200 pm
200 pm
pm
300pm
210 300
310 400 pm
400 515 pm
530- 730 pm

pm
800 1100
ll00pm

1145 pm
11151145
11
15
1115

1981

EFY jogging team
breakfast
devotional assembly
classes
classes

lunch
EFY chorus practice
sports films BYU sports highlights
classes
classes

free time
banquet dinner and entertainment
EFY chorus
counselor skit
slide presentation and highlights
dance
floor meeting

faculty

19
session 1I june 15
1519

II director
scott anderson lecturer counselor seminary instructor and EFY session 11
lewis bastian former mission president in mexico
BYU athletes
david christensen church educational system central office
jack christianson seminary instructor Timp
view provo utah
timpview
stephan gentry seminary director st michaels arizona
ted gibbons seminary instructor provo utah
dean hughes author and lecturer provo utah
burneil hunt institute instructor cedar city utah
burnell
mark keller seminary instructor provo utah
jack marshall seminary principal glendora california
larry mclay seminary instructor spanish fork utah
dave mickel seminary instructor bountiful utah
james mitchell institute instructor logan utah
ed norton seminary instructor orem utah
Timp view provo utah
todd parker seminary instructor timpview
gerald peterson institute instructor salt lake city utah
gary poll seminary instructor ogden utah
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19 continued
session 1I june 15
1519
7
pre
paul warner
wamer EFY advisory committee and director seminary
service training

31
session IV july 27
2731

lewis bastian former mission president in mexico
john beck seminary principal provo utah and EFY session V director
don black well known speaker counselor and author provo utah
david christensen church educational system central office
joe J christensen president mission training center provo utah
jack christianson seminary instructor timpview
Timp view provo utah
rod cuthbert seminary principal spanish fork utah
rachelle dunn seminary instructor anaheim california
burneil hunt institute instructor cedar city utah
burnell
ardeth kapp coordinator of student leadership programs at BYU
mark keller seminary instructor provo utah
jack marshall seminary principal glendora california
thomas mcmullin seminary principal las vegas nevada

dave mickel seminary instructor bountiful utah
james mitchell institute instructor logan utah
gary nelson seminary instructor roy utah
gerald peterson institute instructor salt lake city
chuck schwab seminary instructor bountiful utah
ron zeidner seminary instructor pleasant grove utah
14
session V august 10
1014

scott anderson lecturer counselor seminary instructor
don black speaker counselor and author provo utah
elaine cannon general president the young women
david christensen church educational system central office
jack christianson seminary instructor Timp
timpview
view provo utah
rod cuthbert seminary principal spanish fork utah
ron firth seminary instructor pleasant grove utah
keri lynn keith amy gunther lisa heckman seminary students in provo
mark keller seminary instructor provo utah
jack marshall seminary principal glendora california
dave mickel seminary instructor bountiful utah

7

especiallyfor
especially

8

pom
27 31 1981 program agenda
especiallyfor
especially por
for youth july 2731

19 1981 program agenda
1519
for youth june 15
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14 photocopy

in UA 1025

session

14
vaugust
aaugust 10
1014

continued

rand packer pre service seminary instructor
Timpview provo utah and EFY session VI director
todd parker seminary instructor timpview
gerald peterson institute instructor salt lake city
brent snow seminary instructor stillwater oklahoma
dean thomson institute instructor sacramento california
ron zeidner seminary instructor pleasant grove utah

1981 classes offered

the classes listed below were offered during sessions 1I IV

V program agendas were

not available for sessions 11
II and 111
III
lii faculty are listed in alphabetical order classes are listed in
lil
the order in which they were offered

scott anderson
love that life
steps to the altar or alter your steps
love 1I1I do or dear john
these treacherous trying tumultuous times
you you
youre
re the one your destiny
foure
lbs and handsome
the perfect man 6 200 ibs

lewis bastian
thursday devotional no title listed

V
V
V
V
V
V

session 1I
session IV

friday devotional no title listed
BYU athletes
wednesday devotional no title listed

session 1I

don black
there are no nobodies in the eyes of god
celestial dating ideas
the next day unashamed
the power of one the power of example
the art of leadership
principles with promise

9
9especiallyfor
14
or youth august 10
1014
especiallyor
Especially

sessions 1I
sessions 1I
sessions 1I
sessions 1I
sessions 1I
sessions 1I

sessions IV
sessions IV
sessions IV
sessions IV
sessions IV
sessions IV

1981 program agenda 14 photocopy in UA 1025
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V
V
V
V
V
V

david christensen
yourse A challenge
getting to know yourself
overcoming your weaknesses A distinct possibility
A missionfor
mission for me
whats
ats it all about
getting to know the lord A must
getting to know your parents A surprise
marriage A time to prepare
what kind of ofmarriage

S
sessions
sessions
essions 1I

sessions
S essions
sessions
S essions
S sessions
essions
S sessions
essions
S sessions
essions

1I
1I

1I
1I
1I

IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV

V
V
V
V
V
V

joe J christensen
tuesday devotional no title listed

session IV

jack christianson
Yh
thoughts
tuesday devotional music its affect on our actions oughts
feelings and spirituality

sessions 1I IV V

rod cuthbert

you remindme
remind me of joseph
power and glory forever
love at first sight
how to get satan off your back for a season
Is running away the answer
sometimes interesting things happen with love

rachelle dunn
graduation day
Yourseyon
yourself
on paper
putting yourseyon
focus on the family
ye are the light of the world

sessions IV
sessions IV
sessions IV
sessions IV
sessions IV
sessions IV

session IV
session IV
session IV
session IV

ron firth
when everything turns up lemons make lemonade
head shoulders knees and toes
using dates to find your mates
toad or handsome prince ugly sister or beautiful princess
does rock really roll
parents are people too
stephan gentry
the short end of
0 the stick
dare to be square
the greatest comfort in life
dont you believe me dad
making lemonade

session V
session V
session V
session V
session V
session V

sessions 1I
sessions 1I
sessions 1I
sessions I1
sessions 1I
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V
V
V
V
V
V

ted gibbons

friday devotional blue winged grasshoppers or the creation
as an act oglove
of love

dean hughes
youre
re about to be thirty
check your watch you
watermelon seeds
introducing the next great american writer
pioneers are people too
will we all walk back to missouri
Boringf gets shot
boringgets
the next guy who says Boring

sessions 1I

session 1I
session 1I
session 1I
session 1I
session 1I
session 1I

burneil hunt
burnell
eneth every man
enlighteneth
Enlight
the spirit enfighteneth
flee all youthful lusts
the pure love of christ
seeking your own sacred grove
creative dating
A chosen generation royal priesthood

sessions 1I
sessions 1I
sessions 1I
sessions 1I
sessions 1I
sessions 1I

ardeth kapp
thursday devotional no title listed

session IV

mark
keller
keiler
markkeller
make our kind of music
you
are
got
pitfor
spirituality
fit jor
do
to
with
for the
fitness
whats
fitfor
ats
spirit
an answer of faith
love to learn and learn to love
from bluegrass to yellowstone
you
you
reap
may
ought
sow a seedfor
deed
a
thought
that
seed jor
for

IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV

sessions 1I IV V
sessions 1I
sessions 1I
sessions 1I
sessions 1I
sessions 1I

IV
IV
IV
IV
IV

V
V
V
V
V

IV
IV
IV
IV

V
V
V
V

keri lynn keith

wednesday devotional getting your act together

jack marshall
preparingfor
preparing tor
for a celestial marriage
heroism from history
portrait of a pioneer woman
you cant do wrong and feel
fee I1 right
pray always and remember long distance is the next best
thing to being there
becoming a missionary is more than growing a foot or two
67

session V

sessions 1I
sessions 1I
sessions 1I
sessions 1I

sessions 1I IV V
sessions 1I IV V

larry mclay
walking on lifes tightrope
Your seff
on A clear day you can see yourself
do 1I really dislike people
1I1I have nowhere to go
strawberry shakes and purple ice
ke skates
more powerful than dynamite

session 1I
session 1I
session 1I
session 1I
session 1I
session 1I

thomas mcmullin

wilderness survival or how do 1I1I get home when im stranded
on earth part 1
en im stranded
wilderness survival or how do 1I1I get home when
on earth part 2
A peek into the locker room scouting the adversary
adversarysIs game
iron rods and anchors keeping your cool as things get hotter
thunderbolts black clouds and sunshine
me A child of god but im not even perfect

dave mickel
dating and the vanilla theory
mere
were
why we
re different and proud of it thank you
understanding those special feelings
the case for chastity today
miracles
missionaries parents and girls who wait

no

session IV
session IV
session IV
session IV
session IV
session IV

sessions 1I
sessions 1I
sessions 1I
sessions 1I
sessions 1I
sessions 1I

IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
V

james mitchell
what every latter day saint should know about sharing the

gospel
101
10
loi1 things to do on a date
what to do when your prayers dont seem to go beyond the
walls of your room
the savior my most important personal friend
joyy of personal testimony
jor
the jo
signs of the times how can I1 know

sessions 1I IV
sessions 1I IV
sessions 1I
sessions 1I
sessions I1
sessions 1I

gary nelson

the youth of today the strength of tomorrow
you
youve
ve got the makings of a champion
creativity in dating
prayer power how to receive answers with meaning
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session IV
session IV
session IV
session IV

IV
IV
IV
IV

V
V
V
V
V

ed norton
are you a latter day saint
dont get burned
obe
ohe
the wanderer
marriage is a big deal
families can be forever

session 1I
session 1I
session 1I
session 1I
session 1I

rand packer
the king makers
the queen makers
please father hear my prayer
look out world im coming at you
congratulations its a parent
rand and shirley packer marriage or mirage

session V
session V
session V
session V
session V
session V

todd parker

the feeling you feel when you feel that feeling
you never felt before
yor
Tactics
Tacti
tacticsfor
csor
tacticsor
for tackling todays temptations without

sessions 1I V

transgression
how to improve your dating rating
are you the incredible regrettable or the exciting inviting
confronting the competition
saying 7 love you

sessions 1I
sessions 1I
sessions 1I
sessions 1I
sessions 1I

Is it love

gerald peterson
many dimensions be not deceived
love has man
teddy bears of great worth love and testimony
jesus
vas jesuslove
ohe crucifixion and
love for Us the
JesusLove
for such was
resurrection part 1I1I
por
jesus
lovegr
JesusLove
for such was jesuslove
loveor
for Us the crucifixion and
II
resurrection part 11
satan master perverter his baits and hooks part 1I
satan master perverter his baits and hooks part 11
II

gary poll
who says the scriptures are boring
how to find your ideal and get higher
himlher to the temple
himher
my mother says she doesntt have any dumb kids so whose
son am 1I1I
how to make your next year in seminary the best year of
your life
how to keep the commandments my own way and avoid

heaven

sessions 1I IV V
sessions 1I IV V
sessions 1I IV V
sessions 1I IV V
sessions 1I IV V
sessions 1I IV V

session 1I
session 1I
session 1I
session 1I
session 1I
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V
V
V
V
V

gary poll continued
keeping the sabbath day holy

without even taking a nap

chuck schwab
do you measure up being the right one
russian roulette how to beat the odds
desperado
how to be popular and still return to our heavenly father
term goals
bubble gum vs ice
longterm
ke cream short term vs long
plan on winning dont just hope you wont lose

session 1I

session IV
session IV
session IV
session IV
session IV
session IV

brent snow

dontlookback
dont look back

session V
session V
session V
session V
session V
session V

seminary survival kit
A star is born
ten four good buddy
love and money at home
why me

dean thomson

all the worlds a stage
too late smart
1I wish 1I1I had said that
time for that Is the stuff life Is made of
down in front

dont stop me now

session V
session V
session V
session V
session V
session V

ron zeidner
for the youth perspiration and inspiration
for the youth when boy meets girl
our brothers the jews history of the jews past and present
especiallyfor
especially for the youth eternal life insurance policy
the great change from jew to mormon
especiallyfor
obe dating game
ohe
ae
especially for the youth the

especiallyfor
especially
especiallyfor
especially

70

sessions IV
sessions IV
sessions IV
sessions IV
sessions IV
sessions IV

V
V
V
V
V
V

CHAPTER NINE
1982

the time has come

a new building and a new theme

1982 program description
1982 session

dates

18 session 1I june 28 july 2
1418
five sessions were planned for 1982 to be held on june 14
13 session V
16 session 111
30 session IV and august 9913
II july 12
III july 26
session 11
2630
1216
lil
lii

1982 enrollment

the

1983 EFY brochure reports the last two summers over 5000 youth were involved in

the five sessions held

an informal history written by counselor loe marie pierce mentions that

each western state was well represented along with two girls from japan and one from

australia

51

1982 basic

agenda

changes in the 1982 agenda included an aerobics class to be run at the same time as
the EFY jogging team changing the name of floor meeting to evening prayer

adding

dance instruction to the optional activities adding a wednesday outdoor dance a thursday
night counselor activity and replacing the friday morning devotional with a continental

breakfast
26 30 session the talent show was held on
12 16 session and the july 2630
during the july 1216

1

especially for youth
loe pierce especiallyfor

1982 unpublished history photocopy in UA 1025

71

wednesday instead of thursday
wednesday night movies were not specified in the program agendas but inside a session
11
II

program agenda belonging to counselor becky noah casper there is a handwritten note

indicating the movie was mckennas gold

on thursday nights the youth watched church TV commercials before their testimony
meetings

friday night banquet entertainment was listed as the EFY chorus counselor skit and a
highlight slide show for all sessions

1982 faculty

five church educational system faculty served as session co directors robert murdock
II rand packer session 111
III
session 1I jerry wilson session 11
ill boyd beagley session IV and
paul wamer
warner session V
18 program agenda lists thirteen faculty ten of which
1418
the june 14

77

were teachers or

administrators in the church educational system

the june 28 july 2 program agenda lists fourteen faculty ten of which

71

were

teachers or administrators in the church educational system
12 16 program agenda lists twelve faculty
the july 1216

eight of which 67

were teachers

or administrators in the church educational system
26 30 program agenda lists twelve faculty ten of which
the july 2630

83

were teachers or

administrators in the church educational system
13 program agenda lists twelve faculty ten of which
the august 9913

72

83

were teachers

or administrators in the church educational system
specific faculty their classes and their CES assignments or occupations at the time of
their involvement with EFY are listed in the 1982 historical data section at the end of this
chapter

1982 counselors

the 1982 program agendas listed the head counselors

as follows

dennis gilkerson EFY male supervising counselor
mike huntsman EFY activity coordinator
loe pierce EFY female supervising counselor
director2
jill rasmussen EFY program activity and counselor directory
director2

the program agenda also provides

some biographical information on the head counselors

jill rasmussen was a graduate student in youth leadership dennis gilkerson was a junior in
political science from newport beach california and loe marie pierce a junior in youth

leadership from draper utah dennis and loe marie supervised the male and female counselors
michael huntsman a junior in business management from sandy utah served as an activities
coordinator

3

the complete roster of counselors

serving in 1982 could not be found

1982 significant events

the year

1982 was an important year for especially for youth and for the entire BYU

division of continuing education on april

2

especiallyfor
especially

3

this position is mentioned only in

13 1982

elder gordon B hinckley dedicated the

18 1982 program agenda
1418
jor
for youth june 14

1982

73

13

photocopy in UA 1025

harman continuing education building on the northeast comer of campus the facility is named
after caroline hemenway hannan
harman previously the continuing education offices occupied a
much smaller space in the harold R clark building

also in 1982 the head counselors chose a theme for the camp a tradition that has
continued to this day

the theme for the

1982 especially for youth was

the time has come

1982 annual report makes only a parenthetical mention of especially for youth in

the

though the majority of participants come from the LDS church to attend programs

these words

such as especially for youth especially for singles especially for parents and academy for

girls etc many non LDS individuals attend for clean wholesome and uplifting experiences

4

1982 historical data
1982 basic

agenda

monday
15 pm
1100 1115
130 245 pm

245 300 pm
245 300 pm

400 pm
310
310400
410
500 pm
410500
530 630 pm
700 800 pm
830 1030 pm
1115 pm
1100
11001115

registration check in
opening orientation and welcome
orientation and instruction meeting for adult leaders
orientation for participants who are not living on the campus during the
week
classes
classes
barbecue dinner
5
hurdles5
hurdies
home evening hurdles
dance festival
evening prayer

4
4annual
annual report church educational system division of continuing education and
andbrigham
brigham young

university division of continuing education 1981
1982 43 in possession of the deans office 3399 harman
19811982
continuing education building BYU provo utah 84602 80113784147
801 378
4147
3784147
8011378
5
5the
athe
the

hurdles referred to here are team building puzzles and exercises not the type of hurdles used in

track and field events
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tuesday

700 730 am
830 am
630
630830
630 830 am
900 1000 am
10 1100 am
10
1010
10101100
11
12 00 noon
10 1200
1110
11101200

loio
lolo

lilo
illo

pm
1200
00pm
120011 00
loo
100
200 pm
100200

EFY jogging team
EFY aerobics class
talent show tryouts
breakfast
devotional assembly
classes
classes

lunch
EFY chorus practice optional activity
dance instruction

free time
sports films

300 pm
210
210300
310
400 pm
310400
430 600 pm
600 800 pm

classes
classes
dinner
optional activities available
missionary training center tour
sports tournament

free time
pm
800 1100
ll00pm

1145 pm
11151145
11
15
1115

dance
evening prayer

wednesday

700 730 am

EFY jogging team
EFY aerobics

630 830 am
830 am
630
630830
900 1000 am

talent show tryouts

10
10 1100 am
1010
10101100
11
00 noon
1200
1110iilo
ilio10 12

loio
lolo

loo
pm
1200 100
l00pm
loo
100
200 pm
100200

breakfast
devotional assembly
classes
classes

lunch
optional activities
EFY chorus practice
dance instruction

free time
200 400 pm

430 600 pm
830 pm
630
630830

1030 pm
830
8301030

1115 pm
1100
11001115

outdoor dance
video movie
barbecue dinner
new games and play fair
falt activities
fait
free time or outdoor movie
evening prayer
75

thursday

700 730 am
830 am
630
630830
630 800 am
900- 1000 am
10
10 1100 am
1010
10101100
11
00 noon
11101200
ilio
iilo10 12

loo
pm
1200 100
l00pm
loo
100 200 pm
100200

EFY jogging team
EFY aerobics
talent show tryouts
breakfast
devotional assembly
classes
classes

lunch
optional activities
EFY chorus practice
dance instruction

free time

200 400 pm
430 600 pm
700 930 pm
1030 pm
930
9301030
1 l00pm
pm
1100

talent extravaganza
dinner
testimony meetings and movies in reverse order
counselor activity

lights out

friday

630 700 am
900 1000 am
10
10 1100 am
1010
10101100
11
00 noon
1200
1110ilio
iilo10 12

EFY jogging team
EFY aerobics groups
continental breakfast
classes
classes

1200 loo
100 pm
l00pm
100
200 pm
loo
100200
loo
100
200 pm
100200

lunch

800 1045 pm

dance

1130 pm
11151130

evening prayer

pm
300pm
210 300
pm
400pm
310 400
445 730 pm

11
15
1115

EFY chorus practice
sports films BYU sports highlights
classes
classes
banquet dinner and entertainment
EFY chorus
counselor skit
slide presentation of the weeks highlights
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1982

faculty list

18
session 1I june 14
1418

scott anderson lecturer and counselor bluffdale
Bluffdale utah
boyd beagley director preservice
Pre service training church educational system
don black speaker counselor and author provo utah
jack christianson seminary instructor Timp
view provo utah
timpview
rod cuthbert seminary principal spanish fork utah
stephen gentry seminary director st michaels arizona
dean hughes author and lecturer provo utah
william mcclure seminary principal firth idaho
mcintosh institute instructor university of utah
robert mclntosh
robert murdock institute instructor utah state university and EFY session I1 director
view provo utah
timpview
todd parker seminary instructor Timp
gary poll seminary instructor bonneville ogden utah
tom valletta seminary instructor olympus salt lake city utah
session 11
II june 28 july 2

scott anderson lecturer and counselor bluffdale
Bluffdale utah
randy bird seminary principal shelley idaho
phil blackwell seminary principal Lake
ridge orem utah
lakeridge
jack christianson seminary instructor Timp
view provo utah
timpview
rod cuthbert seminary principal spanish fork utah
devin durrant BYU varsity basketball player
dean hughes author and lecturer provo utah
david mickel seminary instructor bountiful utah
Timp view provo utah
todd parker seminary instructor timpview
ridge orem utah
mike peterson seminary instructor Lake
lakeridge
gary poll seminary instructor bonneville ogden utah
jerry wilson CES area director west lafayette indiana
fred woods seminary instructor orem utah
blaine yorgason author and speaker 7

6

6especiallyfor
14 18
especially for youth june 1418
7

7especiallyfor
especially for youth june 28 july

1982 program agenda 14 in UA 1025
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session 111
16
III july 12
1216
lii
ill

scott anderson lecturer and counselor bluffdale
Bluffdale utah
randy bird seminary principal shelley idaho
david christensen director of curriculum and instruction CES
devin durrant BYU basketball player
mark keller seminary instructor provo utah

robert marcum seminary principal snake river idaho
pre service instructor brigham young university
rand packer preservice
view provo utah
timpview
todd parker seminary instructor Timp
ed pinegar popular youth speaker provo utah
chuck schwab seminary instructor bountiful utah
tom valletta seminary instructor olympus salt lake city utah
speaker
brent yorgason author and speake

8

session IV july 26
30
2630

scott anderson lecturer and counselor bluffdale
Bluffdale utah
boyd beagley director preservice
Pre service training church educational system
david christensen director of curriculum and instruction CES
devin durrant BYU varsity basketball player
mark keller seminary instructor provo utah
kenneth miller seminary principal centerville
Cent erville utah
view provo utah
timpview
todd parker seminary instructor Timp
chuck schwab seminary instructor bountiful utah
weldon thacker personnel director CES
tom valletta seminary instructor olympus salt lake city utah
paul warner
wamer EFY advisory committee and director BYU seminary pre service training
ron zeidner seminary instructor pleasant grove utah
13
session V august 9913

phil blackwell seminary principal lakeridge
Lake ridge orem utah
joe J christensen president mission training center provo utah
jack christianson seminary instructor timpview
Timp view provo utah
rodney cuthbert seminary principal spanish fork utah
devin durrant BYU basketball player
S brent farley
parley seminary director orange county california
kelly johnson seminary instructor provo utah
mark keller seminary instructor provo utah
david mickel seminary instructor provo utah

8

especiallyfor for youth july 1216
12 16 1982 program agenda
especially
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13 continued
session V august 9913

Timp view provo utah
todd parker seminary instructor timpview
Lake ridge orem utah
mike
mke peterson seminary instructor lakeridge
utahs
tom valletta seminary instructor olympus salt lake city utah9
utah

1982 classes offered

faculty are listed in alphabetical order classes are listed in the order in which they were
offered

scott anderson

youre
you you
re the one

am 7 heavy hes my brother
he aint

follow follow me prophets patriarchs and heroes
love 1I do or dear john
mese
these trying treacherous tumultuous times
ibs and handsome
perfect man 6 tall 200 lbs
Pre service training church educational system
boyd beagley director preservice
wednesday devotional no title listed

sessions 1I
sessions 1I
session 1I
sessions 1I
sessions 1I
sessions 1I

111
III
111
III
11
II

IV
11
II

session 1I

randy bird
Is it love or something 1I ate

sessions 11
II
II
sessions 11
II
sessions 11
II
sessions 11
111
session ill
III
ili
III
session 111
ili

armageddon christs second coming
the battle of ofannageddon
zhe
the dating game for whom the phone tolls
1I made
imade it through the rain
how to avoid gatans
satans pitfalls
the media and its influence on Us

lil
111
III
lii
111
III
111
III

ili

111
III

don black
there are no nobodies in the eyes of god
rhe
the power of one the power of example

session 1I
session 1I

phil blackwell and neike
nfike peterson
mike
do you know the proper area code
an invitation to the last supper reality of the resurrection
you are a winner

sessions 11
II V
II V
sessions 11
II V
sessions 11

9

especiallyfor
especially for

youth august 9913
13 1982 program agenda
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IV

phil blackwell and mike peterson continued

rat traps and broken fingers

Is it worth it

because 1I1I love him
nigh unto kolob
dolob

II V
sessions 11
II V
sessions 11
II V
sessions 11

david christensen
overcoming your weaknesses and doing it now
getting along with your parents well what do you know
getting revelation who me
getting to know yourself A challenge but worth it
A missioner
Missi
missionor
onor me what its all about and how to get ready
amissionforme
ready set go
marriage gasp get read

111
III
sessions lii
ili
III
sessions 111
lil
III
sessions 111
ili
sessions 111
III
ili
III
sessions 111
ili
111
III
sessions lii
lil

joe J christensen
tuesday devotional no title listed

session V

jack christianson
tuesday devotional no title listed
wednesday devotional no title listed
thursday devotional no title listed

session 1I
11
session II
session V

IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV

rod cuthbert

how to get satan off your back for a season
the fun is in the chase another love story
your confidence shall wax strong in the presence of god
do you believe in love at first sight
raiders of the lost testimony we may never pass this way

II V
sessions 1I 11
II V
sessions 1I 11
sessions 11
II V
sessions 11
II V

again
we
mere
were
re in love together or strange things happen in love

II V
sessions 11
sessions 11
II V

devin durrant
thursday devotional no title listed
wednesday devotional no title listed
S

II
session 11
III
sessions 111
lii IV V

parley
brent farley

the scriptures how to feast instead of nibble
keysfor
keys for
tor spiritual growth
how to beat the devil resistance and repentance
self esteem find and like the real you
life after death what can 1I1I expect
how to get your prayers past the ceiling

80

session V
session V
session V
session V
session V
session V

stephen gentry
in convoy
power of the priesthood
puffand
and
and ill
puff
HI
lii pudd
iii
ill
iii
lii hudd
huff
huffandhi
how to make the upset go away
effing
iffing and feeling full
fulfilling
fuyi
right on brother write on

session 1I
session 1I
session 1I
session 1I
session 1I
session 1I

dean hughes
the tales of a substitute mother

the complete athlete
rithmatic
matic
reading and writing no Rith
dealing with dad
en do we head back to jackson county
when
dhen
how to be bored and boring

keri lynn keith and amy gunther
thursday devotional no title listed

sessions I1
sessions I1
session 1I
sessions 1I
session 1I
sessions 1I

11
II
11
II
11
II
11
II

session IV

kelly johnson

the power of your patriarchal blessing
the junk woodof
foodof babylon

anchoring your soul
1II come quickly christs second coming
all in the family
the celestial kingdom how close am 1II1

session V
session V
session V
session V
session V
session V

mark keller
keiler
markkeller

the perfect one
making for life
rubiks
rubies cube or decision makingfor
how to build a city of
zion
ofzion
life after death
fitness and spirituality
love to learn and learn to love

111
sessions lil
III
lii
sessions 111
III
111
sessions lii
III
lil
III
sessions 111
ili
III
sessions 111
ill
III
sessions 111
ili

robert marcum
being scared stiff and other minor speaking problems
unite your hearts
what the boys say about the girls
at the girls say about the boys
what

81

111
III
session lii
ili
III
session 111
III
session 111
lil
III
session 111
ili

IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV

V
V
V
V
V
V

william mcclure
commitment or dedication
sely
growing up or seiy
sefu
seff destruction
self
A year and a Ha
Isntt a long time
halflsn
haisnt
chuck holes in our lifes highway
crabs or true friends

session 1I
session 1I
session 1I
session 1I
session 1I
session I1

reaching our potential
mcintosh
robert mclntosh

session 1I

thursday devotional no title listed
david mickel

the joy of being different
dating and the vanilla theory
understanding those special feelings
missionaries parents and girls who wait
the case
for chastity today
casefor
angels temples and teenagers
dating and other frightening experiences
kenneth miller
being worth something when no one seems to care
sely
seiy
developing a positive se
self image
principles of godliness becoming one with the godhead
how to receive keep and use the gift of the holy ghost
dont fume dont fret dont give up
move forward
andmove
how to grow
growftom
androve
from failure experiences and

II
session 11
II
session 11
II
session 11
II
session 11
II
session 11
II V
sessions 11
session V

session IV
session IV
session IV
session IV
session IV
session IV

ed pinegar
sessions 1I IV

thursday devotional no title listed

todd parker
confronting the competition
en you feel that feeling
Is it love the feeling you feel when
you
youve
ve never felt before
are you the incredible regrettable or the exciting inviting
tactics
for tackling todays temptations without
tacticsfor

sessions 1I IV
sessions 1I IV
sessions 1I 111
III
II V
sessions 1I 11
session 1I
111 V
II III
sessions 1I 11

transgression

how to improve your dating rating
saying 1II1 love you

82

gary poll

no

aren t exciting
who says the scriptures arent
A missionary preparing to be waiting for and being one
first grade first kiss and first love part 1I
II
first grade first kiss and first love part 11
israel A history of the lords chosen people
fifty ways to keep the ones you love

sessions 1I
sessions 1I
sessions 1I
sessions 1I
sessions 1I
sessions 1I

11
II
11
II

11
II
11
II
11
II
11
II

chuck schwab
developing the spiritual

desperado
gaining a testimony
does spiritual plus physical equal compromise
at least date me once before you say no
A family pow wow
weldon thacker
tuesday devotional no title listed

session IV
session IV
session IV
session IV
session IV
session IV

session IV

tom valletta
from cipher to 10
dating how to be a winner
who am 1I1I really
how to obtain personal revelation
ae
the highest priorities in life
ae sting of death
the

sessions 1I 111
iii
lii IV V
ffl
sessions 1I fal
M IV V
III
sessions 111
lii IV V
sessions 111
III IV V
ili
111
III IV V
sessions lii
ili
111
III IV V
sessions ill
ili

fred woods
all things bear record of christ
what
at it means to be valiant in your testimony
the three joys of a mission
why 1I1I believe in miracles
learn wisdom in thy youth
the scriptures your script

II
session 11
II
session 11
session 11
II
II
session 11
session 11
II
II
session 11

blaine yorgason
II
session 11

tuesday devotional no title listed
brent yorgason
tuesday devotional no title listed

session 111
III
lii

83

ron zeidner
how to insure your eternal life
questor
Quest yor
for exaltation
inspiration and perspiration
to
tomormonism
from judaism mormonism
boy meets girl
ae
the dating game

session IV
session IV
session IV
session IV
session IV
session IV
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CHAPTER TEN
1983

ascending together

1983 program description

1983 session dates

especially for youth sessions were planned for june 13
17 session 1I june 27 july 1I
1317
15 session 111
II july 11
session 11
29 session IV and august 8812
12 session V
1115
III
2529
lii july 25
lil

was gloo
61.00
57.00
6100 and an additional 5700
5700 for food and housing totaling

tuition

118.00
11800

1

1983 enrollment

the annual report

1982 1983 stated
19821983

young people often attend the youth programs more than once and bring their friends
with them andrew peddicord of
ofogden
ogden utah has attended 13 sessions of especially
for youth earning the tuition money himself andy and approximately 4800 other
young people from 40 states and 10 foreign countries made the five sessions of the 1983
EFY program the largest ever 2

attendance in 1981 and 1982 was estimated at over 5000 yet the annual report for
1983 boasts that attendance

of 4800 was the largest ever

clearly EFY enrollment numbers

after 1979 have been estimates as evidenced by the round numbers it should also be noted that
during the period of this study many EFY participants paid only for EFY tuition not food and
housing these off campus participants stayed at homes in the local area but participated in

1983 EFY promotional brochure see UA 1025
2

annual report church educational system division of continuing education and
brigham young
andbrigham
1982 1983 44 in possession of the deans office 399 hannan
university division of continuing education 19821983
harman
continuing education building BYU provo utah 84602 80113784147
801 378
4147
3784147
8011378
85

EFY activities during the day it is unknown how these off campus participants were counted or

if they were included in the final enrollment estimates

1983 basic agenda

modifications in the 1983 program agenda included the addition of a leadership class and
a becoming a more beautiful

you class offered during the optional activities time

on monday evenings a time was set aside for a meet your counselor meeting
all the EFY talent shows were held on wednesday in

1983

the wednesday movies

III IV were not specified on the program agendas
during sessions 1I 11
II 111
ili

on thursday testimony meetings were preceded by church TV Commer
claie
ciale
clale
commercials

in

II and a multimedia fireside about the prophet joseph smith presented by local
sessions 1I and 11
musician wayne musgrave in sessions 111
III
lii IV and V
ili

1983

faculty
17 program agenda lists twelve faculty
1317
the june 13

eight of which 67

were teachers

or administrators in the church educational system

the june 27 july 1I program agenda lists thirteen faculty

nine of which 69

were

teachers or administrators in the church educational system
1- 15 program agenda lists thirteen faculty
I1115
the july 111

six

of which 46

were teachers or

administrators in the church educational system
29 program agenda lists sixteen faculty ten of which
2529
the july 25
administrators in the church educational system

86

63

were teachers or

12 program agenda lists fourteen faculty ten of which
the august 8812

71

were teachers

or administrators in the church educational system
specific faculty their classes and their CES assignments or occupations at the time of
their involvement with EFY are listed in the 1983 historical data section at the end of this
chapter

1983 counselors

the

1983 program agendas list the head counselors as follows

jolie coons EFY activity director
loe pierce EFY female supervising counselor
jill rasmussen EFY program activity and counselor director
michael
michaei
Nf
ichael whiffen EFY male supervising counselor
3
evans
counselor3
counselors
male
supervising coun
counselor
seio
selo
EFY
larry
A partial list of counselors appears in the 1983 historical data section at the end of this
chapter

1983 significant events

the especially for youth theme for

1983 was ascending

designed portraying an eagle in flight next to the sun

together and a new logo was

this logo appeared on program agendas

counselor shirts and participant t shirts 4

3

especiallyfor for youth june 27 july
especially

4

see appendix C snapshot of especially for youth 173174
173 174

1
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1983 historical data
1983 basic

agenda

monday

1000
1100
130

am

outdoor games
registration check in

pm
300pm
300
pm
300pm
300
pm
300pm
300
400 pm
pm
500pm
500
600 pm
700 pm

opening orientation assembly
orientation for participants who are not living on campus during the week
orientation and instruction meeting for adult leaders
classes
classes
dinner
meet your counselors
home evening lesson and hurdles
sing along optional activity
dance festival
evening prayer

100 pm
pm
115
l15pm

245
245
310
410
500
630
700- 1030 pm
1030 pm
830- 1030 pm
1100 1115 pm

tuesday

700 730 am
830 am
630
630830
630 800 am
900- 1000 am
10
10 1100 am
1010
10101100
11
00 noon
1200
1110illo10 12
iilo

lolo

00 pm
1200 1loope
loopm
loo
100
200 pm
100200

EFY jogging team EFY aerobics class

talent show tryouts
breakfast
devotional assembly
classes
classes

lunch
EFY chorus practice optional activity
dance instruction

free time
pm
300pm
210 300
310
400 pm
310400
430 600 pm
600 800 pm

sports films
classes
classes
dinner
optional activities available
missionary training center tour
sports tournament

free time

becoming A more beautiful you class

800 1030 pm

dance

1115 pm
1100
11001115

evening prayer

88

wednesday

700 730 am
630 830 am
830 am
630
630830
900 1000 am
10 1100 am
10
1010
10101100
loio
11
00 noon
11101200
iilo
ilio10 12
loo
pm
1200 100
l00pm
loo
100
200 pm

100200

EFY jogging team
EFY aerobics
talent show tryouts
breakfast
devotional assembly
classes
classes

lunch
optional activities
EFY chorus practice
dance instruction

free time

200 400 pm
630 pm
530
530630
630
830 pm
630830
830 1030 pm
8301030

1100
1115 pm
11001115

leadership class
talent extravaganza
barbecue dinner
new games and play fair
falt activities
fait
outdoor movie
evening prayer

thursday

700 730 am
630 830 am
630830
900 1000 am
10 1100 am
10
1010
10101100
lolo
loio
11
10 12
00 noon
1110
1200
11101200
1200 loo
100 pm
l00pm

lilo
iilo

100
200 pm
loo
100200

EFY jogging team
EFY aerobics
breakfast
devotional assembly
classes
classes

lunch
optional activities
EFY chorus practice
dance instruction

free time

200 400 pm
500 pm
400
400500
430 600 pm
700 900 pm
900 1030 pm

outdoor dance
leadership class
barbecue dinner
testimony meetings and movies
counselor activity

pm
1100
l00pm

lights out

1

89

friday

700 730 am
900 1000 am
10
10 1100 am
1010
10101100
11
10 1200 noon
1110
11101200

loio
lolo

iilo
ilio

pm
1200 100
l00pm
loo
100
200 pm
loo
100200
loo
100
200 pm
100200

prn
300pm
210 300
arn
310
500 pm
310500
515
730 pm
515730

EFY jogging team
EFY aerobics groups
continental breakfast
classes
classes
sack lunch
EFY chorus practice
sports films BYU sports highlights
classes
free time and preparation for banquet
banquet dinner and entertainment
EFY chorus
counselor skit
slide presentation of the weeks highlights

800 1030 pm

dance

1100 1115 pm
11001115

evening prayer

1983

faculty

17
session 1I june 13
1317

Bluffdale utah
scott anderson lecturer and counselor bluffdale
randy bird seminary principal and regional coordinator shelly idaho
david christensen session director director of curriculum and instruction CES
rodney cuthbert seminary principal spanish fork utah
susan easton assistant professor of church history and doctrine brigham young

university
diane ellingson junior olympic gymnastics champion 1981
camille fronk seminary instructor salt lake city utah
pre service instructor brigham young university
rand packer preservice
john perotti seminary instructor ogden utah
jerry lynn sandberg seminary instructor woods gross utah
paul warner
wamer EFY advisory committee BYU seminary pre service training
ron zeidner seminary instructor pleasant grove utahs
utah

17
5especiallyfor
1317
especially por
for youth june 13

1983 program agenda 13 in UA 1025
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II june 27 july
session 11

1

dale utah
bluffdale
scott anderson lecturer and counselor Bluff

jack christianson seminary instructor timpview
Timp view provo utah
rodney cuthbert seminary principal spanish fork utah
susan easton assistant professor of church history and doctrine brigham young
university
diane ellingson junior olympic gymnastics champion 1981
sherman D harward session director CES area director sacramento california
david mickel seminary instructor bountiful utah
pre service instructor brigham young university
rand packer preservice
view provo utah
timpview
todd parker seminary instructor Timp
gary poll seminary instructor bonneville ogden utah
carolyn rasmus executive assistant to the president brigham young university
jerry lynn sandberg seminary instructor woods cross utah
utah6
utahs
ron zeidner seminary instructor pleasant grove utah
1I 15
I1115
III
session 111
lii july 111

dale utah
bluffdale
scott anderson lecturer and counselor BlufF
david christensen session director director of curriculum and instruction CES
rodney cuthbert seminary principal spanish fork utah
diane ellingson junior olympic gymnastics champion 1981
mary ellen edmunds assistant director of special training at the missionary training
center provo utah
St acilee hosford former ASBYU public relations director
joel mccausland orem utah
david mickel seminary instructor bountiful utah
pre service instructor brigham young university
rand packer preservice
view provo utah
timpview
todd parker seminary instructor Timp
kevin peay orem utah
A david thomas seminary instructor cottonwood salt lake city utah
paul warner
wamer EFY advisory committee BYU seminary pre service training

25 29
session IV july 2529

Bluffdale utah
scott anderson lecturer and counselor bluffdale
randy bird seminary principal and regional coordinator shelly idaho

6

especiallyfor
especially por
for

7

15 1983 program agenda
especiallyfor
especially por
1115
for youth july 11

youth june 27 july

1
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provo utah
jack christianson seminary instructor timpview
Timp view prove
29 continued
session IV july 25
2529

arvel hemenway director cheney institute of religion cheney washington
Stacilee hosford former ASBYU public relations director
Pre service training director university of utah SLC utah
stephen iba session director preservice
joel mccausland orem utah
david mickel seminary instructor bountiful utah
Pre service instructor brigham young university
rand packer preservice
Timp view provo utah
todd parker seminary instructor timpview
kevin peay orem utah
ed pinegar popular youth speaker provo utah
gary poll principal littleton stake seminaries littleton colorado
A david thomas seminary instructor cottonwood salt lake city utah
tom valletta seminary instructor olympus salt lake city utah
paul warner
wamer EFY advisory committee BYU seminary pre service training 8
12
session august 8812

scott anderson lecturer and counselor bluffdale
Bluffdale utah
ivan J barrett BYU religion professor provo utah
randy bird seminary principal and regional coordinator shelly idaho
timothy carver seminary instructor layton utah
jack christianson seminary instructor timpview
Timp view provo utah
rodney cuthbert seminary principal spanish fork utah
diane ellingson junior olympic gymnastics champion 1981
Stacilee hosford former ASBYU public relations director
paul hyde director west lafeyette purdue university institute of religion west
lafayette indiana
gordon mauss session director CES area director california south area long beach
california
david mickel seminary instructor bountiful utah
Timp view provo utah
todd parker seminary instructor timpview
gary poll principal littleton stake seminaries littleton colorado
utah9
utahs
tom valetta seminary instructor olympus salt lake city utah

8

yor
29 1983 program agenda
nor
or youth july 25
especiallyfor
2529
especiallyor
Especially
for

9

especiallyfor
especially por
for

youth august 8812
12 1983 program agenda
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1983 classes offered

faculty are listed in alphabetical order classes are listed in the order in which they were
taught

scott anderson

you you
youre
re the one

these treacherous trying tumultuous times
ivan J barrett
wednesday devotional no title listed

III IV V
sessions 1I 11
II 111
sessions 1I 11
II 111
III IV V

session V

randy bird

the prime time crime
Is it love or just something 1I1I ate
kindt
close encounters of the best kindl
kind
1I made
imade it through the rain

fashions fads andfacades
and facades
the dating game for whom the phone tolls

sessions 1I IV V
sessions 1I IV V
sessions IV V
sessions IV V
sessions IV V
sessions IV V

timothy carver

the three degrees of glory whos
chos going where
ae
the holy ghost my guide my strength my friend
prayer with your heart and not just your lips

todays music how does it affect Us
jesus brilliant momentsftom
moments from his loae
lofe
life
where are you headed
the three degrees of glory nere

david christensen
thursday devotional no title listed

session V
session V
session V
session V
session V
session V

session 1I
session 111
III
ili

wednesday devotional no title listed

jack christianson
wednesday devotional no title listed
thursday devotional no title listed

II IV
sessions 11
session V

paul clayson
honesty the best policy
ye are the light of the world has the bulb burned out
the graduating class of 600 BBC
C

cailing
calling
callinghome
home
mission possible
dear please take out the garbage
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111
session ili
III
ill
session 111
III
ili
session 111
III
ill
111
III
session ill
ili
111
session lii
III
ili
session 111
III

rodney cuthbert
we
mere
were
re in this love together
how to get satan off your back for a season
raiders of the lost testimony
do you believe in love at first sight
ae fun is in the chase another love story
the
1I dont want to walk alone

sessions 1I
sessions 1I
sessions 1I
sessions 1I
sessions 1I
sessions 1I

lii
111
III
ill
111
III

111
III
111
III
111
III
lil
111
III

V
V
V
V
V
V

susan easton

the search for truth
joseph smith all things shall give thee experience
forming relationships attachment detachment
john taylor A carthage survivor
coping with adversity
patriarchal blessings key to se
seix
selx
self discovery

sessions 1I
sessions 1I
sessions 1I
sessions 1I
sessions I1
sessions I1

11
II
11
II

11
II
11
II

11
II
11
II

mary ellen edmunds

most for what you want now
dont trade what you want mostfor

you can afford long distance calls home
you have to learn to balance your bike
shall the youth of
zion falter no way
ofzion
how to get to cloud 9 safely
anyone about joseph smith lately
toidanyone
have you told

111
session lil
III
lii
III
session 111
ill
III
session 111
lii
111
III
session lii
ili
session 111
III
ili
session 111
III
ill

diane ellingson
tuesday devotional no title listed

III V
sessions 1I 11
II 111

camille fronk
wednesday devotional no title listed

session 1I

arvel hemenway
need for a joseph smith
there really was a needfor
in the beginning god created
the second coming
prayer DDD direct distance dialing
dating A dream or a nightmare
temple marriage now and forever

session IV
session IV
session IV
session IV
session IV
session IV

paul hyde
how to

and be excitedabout
excited about the scriptures all
anabe
read understand andbe

at the same time
on fulfilling prophecy
the sacrifice of all things
the prophet joseph smith and the second coming
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session
session
session
session

V
V
V
V

paul hyde continued

understanding the vision of the tree of life
standing in holy places

session V
session V

joel mccausland and kevin peay
thursday devotional no title listed

session IV

david mickel
dating and the vanilla theory
the joy of being different
understanding those special feelings
missionaries parents and girls who
nho wait
dho
case for chastity today
the casefor
angels temples and teenagers
mere
were
re different
being proud of the fact that we
now that 1I1I have a date what do 1I1I do with it

III
sessions H 111
ili IV V
II
session 11
II
session 11
11
IV V
sessions n
II 111
III IV V
sessions 11
ili
sessions 1n 1fffl
Ial IV V
III
sessions 111
ili IV V
III
sessions 111
ili IV V

no

a

rand packer

junior proms
broms and temples
all right you fiery darts depart
father are you there 1II1 need you
she lightning he thunder part 1I1
she lightning he thunder part 2
she lightning he thunder part 3
footballs

sessions 1I
sessions 1I
sessions 1I
sessions 1I
sessions 1I
sessions 1I

11
III
II 111
11
II
11
II
11
II

11
II
11
II

IV

IV
IV
111
III IV
111
III IV
lii
111
III IV
ili

ed pinegar
tuesday devotional no title listed

session IV

todd parker
are you the incredible regrettable or the exciting and inviting
saying

I love you

1

john perotti
uneasy moments a corsage and winning ways
remember and learn wisdom in thy youth
how we treat others building up or cutting down
Is it a bore or do you want more
knows for sure
does he or doesntt he only the holy ghost knowsfor
some tips on how to pray
one way two way or no way

sessions 11 111
ili
iii IV V
umu
111
sessions 11 mum
iii
ili IV V

session 1I
session 1I
session 1I
session 1I
session 1I
session 1I

gary poll

an enjoyable look at the scriptures
and leaders
lions lion tamers andleaders
first grade first kiss and first love

II IV V
sessions 11
II IV V
sessions 11
II IV V
sessions 11
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gary poll continued
israel
preparing to be waiting for and being one
fifty ways to keep the ones you love
parti
partl1I
fifty ways to keep the ones you love part
II
fifty ways to keep the ones you love part 11
A missionary

11 IV
sessions II
II IV V
sessions 11
II IV
sessions 11
session V
session V

carolyn rasmus

thursday devotional no title listed
jerry lynn sandberg
christmas in july

II
session 11

its snow good

PSST elder take over im not prepared
an ounce of resistance is worth a pound of repentance
747 ways to help your parents through the teenage years
not unless its in the temple 1I1I wont

the old testament oglove
lole and romance
of love

alvin david thomas
ae lord will light my candle A simple approach to spiritual
the
experiences
mushrooms and the puppy principle
there are other things at the end of the rainbow besides boys
muscles missions andmanhood
and manhood
how to be a star in your own life
help im a beautiful intelligent person in a teenage body

tom valletta
try giving yourself away
achieving goals the success formula
bridle thy passions
the sting
dating how to be a winner
cipher to super

sessions 1I
sessions 1I
sessions 1I
sessions 1I
sessions 1I
sessions 1I

11
II
11
II
11
II
11
II

11
II
11
II

III
session 111
lil
111
III
sessions lil
lii
111
III
sessions lii
ili
111
III
sessions lii
lil
III
sessions 111
III
sessions 111
ili

IV
IV
IV
IV
IV

III
sessions 111
III
sessions 111
ill
III
sessions 111
ili
111
III
sessions lii
ill
sessions 111
III
lil
sessions 111
III
ili

IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV

ron zeidner
perspiration and inspiration
en boy meets girl
when
from judaism to mormonism
the dating game
eternal life insurance policy
exaltation one step at a time

sessions 1I
sessions 1I
sessions 1I
sessions 1I
sessions I1
sessions 1I
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11
II
11
II
11
II
11
II
11
II
11
II

V
V
V
V
V
V

1983 counselor

list

head counselors jolie coons loe pierce jill rasmussen michael whiffen larry evans
female counselors
caldwell angie
callister kadi
carter cherilyn
coons jolie
jileen
crenshaw aileen

hancock susan
heath carolyn
hendricks julie
jones glenda
pierce

rasmussen jill
tanner stacy
westwood dodi

loe

male counselors

evans larry
hosford brand

the complete

10

ramsden tim
roper glen

rossi pete
mike10
whiffen mike

list of counselors for 1983 could not be located

11 1983 112
2 photocopy in possession of
1011
especiallyfor
Especially
for youth counselor training meeting june 10ioli
loli

the author
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CHAPTER ELEVEN
1984

discovering new horizons

1984 program description
1984 session

dates

13
29 session 1I july 9913
especially for youth sessions were scheduled for june 25
2529

10 session IV
III august 6610
27 session 111
II july 23
session 11
2327

1984 enrollment
1984 division of continuing education annual report states
19831984
the 1983

the especially for youth

program has provided memorable growth experiences for
young people from all over the country from a modest beginning in 1976 with 275
1
teenagers this program has grown to some 5000 participants each year in 1984 all four
sessions were completely filled by early june and over 1000 additional applications were
later turned away during the summer the success of this well organized program seems
to result from a balance of inspirational teachers enthusiastic youth counselors fun
activities and spiritual highlights

1984 basic

agenda

the agenda from
activity called hurdles

1983 to 1984 remained essentially the same except for the team building

being moved from monday night to wednesday night which were

III and mike schlappi session IV
concluded by speakers curt brinkman session 111
111
III
III for
monday night movies were war games for sessions 1I and lii
lil and rocky 111
ili

1

As mentioned in chapter 2 footnote

the enrollment figure for 1976 of 275 disagrees with the
1976 which lists enrollment at the first session as
19751976
division of continuing education annual report from 1975
1

172
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II and IV
sessions 11

like the last two

sessions of 1983 wayne musgrave presented a multimedia fireside about

joseph smith before the testimony meetings in all four sessions of 1984

1984 faculty
25 29 program agenda lists eighteen faculty fourteen of which
the june 2529

78

were

teachers or administrators in the church educational system
13 program agenda lists seventeen faculty
the july 9913

twelve of which 71

were

teachers or administrators in the church educational system
23 27 program agenda lists sixteen faculty twelve of which
the july 2327

75

were teachers

or administrators in the church educational system
glo
gio
10 program agenda lists seventeen faculty twelve of which
the august 6610

711

were

teachers or administrators in the church educational system
specific faculty their classes and their CES assignments or occupations at the time of their
involvement with EFY are listed in the historical

data section at the end of this chapter

1984 counselors

program agendas list the head counselors as follows

curtis beesley program administrator for especially for youth
chuck buckhannon assistant program administrator for especially for youth and
supervisor of male counselors
cherilyn carter assistant program administrator for especially for youth and
counselors2
supervisor of female counselors2

2
2especiallyfor
19
especially for youth june 25
2519

1984 program agenda 11 photocopy in UA 1025
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A complete list of male and female counselors appears in 1984 historical data at the end of
this chapter

1984 significant events

jeffherrera
jeff
herrera and ron saltmarsh produced a cassette tape of songs for especially for youth
in 1984 called discovering

dana hepler

3

new horizons an EFY theme song was performed by counselor

purchase of the tape from the EFY information booth was optional

4

1984 historical data

1984 basic agenda

monday

1000 am 100 pm
pm
1100 115
l15pm
130 245 pm
pm
300pm
245 300

310
410
515
630
700
900-

400 pm
500 pm
615 pm
700 pm
900 pm
1100 pm
ll00pm
1115 pm

1100

outdoor games
registration check in
opening orientation assembly
orientation and instruction meeting for adult leaders
classes
classes
barbecue dinner
meet your counselors
outdoor games
outdoor movie
evening prayer

tuesday

600 700 am
630
830 am
630830

personal development time
breakfast

3

an audiocassette
audio cassette copy of discovering new horizons is available in UA

4

the especially for youth website indicates

1025

that the first EFY music tape was produced in 1987
difference between the 1984 tape and the 1987 tapes is that the latter was the first to be distributed to every
participant as part of their tuition

100

the

tuesday continued

630 800 am
700 730 am
900 1000 am
10
10 1100 am
1010
10101100
11
10 12
00 noon
1110
1200
11101200

iilo
ilio

pm
1200 100
l00pm
loo
loo
200 pm
100
100200

talent show tryouts
EFY jogging team
EFY aerobics class
devotional assembly
classes
classes

lunch
activities
EFY chorus practice
Frisbees etc
volleyball frisbees

free time
300 pm
210
210300
pm
400pm
310 400
415
430 600 pm
600 800 pm

800 1030 pm
1115 pm
1100
11001115

classes
classes
group picture
dinner
optional activities available
sports tournament
missionary training center tour
craft activity
leadership class
dance
evening prayer

wednesday

600 700 am
630 830 am
800 am
630
630800
700 730 am

900 1000 am

loio
lolo

10
10 1100 am
1010
10101100
11
00 noon
1200
1110ilio10 12
illo

pm
1200 100
l00pm
loo
200 pm
100
100200

personal development time

breakfast
talent show tryouts
EFY jogging team
EFY aerobics
devotional assembly
classes
classes
lunch at garden court
optional activities
EFY chorus practice
volleyball Frisbees
frisbees etc

free time
330 pm
200
200330
500 pm
410
410500
430 600 pm
630 1000 pm

talent extravaganza
leadership class
dinner
hurdles
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wednesday continued

1000- 1030 pm
1100
1115 pm
11001115

sing along
evening prayer

thursday

600 700 am
830 am
630
630830
700 730 am
900 1000 am
10 1100 am
10
1010
10101100
11
00 noon
1200
1110iilo
ilio10 12

1200 200 pm
loo
100
200 pm
100200

200 400 pm
400
500 pm
400500
430 600 pm
600 1030 pm

personal development time
breakfast
EFY jogging team
EFY aerobics
devotional assembly
classes
classes

lunch
activities
EFY chorus practice
volleyball Frisbees
frisbees

free time
outdoor dance
leadership class
dinner
evening activities
multimedia presentation by wayne musgrave
testimony meetings
counselor activities

pm
1100
iloopm

lights out

friday

700 730 am

900 1000 am
10
10 1100 am
1010lolo
11
00 noon
10 12
1110
1200
11101200

iilo
illo

1200- 100 pm

200 pm
l10 200pm
1ilo
110
10

210
300 pm
210300
310
500 pm
310500
730 pm
515
515730

EFY jogging team
EFY aerobics class
personal development time
continental breakfast
classes
classes

sack lunch
classes
classes

free time and preparation for banquet
banquet dinner and entertainment
EFY chorus
counselor skit
slide presentation of the weeks highlights
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friday continued

800 1030 pm

dance

1100
1115 pm
11001115

evening prayer

1984 faculty

list

29
session 1I june 25
2529

scott anderson institute instructor utah technical college lecturer and counselor
pre service training program for the church educational system
boyd beagley manager of
ofpre
offre
and former stake president
randy bird regional coordinator of seminaries shelley idaho
david christensen director of staff support services CES central office
rodney cuthbert seminary principal spanish fork utah
diane ellingson junior olympic gymnastics champion 1981
norman gale seminary instructor olympus salt lake city
jeff henera
herrera
hen era song writer singer actor and dancer for musical theater and artistic
productions
steve iba pre service trainer at the university of utah for new seminary teachers and
former mission president in the phillippides
Phillip
phillippines
pines
david maher seminary instructor bingham utah
wayne musgrave musician song writer performer provo utah
todd parker seminary instructor orem utah
john perotti seminary instructor bonneville ogden utah
gary poll seminary principal littleton colorado
david thomas seminary principal bonneville junior high salt lake city
tom valletta institute instructor university of utah
paul warner
wamer especially for youth advisory committee and session 1I director
wyoming55
bob wilcock regional coordinator church educational system powell wyoming
13
II july 9913
session 11

julie anderson song writer and lecturer bountiful utah
scott anderson institute instructor utah technical college lecturer and counselor
randy bird regional coordinator of seminaries shelley idaho
david christensen director of staff support serviced CES central office
jack christianson seminary instructor Timp
view provo utah
timpview
diane ellingson junior olympic gymnastics champion 1981

5

19
especiallyfor
2519
Especially
for youth june 25

1984 program agenda 11 photocopy in UA 1025
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13 continued
session 11
II july 9913

norman gale seminary instructor olympus high school salt lake city
II director
randal hall CES curriculum writer EFY session 11
david maher seminary instructor bingham utah
david mickel seminary instructor bingham utah
wayne musgrave musician song writer performer provo utah
pre service instructor brigham young university
rand packer CES preservice
todd parker seminary instructor orem utah
part time religion faculty at BYU
ed pinegar dentist pan
mike schlappi former high school student body president EFY counselor
art troyer seminary principal gilbert high school arizona
utahs
utah
tom valletta institute instructor university of utah6
27
III
session 111
2327
ill july 23

scott anderson institute instructor utah technical college lecturer and counselor
curt brinkman winner of boston marathon 1980 wheelchair division
Taylors ville utah
gaylen buckley seminary instructor taylorsville
marshall burton institute instructor orem utah
rodney cuthbert seminary principal spanish fork utah
steve gilliland institute director long beach california
III
dale lebaron CES area director canada central and session 111
lil director
Viewmont high bountiful utah
david mickel seminary instructor viewmont
wayne musgrave musician song writer performer provo utah
george pemberton institute director utah state prison
jack peterson college professor and family counselor mesa arizona
gary poll seminary principal littleton colorado
ida smith coordinator of alumni continuing education BYU
david thomas seminary principal bonneville junior high salt lake city utah
tom valletta institute instructor university of utah
colorados7
colorado
michael wilcox institute director boulder colorado7
6 10
session IV august 610

julie anderson song writer and lecturer bountiful utah
scott anderson institute instructor utah technical college lecturer and counselor
randy bird regional coordinator of seminaries shelley idaho

6

6especiallyfor
13
especially for youth july 9913
7

7especiallyfor
27
2327
especially for youth july 23

1984 program agenda 11 photocopy in UA 1025
1984 program agenda 11 photocopy in UA 1025
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10 continued
session IV august 6610

gary blackner CES regional coordinator tacoma washington and EFY session IV
director
brad carter EFY devotional speaker
david christensen director of staff support services CES central office
jack christianson seminary instructor timpview
Timp view high school provo utah
susan easton assistant professor of church history and doctrine brigham young
university

richard hall institute director laramie wyoming
jack marshall institute director glendora california
viewmont high bountiful utah
david mickel seminary instructor Viewmont
wayne musgrave musician song writer performer provo utah
pre service instructor brigham young university
rand packer CES preservice
todd parker seminary instructor orem utah
gary poll seminary principal littleton colorado
mike schlappi former high school student body president EFY counselor
ron zeidner CES coordinator jacksonville florida 8

1984 classes offered

julie anderson
mom and dad
understandmom
look inside to understand
look inside to find a date
look inside and find the real you
look inside to decide about your lifes mission
wednesday devotional the thursday morning of your life

II
session 11
II
session 11
11
session II
II
session 11
session IV

scott anderson

he aint heavy
standards work of standard works
1I m doing
follow the brethren do as im
steps to the altar or alter your steps

follow follow me

boyd beagley
thursday devotional avoiding the pitfalls of youth

por
10
or youth august 6610
especiallyfor
especiallyor
Especially
for

sessions 1I 111
III
111
III
sessions I1 ili
ill
II IV
sessions 11
sessions 11
II IV

session 1I

1984 program agenda 11 photocopy in UA 1025
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randy bird
Is it love

or just something 1I ate

sessions 1I
sessions 1I
sessions 1I
sessions 1I

the war in heaven now on earth
surviving the tough times
the dating game for whom the phone tolls

IV
11
II IV
11
II IV
11
II IV
lri
II

111
kli
11

robert boyce

peace joy love fulfillment get by giving
gratitude the foundation of a christlike
christ like character
rosemarie so soon must we part
the signs of the times in eternal perspective

II
session 11
II
session 11
II
session 11
II
session 11

gaylen buckley
charity is a way of living
we are standing arm and arm on the threshold of a dream

one talent two talents three talents four
rainbow oglove
of love

III
session 111
lii
III
session 111
ili
III
session 111
ili
III
session 111
ili

marshall burton
wednesday devotional today and tomorrow

III
session 111
ili

brad carter
tuesday devotional no title listed

session IV

david christensen
getting to know yourself A challenge
what
at to do with my life getting the lords answer
getting to know your heavenly father and your savior
me get a revelation yes you

II
sessions 1I 11
II
sessions 1I 11
sessions 11
II IV
II IV
sessions 11

jack christianson
music and how it affects Us part 1I1
music and how it affects Us part 2

A

must

II IV
sessions 11
II IV
sessions 11

rodney cuthbert

the fun is in the chase another love story
raiders of the lost testimony
how to get satan off your back for a season
we are in this love together
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sessions 1I
sessions 1I
sessions 1I
sessions I1

111
III
111
III
111
III

111
III

susan easton
eastern
brigham young the mantle of a prophet
joseph smith andall
ail things shall give thee experience
ali
and all
patriarchal blessings A key to seiy
sely
seff discovery
self
the book ofmormon
witnessfor
for christ
of mormon A witness

session IV
session IV
session IV
session IV

norman gale
testimony
Te
testimony
testimon
stimony my rod of iron
my spiritual shock absorber
love makes my head spin
boy am 1I1I good 1I1I think

session 1I
session 1I
session 1I
session 1I

repentance

steve gilliland
resolving conflicts build bridges not walls
movingftom
moving reom
from adolescence to maturity
awake my soul

session
session
session

lii
111
III
lii
ili
111
III
ili
lil
111
III

richard hall
meeting girls at drinking wells
psalms echoes of eternity
only the lonely

session IV
session IV
session IV

jeff herrera
henera
hen era
tuesday devotional born to win

session 1I

steve iba
wednesday devotional learn and return

session 1I

david maher
repentance or pretendence
Pre
tendence
little things
minority morals in a wicked world
the testing trial of adversity and afflictions

sessions 1I
sessions 1I
sessions 1I
sessions 1I

jack marshall
what
at every young man and woman wished every young woman
and man knew about every young man and woman
you
snap
pop
soggy Corn
make the
or
crackle
flakes
cornflakes
difference
smile first thing in the morning and get it over with
preparingfor
preparing for celestial marriage or may 1I water your camels
please
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session IV
session IV
session IV
session IV

11
II
11
II
11
II
11
II

david mickel
mckei
mckel

its cool to be different

temples testimonies and teenagers
dating and other frightening experiences
understanding those special feelings

rand packer
all right you fiery darts depart

broms and temples
footballs junior proms
she lightning he thunder part 1II1
11
she lightning he thunder part II

II
sessions 11
II
sessions 11
sessions 11
II
sessions 11
II

IV
111
III
ili IV
in
111
III
ill IV
IV

II
sessions 11
II
sessions 11
II
sessions 11
II
sessions 11

IV
IV
IV
IV

todd parker

Is it love the feeling you feel when you feel that new feeling
succeeding in school on dates in sports
tuesday devotional saying 1II love you
saying 1I love you
yor
Tacti
Tactics
tacticsfor
csor
tacticsor
for tackling todays temptations without transgression
are you the incredible regrettable or the exciting and inviting

george pemberton
call home toward a more spiritual life
encounters of the spiritual kind
en you dont feel like it
how to be happy when
thirteen red flags along the road to spirit prison

session 1I
session 1I
II
session 11
session IV
session 111
III
session IV

III
session 111
session 111
III
ili
session 111
III
session 111
III
ili

john perotti
map two may
way
way or no way some tips on how to pray
one may
Is it a bore or do you want more
on your mark get set are you preparing yet
how to succeed at dating without really crying

session 1I
session 1I
session 1I
session 1I

jack peterson

sep
sely
seiy
ae power of seoesteem
the
Seo esteem learning to become your own best
self
sely
seiy
seo
self
sed
the five stages of dating the journey toward marriage
pornography

resisting the very appearance of evil

111
session III
ili
111
III
session ill
ili
111
session lil
III
lii

ed pinegar
thursday devotional facing todays challenges in todays world
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II
session 11

gary poll

the fine art of obtaining blessings
timelinefor teenagers
first grade first kiss and first love
first grade first kiss and first love

part 1I
part 2

sessions 1I
sessions 1I
sessions 1I
sessions 1I

mike schlappi
wednesday devotional overcoming difficulties in life

II
session 11

ida smith
tuesday devotional who told you to put gum in your gas tank

III
session 111
lii

david thomas
mere
were
cisn
re different
isn t it wonderful we
isnt
the lord will light my candle
am a beautiful intelligent person locked in a teenage
help 1Iiama
lama
body
mushrooms and the puppy principle

111
III

lil

111
III
111 IV
III
111
III IV

111
III
sessions 1I ill
ili
III
sessions 1I 111

III
sessions 1I 111
III
sessions 1I 111

art troyer
answers to prayers
the millennium
making scripture live
temples physical and spiritual beauty

II
session 11
session 11
II
II
session 11
II
session 11

tom valletta
the sting

sep
Sey
cipher to super seyesteem
selx
seix
self esteem for LDS youth
highest priorities of knowledge
dating how to be a winner

sessions 1I
sessions 1I
II
session 11
II
session 11

paul warner
wamer

thursday devotional make a difference

session IV

bob wilcock
session 1I
session 1I
session 1I
session 1I

rocky free and the incredible bulk

dear john and other good letters
chariots on fire
problem
oneproblem
ohe
ae
the be one

michael wilcox
watchwords to ward off temptation
so little time

111
session lii
III
ili
session 111
III
lii
session 111
III
ill

an open door
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IV

111
III
lii
ili
111
III
ili

ron zeidner

the dating game
the great change from judaism to mormonism
eternal life insurance
exaltation one step at a time

session IV
session IV
session IV
session IV

1984 counselor list

head counselors curtis beesley chuck buckhannon cherilyn carter
male building counselors john bytheway tom mcknight bill barnhart
female building counselors nancy hill shauna van wagenen becky noah

female counselors

ashton deann
ailen
alien
allen heidi
barlow susan
beales carolyn
blount kathy

booth nancy
bowen lisa
brantzeg andi
calder irene
chirco lisa
christensen marion
christensen marsha

clark
oark
dark teri
dumm
cluff
duff

denae
davis deborah
degeer christy
embry kris
erickson andrea
fairly elaine
falk lauri
fausett joni
feldmann kathleen
feldmann tammie

gage andrea AJ
gomez susie
gruben paula

gygi lisa
hatch melissa
harding suzanne
hernandez
He
mandez ana
hickman melissa
hill nancy
heckmann lisa
heppler dana
ingalls sheila

jones diana
johnson janalee
johnson linda
joyce chrissy
kimn
kelly kimm
kirn
kim
kimber kathy
kirk colleen
lant jody
larkin tiffany

latimer darcy
mattingly verlynne
maccabe eileen

mcguire roxie
meadows cindy
menzies anette
mitchell alyson
monson karen
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morgan meagan
morley paige
munger dona
noah becky

norris kathy
owens sherri
payne mary
reyes valerie

roberts ranae
robinson denise
ross carol rae

ross stephanie
shumway elaine
siggard kathy
smith debbie
solomon stephanie
sperry trish

theime toyna
tucker dina
van wagenen shawna
walker wendy
welker linda
white nanette
white peggy
wilkins margaret
youngberg karin

male counselors
Alan
Ashby
ashbyalan

ball robert
banks curtis
bateman mike
bennett dan
bigford bruce
blount eddie
brown merv
carey paul
chamberlain bruce
cheuk patrick
childs frank
childs spencer
elliot lynn

9

fisher shawn
fletcher trent
fogg brian
fogg steve
freeman bob
gagon roger
goodsell nathan
green scott
hildebrandt konrad
jackson edward
jensen marden
johnston eric
love matthew

lowe tim

especially fo
forr youth 1984 photocopy in possession of the author

lii
ill

newberry robert
noble randy
olsen michael
richards brent

robison rian
scott dave
schlappi mike
simmons bret
smith eric

toomey don
warburton gary
zeidner joe
9
michael9
michaela
michaei
zufelt michael
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CHAPTER TWELVE

1985

let your light shine

1985 program description

1985 session dates

the

12 session 11
II
28 session 1I july 8812
1985 sessions were scheduled for june 24
2428

july

22 26 session 111
III and august 5599 session IV
2226

1985 enrollment
1984 1985 annual report states especially for youth continues to fill to capacity
the 19841985

with about 1000 would be registrants being turned away each year

1

no exact numbers were

listed

1985 basic

agenda

the head counselors

in 1985
1985 decided to hold an olympic games competition on

tuesday nights about four counselors combined their groups to create a team beginning in
1985 the meet

your counselor meeting was followed by a meet your team meeting

the head counselors

also decided to replace the afternoon outdoor dance with counselor

classes this would provide the counselors with a chance to teach the young people during the
day and not just during the evening devotional

A morning group prayer

led by a counselor with his or her group was also initiated in

1

andbrigham
brigham young
annual report church educational system division of continuing education and
1985 53 photocopy of relevant pages in UA 1025
19841985
university 1984
112

1985

musician ron
singermusician
the thursday evening special presentation was a fireside by LDS singer

williams who also composed the theme song for 1985

2

these fi resides preceded the testimony

meetings during each session of 1985

1985 faculty

24 28 program agenda lists fifteen faculty thirteen of which
the june 2428

87

were teachers

or administrators in the church educational system
12 program agenda lists fifteen faculty thirteen of which
the july 8812

87

were teachers

or administrators in the church educational system
22 26 program agenda lists eighteen faculty
the july 2226

fifteen of which 83

were teachers

or administrators in the church educational system

the august 5599 program agenda lists eighteen faculty

fifteen of which 83

were

teachers or administrators in the church educational system
specific faculty their classes and their CES assignments or occupations at the time of their
involvement with EFY are listed in the 1985 historical data section at the end of this chapter

1985 counselors

program agendas list the head counselors as

troy adams assistant program administrator for especially for youth and supervisor of
male counselors

john bytheway program administrator for especially for youth

2

an audiocassette
audio cassette copy of the 1985 theme song let your light shine
113

can be found in UA 1025

becky noah assistant program administrator for especially for youth and supervisor of
female counselors 3

A complete list of counselors appears in the historical data section at the end of this

chapter

1985 significant events

the 1985 building counselors suggested that the theme
claudia manaton one of the1985

let

your light shine be incorporated throughout the program following her suggestions what had
always been called the EFY information booth
in the helaman halls cannon

an area for coat racks converted to office space

center became the lighthouse in 1985 the counselor classes

were called spotlight seminars

the talent show was renamed EFY star search

suggested calling the head counselors the headlights

1985 historical
1985 basic

data

agenda

monday

1000 am 100 pm
1100 100 pm
130 230 pm

230 300 pm
245 300 pm
310
400 pm
310400
500 pm
410
410500
53 0 600 pm
530
600 655 pm
700 830 pm

3

outdoor games
registration check in
opening orientation assembly
refreshments
orientation and instruction for adult leaders
classes
classes
meet your counselors
meet your team
EFY in hawaii luau with entertainment and food

3especiallyfor
24 28
or youth june 2428
especiallyor
Especially

1985 program agenda 11 photocopy in UA 1025
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claudia even

monday continued

830 1045 pm
1115 pm
1100
11001115

dance
evening prayer

tuesday

600 700 am
645 am
630 830 am
630 800 am
700 730 am
900 1000 am
10 1100 am
10
1010
10101100
11
10 12
00 noon
1110
1200
11101200
pm
100
1200 loo
l00pm
loo
100 200 pm

lilo

100200

personal development time
group prayer

breakfast
EFY star search tryouts
EFY jogging team
EFY aerobics class
devotional assembly
classes
classes

lunch
activities
EFY singers rehearsal
volleyball Frisbees
frisbees etc

free time
210
310
430
600

pm
300pm
300
400 pm
400pm
600 pm
800 pm

800 1045 pm
1115 pm
1100
11001115

classes
classes
dinner
optional activities available
sports tournament
missionary training center tour
EFY trivia tournament
video A field so white
dance
evening prayer

wednesday

600 700 am
645 am
830 am
630
630830
830 am
630
630830
700 730 am
900 1000 am
10
10 1100 am
1010
10101100
loio
00 noon
11
1200
1110illo
ilio10 12
loo pm
1200 100
l00pm

personal development time
group prayer

breakfast
talent show tryouts
EFY jogging team
EFY aerobics
devotional assembly
classes
classes
lunch at garden court
115

wednesday continued

200 pm
100200
loo
100

optional activities
EFY singers rehearsal
bees etc
volleyball Fris
frisbees

free time
pm
415pm
200 415
430 600 pm
goo
pm
715pm
600 715
930 pm
730
730930
930 1045 pm

1145 pm
1100
11001145

EFY spotlight seminars

counselor classes

dinner
team strategy session
EFY olympic games
watermelon bust and awards ceremony
evening prayer

thursday

600 700 am
645 am
830 am
630
630830
700 730 am
900 1000 am
10
10 1100 am
101011
00 noon
1200
1110illo
ilio10 12

1200- 100 pm
loo
100
230 pm
100230

230 330 pm
230330
430 pm
330
330430
430 600 pm
630 1045 pm

1115 pm
1100
11001115

personal development time
group prayer
breakfast
EFY jogging
EFY aerobics
devotional assembly
classes

classes

lunch
activities
EFY chorus practice
frisbees
volleyball Frisbees

free time
EFY star search
free time
dinner
evening activities
special presentation
testimony meetings
counselor activities
evening prayer

friday

645 am
700 730 am

900 1000 am

group prayer
EFY jogging team
EFY aerobics class
personal development time
continental breakfast
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friday continued
10
10 1100 am
1010
10101100
11
00 noon
11101200
ilio10 12
iilo
pm
1200 loo
100
l00pm

pm
200pm
l10 200
1iio10
110

pm
300pm
210 300
500 pm
310
310500
515
730 pm
515730

classes
classes
sack lunch
classes
classes

free time and preparation for banquet
banquet dinner and entertainment
EFY singers

counselor skit

800 1030 pm

dance

1115 pm
1100
11001115

evening prayer

1985 faculty

list

24 28
session 1I june 2428
ville high salt lake city
taylorsville
gaylen buckley seminary principal Taylors
david christensen director of staff support services CES central office
rodney cuthbert seminary principal spanish fork high spanish fork utah
mary ellen edmunds assistant director of training missionary training center provo

utah
camille fronk seminary instructor hillcrest high salt lake city
david maher seminary principal murray east seminary salt lake city
View mont high bountiful utah
david mickel seminary instructor viewmont
todd parker seminary instructor orem high orem utah
john perotti institute director wilmington california
gary poll seminary instructor and especially for youth session 1I director
jack rose seminary instructor timpview
Timp view provo utah
mike schlappi former student body president and especially for youth counselor
kathryn smith seminary instructor albuquerque new mexico
david thomas seminary principal bonneville junior high salt lake city
ron zeidner CES coordinator jacksonville florida 4

4

28 1985 program agenda 14 photocopy in UA 1025
especiallyfor for youth june 24
especially
2428

117

12
II july 8812
session 11

scott anderson institute instructor utah technical college orem utah
david christensen director of staff support services CES central office
jack christianson seminary instructor timpview
Timp view high provo utah
i
seminary
nary principal spanish fork high spanish fork utah
rodney cuthbert senu
david durfey seminary instructor american fork high american fork utah
david featherstone seminary instructor cottonwood high salt lake city utah
camille fronk seminary instructor hillcrest high salt lake city utah
rand packer pre service instructor brigham young university
george pemberton institute instructor utah technical college salt lake city LDS
chaplain at utah state prison
gary poll seminary instructor littleton colorado
mike schlappi former student body president and especially for youth counselor
i
seminary
senn nary instructor albuquerque new mexico
kathryn smith senu
david thomas seminary principal bonneville junior high salt lake city
art troyer seminary principal gilbert high gilbert arizona
5
directory
director5
tom valletta CES coordinator chicago illinois and EFY session director
26
III
session 111
2226
ili july 22

scott anderson institute instructor utah technical college orem utah
randy bird regional coordinator blackfoot seminaries idaho
gaylen buckley session director
david christensen director of staff support services CES central office
anne cook seminary instructor american fork high american fork utah
rodney cuthbert seminary principal spanish fork high spanish fork utah
randy hall manager seminary curriculum CES central office
curtis jacobs institute director prescott arizona
arthur meacham seminary principal mesa arizona
Viewmont high bountiful utah
david mickel seminary instructor viewmont
todd parker seminary instructor orem high orem utah
george pemberton institute instructor utah technical college salt lake city LDS
chaplain at utah state prison
gary poll seminary instructor littleton colorado
mike schlappi former student body president and especially for youth counselor
david thomas seminary principal bonneville junior high salt lake city
art troyer seminary principal gilbert high gilbert arizona
brad wilcox author and popular speaker provo utah
michael wilcox institute instructor university of colorado

5

especiallyfor
especially por
for

youth july 8812
12 1985 program agenda 14 photocopy in UA 1025
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session IV august

599
5

scott anderson institute instructor utah technical college orem utah
randy bird regional coordinator blackfoot seminaries idaho
robert boyce institute director oklahoma state university stillwater oklahoma
jack christianson seminary instructor Timp
view high provo utah
timpview
norman gale seminary instructor olympus high school salt lake city
dee hadley institute instructor university of utah salt lake city
randy hall manager seminary curriculum CES central office
david maher seminary principal murray high seminary salt lake city
jack marshall institute director glendora california
dorothy nielsen author and lecturer salt lake city utah
rand packer pre service instructor brigham young university provo
todd parker seminary instructor orem high orem utah
john perotti institute director wilmington california
gary poll seminary instructor littleton colorado
david ridges director special needs seminary provo utah
mike schlappi former student body president and especially for youth counselor
emmett smith coach and teacher glendale arizona
colorado6
colorados6
michael wilcox institute director university of colorado

1985 classes offered

faculty are listed in alphabetical order classes are listed in the order in which they were
taught

scott anderson

you you
youre
re the one
follow follow me prophets patriarchs and heroes
the lumps of life
ibs and handsome
the perfect man 62 200 lbs

11 IV
sessions II
sessions 11
II IV
III
session 111
III
session 111
ili

randy bird
peer group pressure come on lets try it
REO ELO which way to go
the dating game for whom the phone tolls
1II1 cant fight this feeling anymore
tuesday devotional peer group pressure come on

6

yor
por
or youth august 5599
especiallyfor
especiallyor
Especially
for

session 111
III
ili
III
session 111
ili
session 111
III
ili
III
session 111
ill
lets try it session IV

1985 program agenda 16 photocopy in UA 1025
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robert boyce

happiness get by giving
gratitude A foundation stone of a christlike character
rosemarie so soon must we part
truth beautiful lovely of good report and praiseworthy

session IV
session IV
session IV
session IV

gaylen buckley
ooo
000 if you can in your rainbow of love
make it 11000
stand ye in holy places
charity is the only way to fly
so what
1I am A child of god

sessions I1
sessions 1I
sessions 1I
sessions 1I

david christensen
yourse A challenge
getting to know yourself
getting to know your heavenly father and savior
ways to change your life tuesday devotional

sessions 1I 11
II
II
sessions 1I 11
III
session 111

A must

jack christianson
how to be a winner
music and
audits
its affect upon Us
success and positive thinking
loving yourself your neighbors and your god

ili
111
III
ili
111
III
lil
lii
111
III
ili
111
III

II
session 11
II
session 11
session IV
session IV

anne cook
yes

you may knowfor
know for yourself
threes company
to vogue or not to vogue
am woman
lam
iam

III
session 111
lii
III
session 111
ili
III
session 111
ili
111
session lii
III
ili

rodney cuthbert

the fun is in the chase another love story
raiders of the lost testimony
david durfey
your girlfriend
might not wait but your wife will
girffiriendmight

the pressures on
places in the heart
RESERVED for members only

sessions 1I 11
III
II 111
111
II III
sessions 1I 11

11
session II
II
session 11
II
session 11
session 11
II

mary ellen edmunds
wednesday devotional getting there is half the fun

session 1I

david featherstone
wednesday devotional modern day david and goliath

session 11
II
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car
nille fronk
Cat
camille

look beyond the surface and see the stars

if ye have faith nothing shall be impossible unto you
winning how much does it cost
norman gale
boy am 1I1I good 1I think
love makes my head spin
testimony my rod of iron
my spiritual shock absorber

repentance

II
sessions 1I 11
II
sessions 1I 11
II
sessions 1I 11

II
sessions 11
II
sessions 11
II
sessions 11
11
sessions II

IV
IV
IV
IV

dee hadley
up date making dates work
tor you
for
workfor
youre
re not listening
dad you
you too can be a winner
1I1I love me too

session IV
session IV
session IV
session IV

randy hall
roller coasters
high fives and rollercoasters
you believe it
dontyou
dont
seminary filmstrips the making of not of the world
kissing frogs and finding princes

sessions 111
III IV
ili
session 111
III
lii
III
session 111
111
III
sessions lii
lil IV

curtis jacobs
youre
when you
re not on stage still act the part
youllII never walk alone
youil
with god you
how to be a winner at the dating game
honor the parents of your children to be

session 111
III
lil
session 111
III
ili
111
III
session lii
ili
session 111
III
ili

david maher
the standards works work OR how to become perfect
1I1I am a child of god
repentance or pretendence
Pre
tendence
minority morals in a wicked world

session 1I
sessions 1I IV
session 1I
sessions 1I IV

11

jack marshall
what every young man and woman wished every young woman
and man knew about every young man and woman
proven pathways to popularity
soggy Corn
cornflakes
flakes or snap crackle pop you make the
difference
LDS love does something

121

session IV
session IV
session IV
session IV

arthur meacham

ror
trainingfor
jor
winning the game of life training
for mortal combat
winning the game of life overcoming opposition
have a personal hall of fame
and decisions
dating delights dilemmas anddecisions

111
III
session lii
ili
III
session 111
ili
III
session 111
ili
III
session 111
ili

david mickel
the joy of being different
dating and other frightening experiences
missionaries parents and girls who wait
temples teenagers and testimonies

session 1I
session 1I
session 111
III
lii
III
session 111
ili

dorothy nielsen
so you want to be popular
A to Z self esteem class or how to be your own best friend

session IV
session IV

rand packer

11
session II
II IV
sessions 11
II IV
sessions 11
II IV
sessions 11

one sober ugly tuna fish sandwich
she lightning he thunder part 1I
she lightning he thunder part 2
broms and temples
footballs junior proms

todd parker
search for intensity
the searchfor

I

1I
saying 1
love you
are you the incredible regrettable or the exciting and inviting
confronting the competition with conviction

session 1I
III IV
sessions 1I 111
III
session 111
lii
session IV

george pemberton
how to be happy in spite of yourself
avoiding jails jams jungles and junk
cry unto the lord or cry alone
make mine a miracle living by the spirit

II
sessions 11
II
sessions 11
II
sessions 11
II
sessions 11

john perotti
on your mark get set are you ready yet
bow to succeed in dating without really crying
how
haw
mant
want more
santmore
Is
it a bore or do you wantmore
IsIta
isitabore
one way two way or no way some tips on how to pray

sessions 1I
sessions 1I
sessions 1I
sessions 1I

gary poll
tuesday devotional first grade first kiss and first love
wednesday devotional first grade first kiss and first love
first grade first kiss and first love part 1I

session I1
session IV
III
II 111
sessions 11
ill
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111
III
111
III

lii
111
III
lii
111
III

IV
IV
IV
IV

gary poll continued

first grade first kiss and first love part 2
Yourse
nobody else seems to
4 when noboa
yourse4
liking yourself
yoursel
A missionary

preparing to be waiting for and being one

II 111
III
sessions 11
ili
ill
II
session 11
II
session 11

david ridges
selx
seix
self control pathway to happiness
dating toward a celestial marriage

session IV
session IV

jack rose
sharing the gospel without looking like a fool
the quintessence of happy dating
stand Aalone
ail11 else stand
ali
bove Aall
lone if you must but Aabove
the worthless old no good beat up car

session 1I
session 1I
session 1I
session 1I

mike
mke schlappi

thursday devotional overcoming difficulties in life
emmett smith
1I1I am important to me

III IV
II 111
sessions 1I 11

session IV
session IV
session IV
session IV

dare to try dare to be
to see ourselves and others
we are the heroes

kathryn smith
Tumble weeds
tumbleweeds
dandelions and tumhleweeds
when thou art converted strengthen thy brethren
the peaceable followers of christ
ive seen that smile somewhere before

sessions 1I
sessions 1I
sessions 1I
sessions 1I

11
II
11
II
11
II

11
II

david thomas
mushrooms and the puppy principle

A positive

III
sessions 1I 111
lii
sessions I1 111
III
ill
II
session 11
11
session II

dating

mere
were
cisn t it wonderful we
re different
isn
isnt
how to be a star in your own life
lae
discovering the

approach to

real you

art troyer
the millennium what a great time to be alive
you are unique one of a kind
in this holy place
making the scriptures live

123

II
sessions 11
II
sessions 11
11
II
sessions 111
sessions 11
II

111
III
ili
111
III
lil
111
III
lil
lii
111
III
lii

tom valletta
tuesday devotional god s design in your life

II
session 11

brad wilcox
wednesday devotional 71I think he can write YYss
michael wilcox
screaming eagles or mud ducks
dating jor
datingfor
for non cheerleaders or football stars
the crystal stairs
we have met the enemy and he is Us

iki
III
session 111
ill

sessions
sessions
sessions
sessions

eri
ell
eli
h1
ha
ffl
EII
dil
ell
IH

IV
IV
IV
IV

ron zeidner
the dating game
eternal life insurance policy
perspiration and inspiration
the great change from jew to mormon

1985 counselor

session
session
session
session

1I
1I
1I
1I

list

head counselors john bytheway troy adams becky noah
male building counselors rob anderson jim bell david hyde
female building counselors elaine fairley melissa hickman linda passey stephanie turley

female counselors
anderson dana

barkerjamra
Barker jamra
Tamra
barkertamra
beuhring sheli
booth nancy
brantzeg andi
audi
andl
broadsword cindy
brockman julie
bryant barrie
chirco lisa
christensen sue ann
coleman sheri
davis ewan
davis rhonda
degeer christy
ellingson julie

feldman kathy
feldman tammie
gage AJ
gygi lisa
sharl
hall shari
shan
halls ellen
hafen sherri
hatch melissa
heckmann lisa
heckmann nancy
hillyard carrie
home joanne
horsley catha
howlett
hewlett
hewiett kim
jaynes beth
124

johnson janalee
johnsonjanalee
johnson karen
pam
johnson parn
johnson susie
kartchner kelly

kelly kim
leishman kelleen
lant jody
larkin tiffany
latimer darcy
lund kathryn
manaton claudia
mcguire roxanna
miller ariel
morley paige

female counselors continued

norris kathy
payne mary

rapp marianna
reyes valerie
valeric
richardson laurie
roberts karen
roberts renae
robinson denise

stone michelle
smith ceri
tanner charlotte
wecker trisha
wilmot connie
wright jennifer

royal allison
schlappi julie
seagle jill
shillig audrey
kimm
stephens kimn
kirn
kim
stevens suzie
stott shauna
sperry trish

male counselors

adams troy
anderson john
anderson rob
bell jim
breakwell don
call brent
callister mark

cardon robert
carr cevin
christensen jared
crandall craig
davis randy
esplin brent

7

fisher robert
fisher shawn
flake scott
fletcher trent
fox henry
hardester grant
johnson bob
joly robbie
lundquist richard
mcallister kenton
ming ko
patton scott
porter brett

24 28 1985
counselor housing assignments june 2428

125

1

potts dick
pusey scott

rees jamie
soderberg brent
struebing
strueling
St
kent
rueling

tejera brad
thompson todd
tracy alien
ailen
allen
widtfeldt david
widtfeldt pete
Whit
takers bryan
whittakers
willis anthony
stevea
steve7
watson steve

photocopy in UA 1025

CHAPTER THIRTEEN
1986

blovin
ilovin
lovin

life

1986 program description

1986 dates

sessions of especially for youth were scheduled for june 23
27 1986 san diego state
2327
14 18 session 11
university june 30 july 4 session 1I july 1418
II july 28 august

I1

111
III
session lii
ili

and august 4488 session IV

1986 enrollment

nearly 400 youth attended the first ever regional session of especially for youth at san
26 1986 the four sessions on BYU campus enrolled just
diego state university on june 23
2326

over 1000 youth in each of the four sessions with another 1000 or so who had to be turned
away because of no more room

51

thus total attendance at EFY in

1986 would be in excess of

4400

1986 basic

agenda

the only significant

agenda changes from 1985 to 1986 involved the sports tournament

and the EFY olympic games

the EFY olympic games were moved from wednesday to

tuesday and the sports tournament was moved from tuesday to wednesday the head
counselors felt that allowing the teams to compete earlier in the week would serve to create unity

1

education and brigham young
annual report church educational system division ofcontinuing
continuing
of
1986 52 photocopy of relevant pages in UA 1025
university division of continuing education 1985
19851986
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among the youth groups earlier in the session

1986 faculty

the june 23 june 27 program agenda san diego state university session
faculty five of which 50

listed ten

were teachers or administrators in the church educational system

the june 30 july 4 program agenda lists twelve faculty

six

of which 50

were teachers

or administrators in the church educational system
18 program agenda lists fifteen faculty ten of which
1418
the july 14

67

were teachers or

administrators in the church educational system

the july 28 august

1I

program agenda lists nineteen faculty eleven of which 58

were

teachers or administrators in the church educational system

the august 4488 program agenda lists sixteen faculty

eleven of which 69

were

teachers or administrators in the church educational system
specific faculty their classes and their CES assignments or occupations at the time of their
involvement with EFY are listed in the 1986 historical data section at the end of this chapter

1986 counselors

the

1986 program agendas list the head counselors as follows

john bytheway program administrator for especially for youth
david hyde assistant program administrator for especially for youth and supervisor of
male counselors
lynette toronto assistant program administrator for especially for youth and supervisor
of female counselors 2

2

2especiallyfor
277
especially for youth june 23
2327
232

1986 program agenda 17 photocopy in UA 1025
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A complete list of 1986 counselors appears in the historical data section at the end of this

chapter

1986 significant events

the year

1986 is significant in the early history

of especially for youth because it is the

first year that a session of especially for youth was held away from BYU campus

the

1985-

1986 annual report stated

the first ever session of especially for youth held away from the campus took place at
san diego state university june 23
26 1986 in spite of some special challenges of an
2326
unfamiliar and somewhat worldly environment EFY was able to come close to
replicating the same experience and spirit of the campus programs for the almost 400
participants mostly from the southern california area the week provided them with
social and spiritual experiences that will help them better cope with the challenges they
face youth leaders and the youth themselves are asking for an annual EFY in southern
3
first
this
try
as
a
result of
california

during the san diego session the thursday night fireside speaker ron williams
unexpectedly cancelled kenneth cope one of the counselors who was already scheduled to
present a morning devotional that week volunteered to present the fireside as well his fireside
was so well received that the head counselors decided to have kenneth cope do the thursday
night fi resides for the rest of the summer

in keeping with the theme

lovin life the EFY information booth was dubbed the

Life savers
lifeboat and the counselor classes were called the lifesavers

the annual report also

noted

3

annual report church educational system division of continuing education and brigham young
university division of continuing education annual report 1985 1986 511 photocopy of relevant pages in UA
1025
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one counselor kenneth cope volunteered to write and perform the EFY theme song
lovin life the finished tape was professional in every way and the positive message of
the lyrics inspired the youth each week for the very last session of EFY a group of twenty
counselors decided they wanted to do something special for their kids on three
successive early mornings they practiced together and produced a dance number
choreographed to michael jacksons thriller the dancers complete with ghoulish
costumes and makeup performed a very credible version of thriller that brought down
the house before 1000 screaming cheering clapping EFY youth 4

an audiocassette
audio cassette of the theme song lovin life

performed by kenneth cope on side A

and the instrumental version on side B was available for purchase at the lifeboat

5

the church news published a brief article about especially for youth in its august

17

1986 issue

1986 historical

1986 basic

data

agenda

monday

1000 am 100 pm
1100 100 pm
130 230 pm

230
310
410
530
600
700
830-

pm
300
300pm
400 pm
pm
500pm
500
600 pm
630 pm
830 pm

1045 pm
1100 1115 pm

outdoor games
registration check in
opening orientation assembly
refreshments
classes
classes
meet your counselors

meet your team
EFY barbecue bash dinner and entertainment
welcome dance
evening prayer

4

annual report church educational system division of continuing education and
brigham young
andbrigham
university division of continuing education annual report 1985 1986 52
53 photocopy in UA 1025
5253
5

an audiocassette
Lovin life is available in the university archives
audiocassette copy of
oilovin
oi
lovinlife
129
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tuesday

600 700 am
645 am
630 830 am
700 730 am
900 1000 am

lolo

10
10 1100 am
1010
10101100
11
12 00 noon
1110ilio10 1200
iilo

pm
00pm
1200
120011 00
loo
200 pm
100
100200

personal development time
group prayer
breakfast
EFY jogging team
EFY aerobics class
devotional assembly
classes
classes

lunch
activities
EFY talent tryouts
frisbees etc
volleyball Frisbees

free time
pm
300pm
210 300
310
400 pm
310400
430 600 pm
goo
715 pm
600
600715
730
930 pm
730930
930 1045 pm
11
15 pm
1115
1100
11001115

classes
classes
dinner
team strategy session
EFY olympic games
watermelon bust
evening prayer

wednesday

600 700 am
645 am
830 am
630
630830
830 am
630
630830
700 730 am

personal development time
group prayer
breakfast

talent show tryouts
EFY jogging team

900 1000 am

EFY aerobics
devotional assembly

10
10 1100 am
1010
10101100
11
12 00 noon
1110illo10 1200
iilo

lolo

classes
classes

loo
pm
1200 100
l00pm
loo
200 pm
100
100200

lunch at garden court
optional activities
EFY talent tryouts
Frisbees etc
volleyball frisbees

free time

415 pm
200 415pm
430 600 pm

EFY lifesaver seminars

dinner

130

counselor classes

wednesday continued

600 800 pm

activities night
EFY sports tournament
volleyball
softball
basketball

tennis
flag football
jumbo twister
ping pong
missionary training center tour
EFY trivia tournament
trivial pursuit
celestial pursuit

800 1045 pm

dance

1100
1115 pm
11001115

evening prayer

thursday

600 700 am
645 am
830 am
630
630830
700 730 am
900 1000 am
10 1100 am
10
1010
10101100
11
00 noon
1200
1110iilo
ilio10 12
1200 loo
100 pm
l00pm

100
230 pm
loo
100230

230 330 pm
230330
430 pm
330
330430
goo
600 pm
430
430600
630 1045 pm
6301045

1115 pm
1100
11001115

personal development time
group prayer

breakfast
EFY jogging
EFY aerobics
devotional assembly
classes
classes

lunch
activities
bees
frisbees
volleyball Fris

free time
EFY talent show
free time
dinner
evening activities
special presentation kenneth cope
testimony meeting
counselor activity
evening prayer
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friday

group prayer

645 am
700 730 am

900 1000 am
10
10 1100 am
1010
10101100
11
12 00 noon
1110illo10 1200
ilio

pm
100
l00pm
loo

1200

10 200
ilo
iio
pm
200pm
l10
1

210
300 pm
210300
310
500 pm
310500
515
730 pm
515730
1030 pm
800
8001030
1115 pm
1100
11001115

EFY jogging team
EFY aerobics class
personal development time
continental breakfast
classes
classes
sack lunch
classes
classes
free time and preparation for banquet
banquet dinner and entertainment
farewell dance
EFY lovin life slide show
evening prayer

1986 faculty list

san diego june 23- 27
marie barry counselor salt lake clinic advisory board of COPE
randy bird regional coordinator blackfoot seminaries idaho
stan crippen bishop teacher and coach elsinore high school california
kristine gates director of kids are music youth speaker
jack marshall institute director glendora california and EFY san diego session

director
kimm
kimn
kirn
kim peterson seminary teacher counselor in stake young mens presidency
kathryn smith seminary teacher instructor of continuing education university of new
mexico

dave thomas seminary teacher at brighton utah
nd
and
paula thomas worked in young womens program currently 2nd
2 counselor in stake

relief society presidency
randal wright CES region coordinator houston texas region institute director
6
lamar university

6

especiallyfor
especially
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2327
for youth june 23
232
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session I1 june 30 july 4

scott anderson bishop institute instructor utah technical college orem utah
david christensen institute instructor university of utah
vivian cline popular youth speaker
stan crippen bishop teacher coach at elsinore high school california
neil decker seminary principal middleton idaho seminary
sheree fitzgerald vocal recording artist
jack marshall institute director glendora california
kathryn smith early morning seminary teacher instructor division of continuing
education at university of new mexico
art troyer principal altamont seminary utah
carolyn van wagoner author and lecturer
brad wilcox elementary school teacher author lecturer
randal wright CES regional coordinator houston texas region institute director
7
university7
lamar university
18
session 11
II july 14
1418

randy bird regional coordinator blackfoot seminaries idaho
david christensen institute instructor university of utah
jack christianson former seminary instructor
randall hall manager of seminary curriculum
david maher seminary principal murray east seminary murray utah
jack marshall institute director glendora california
david mickel author lecturer seminary instructor
rand packer instructor pre service training CES
todd parker seminary instructor orem high school
john perotti co
director of especially for youth june 30 july 4 seminary instructor
codirector
kim peterson seminary teacher counselor in stake young mens presidency
co director of especially for youth july 14
18 1986 early morning
1418
kathryn smith codirector
seminary teacher instructor division of continuing education at university of new
mexico
sam sparks president of alpine medical research
paula thomas worked in young womens program currently 2nd
ad counselor in stake
2d
relief society presidency
8
wagoner
and
van
lecturer8
lecturers
carolyn
author
lecturer

7

16 photocopy in UA 1025
especiallyfor jor
1516
especially
for youth june 30 july 4 1986 program agenda 15

8

especiallyfor
especially

16 photocopy in UA 1025
18 1986 program agenda 15
nor
1516
ror
1418
for youth july 14
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session 111
III
ill july 28 august 1I

scott anderson bishop institute instructor utah technical college orem utah
Blackf bot seminaries idaho
randy bird regional coordinator blackfoot
david christensen institute instructor university ofutah
jack christianson former seminary instructor
vivian cline popular youth speaker
principalteacher
Teacher spanish fork seminary
rod cuthbert bishop Principal
curtis L jacobs director prescott institute of religion
marie barry mills counselor salt lake clinic advisory board of COPE author
rand packer instructor pre service training CES
high school co
director of especially for youth
codirector
todd parker seminary instructor orem fligh
july 28 august 1 1986
john perotti co
director of especially for youth june 30 july 4 seminary instructor
codirector
kim peterson seminary teacher counselor in stake young mens presidency
gary poll seminary instructor littleton colorado
M dotty ralphs outreach youth conference speaker
barry rellaford LDSSA president MTC instructor
emmett ray smith teacher coach author
A david thomas seminary teacher at brighton ehigh
high school
na
n1
22nd
paula thomas worked in young womens program currently and
counselor in stake

relief society presidency
brad wilcox elementary school teacher author lecturer 9

488

session IV august 4

scott anderson bishop institute instructor utah technical college orem utah
doug bassett seminary instructor provo utah
david christensen institute instructor university of utah
jack christianson former seminary instructor
vivian cline popular youth speaker
Principal Teacher spanish fork seminary
rod cuthbert bishop principalteacher
curtis L jacobs director prescott institute of religion
jeffrey marsh author lecturer seminary instructor
david mickel author lecturer seminary instructor
marie barry mills counselor salt lake clinic advisory board of COPE author
director of especially for
codirector
todd parker seminary instructor orem high school co
youth july 28 august 1 1986
gary poll seminary instructor littleton colorado
M dotty ralphs outreach youth conference speaker
david ridges institute instructor director special needs seminary provo utah
9

9especiallyfor
especially por
for youth july

28

august

1

1986 program agenda 16 photocopy in UA 1025
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session IV august 4488
director of especially for youth august
emmett ray smith teacher coach author co
codirector
4 august 8 1986
10
school10
high
brighton
teacher
at
seminary
A david thomas
school

1986 classes offered

scott anderson

youre
you you
re the one
follow follow me prophets patriarchs and heroes
these treacherous trying tumultuous times
steps to the alter or alter your steps

III
sessions 1I 111
lii
sessions 1I IV
III
session 111
ili
session IV

doug bassett
kisses at the window
spiritual blemishes
honoring father and mother
distinguishing between the voices of the world and the
prompts of the holy ghost

session IV
session IV
session IV
session IV

randy bird

the dating game OR for whom the phone tolls
popcorn pizza and videos whats good in todays world
the dating game OR for whom the phone tolls
popcorn pizza and videos whats good in todays world
fears peers and tears

san diego
san diego 111
III
ili
11
session II
II
session 11
III
session 111
ill

john bytheway
wednesday devotional what are you carrying in your backpack

san diego

david christensen
me get a revelation yes you thursday devotional
Your seV A challenge
getting to know yourself
vith my life getting the lords answer
what to do with
me get a revelation yes you
getting to know your heavenly father and savior A must

session 1I
II 111
III IV
sessions 11
111 IV
II III
sessions 11
session IV
session IV

1

10

especiallyfor por
especially
for youth august

448
8 1986

program agenda 16 photocopy in UA 1025
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jack christianson
wednesday devotional how to be a winner
wednesday devotional music and its affect upon Us
wednesday devotional success and positive thinking

111
III
session lil
lii
111
kil
kli
II
session 11
session IV

vivian cline
where does the olive pit go
there really is a way to say good night
diamonds or zirconia you make the choice
dressing the part

III IV
sessions 1I 111
ill
III IV
sessions 1I 111
session 1I
session 1I

kenneth cope
thursday devotional upbeat

san diego

stan crippen

failing or sailing through life
ning
creative dating say goodbye to same place same thing
are your dates soaring or boring
obedience how to pass the final exam of life
how to build a love that lasts

rod cuthbert
the fun is in the chase another love story
raiders of the lost testimony
A special love story
how to get satan off your back for a season

san diego 1I
san diego 1I
san diego 1I
san diego 1I
III
sessions 111
III
sessions 111
lii
III
sessions 111
ill
111
III
sessions ill
ili

neil decker
elk calls fishing lures and decoys
feeling good about me and you too
joked in marriage
be not unequally yoked
earth life a real solo flight

session 1I
session 1I
session 1I
session 1I

sheree fitzgerald
youve
ve got to be kidding
wednesday devotional love myself you

session 1I

kristine gates

san diego
san diego
san diego
san diego

stand up and be counted
cheerleaders
for the church
cheerleadersfor
how far is too far part 1I1
how far is too far part 2
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IV
IV
IV
IV

randall hall

high fives and rollercoasters
roller coasters
kissing frogs and finding princes
dont you believe it
the last days and second coming

II
session 11
II
session 11
II
session 11
II
session 11

curtis jacobs
malk alone
waik
walk
doik
dolk
with god youll never maik
the second coming and you
how to be a winner at the dating game
honor the parents of your children to be

III
sessions 111
lil
111
III
sessions ill
ili
sessions 111
III
ili
111
III
sessions lii
ili

IV
IV
IV
IV

david maher
minority morals in a wicked world part 1I
minority morals in a wicked world part 2
repentance or pretendence
Pre tendence part 1I
repentance or pretendence
Pre
tendence part 2
jeffrey marsh
being the best you
the great day of the lord
prophecies and parallels of the scriptures being fulfilled in the

latter days

II
session 11
II
session 11
II
session 11
II
session 11

session IV
session IV
session IV
session IV

and marriage
dating companionship andmarriage
jack marshall
satans snaps traps and snares
tuesday devotional gatans
gatans
satans snaps traps and snares
LDS love does something
thursday devotional LDS love does something
what every young man and woman wished every young woman
out every young man and woman
about
and man knew ab

san diego
II
sessions 1I 11
session 1I
II
session 11
II
session 11

david mickel

im impressive
Da
datings
eatings
tings FUN

I1

what love has to do with it
temple dating temple marriage

11
sessions II
sessions 11
II
II
sessions 11
II
sessions 11

IV
IV
IV
IV

san diego
san diego
san diego
san diego

1III
11
m
lii
ili
111
III
lii
111
III
ili
111
III
ili

marie barry mills

mirror mirror
blueprints

SO S
SOS

thou art the christ
137

IV
IV
IV
IV

rand packer

broms and temples
footballs jr proms
one sober ugly tuna fish sandwich
she lightning he thunder part 1I1
she lighting he thunder part 2

II
sessions 11
II
sessions 11
II
sessions 11
II
sessions 11

111
III
ill
111
III
ili
111
III
ili
111
III
ill

todd parker

tuesday devotional are you the incredible regrettable or the
exciting and inviting
yor
Tactics
Tacti
tacticsfor
csor
tacticsor
for tackling todays temptations without transgression
saying 1I love you
yor
Se archor
the Search
for intensity

111
session III
ili
II
session 11
II IV
sessions 11
session IV

john perotti

no way
tuesday devotional one way two way or noway
no way
one way two way or noway
on your mark get set are you preparing yet
how to succeed in dating without really crying
Is it a bore or do you want more
kimm
kimn
kirn
kim

session 1I
II
sessions 11
II
sessions 11
II
sessions 11
II
sessions 11

111
III
111
III
lil
lii
111
III
ili
111
III

peterson

its the little things that make a big difference
yor
por
becoming a better date
dateor
dattor
for your date
designer dating

feedmy
feed my sheep

san diego
II
sessions 11
II
sessions 11

11
III
II 111

111
III
lil
lii
111
III
ili
ill
II 111
sessions 11
III
ili

gary poll
yourseywhen
liking your
seif when nobody else seems to
self
A missionary preparing to be waiting for and being one
first date first kiss and first love part 1I
first date first kiss and first love part 2

sessions 1I IV
session 1I
111
III
session ili
ill
111
III
session ill
ili

M dotty ralphs
where the lines are drawn and how to say no
myself have you seen my anywhere
find Myse
im trying to findmyse

111
III IV
sessions ill
ili
sessions 111
III
lii IV

barry rellaford
thursday devotional my conversion never say never again

session 111
III
lii

david ridges

dare to be different

learning wisdom in your youth

developing a firm testimony now while in your youth
helps for todays youth
recognizing inspiration some helpsfor
138

sessions 1I
sessions 1I
sessions 1I
sessions 1I

IV
IV
IV
IV

emmett ray smith
mit
tuesday devotional dare to try dare to be
red shoes rattlesnakes and you

III
sessions 111
lii IV
III
session 111
lil

kathryn smith
san diego
ive seen that smile somewhere before
san diego 1I
piet
viet nam and victory
leather jackets vietnam
san diego 1I
obe tough get going
ohe
when the going gets tough the
en the going gets tough the tough get
when
tuesday devotional dhen
II
session 11
going
sam sparks
she didntt fit the mold
quick to listen slow to speak
time who needs it
life without music

II
session 11
II
session 11
session 11
II
session 11
II

A david thomas

more spiritual
how to be a star in your own life
mere
were
cisn
re different
isn t it wonderful we
isnt
mushrooms and the puppy principle
A little

paula thomas
popular cool good looking in or just me
you
youvee got to go through silly to get to smooth
dont despise the day of small things
the brass swim suit and other scary dating stories

san diego
san diego
san diego
san diego

111
III

san diego
san diego
san diego
san diego

11
II

ili IV
111
III

IV
111
III
lii IV
111
III
ili IV

11
II
11
II
11
II

art troyer

act with call or class up your act
in this holy place
the millennium what a great time to be alive
you are unique one of a kind

session 1I
session 1I
session 1I
session 1I

carolyn van wagoner

the cinderella myth and the prince charming syndrome
reach tor
when life offers you raindrops reachfor
for the rainbow
does that face in the mirror talk back with you
ear
listen with your thirdear
third
eaf your heart
ThirdEar
brad wilcox
tipsfor
tips
for tackling teenage troubles
you ire
re not alone
139

sessions 1I
sessions 1I
sessions I1
sessions 1I

11
II

sessions 1I
sessions 1I

111
III
lii
lil
111
III
ili

11
II

11
II
11
II

brad wilcox continued

thing happened on my way to perfection
say its not true
H 0 GME T what to do when
dhen they sayftsnot
HOGMET
A funny

randal wright
heroes peer pressure and gehis
lehis dream
born to win
and morality
modem
modern movies andmorality
ae challenges of todays music
the

1986 counselor

III
session 1I 111
III
session 1I 111

san diego
san diego
san diego
san diego

1I
1I

1I
1I

list

head counselors john bytheway david hyde lynette toronto
male building counselors bryan fink brent soderberg
kerilee clark christy degeer claudia manaton marianna rapp
female building counselors gerilee
debra sharp
female youth counselors

anderson michelle
Mi
nonette
minonette
apedaile mignonette
baldwin marcie
bankhead michelle
sideen
brown simeen
clark jill
oark
dark
illee
Ker
kerillee
clark merillee
oark
dark
clayton lori
coleman julie
coons katie
cottrell kerri
davis michelle
davis rhonda
degeer christy
edwards shelly
egbert tresann
trisann
ellis lisa
griffith denise

hafen sherri
hall shari
halls jolynn
heckmann nancy
Iuli
hell
ill nancy
uil
Ih
illyard carrie
ellyard
holiday stacy
huish joy
johnson becca
juile
julle
johnson julie
johnsonjulie
jones barbara
kartchner kelly
kendrick tauna
Kohkohnen anneli
kohkohnen
kohkoinen
layton allison
miller mary

obrien buff
petersen tammy
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pocock karen
pocock kathy
pollard lyne
manaton martin claudia
pulsipher adileen
dileen
rapp marianna
riley bonnie
schofield kim
sorensen jill
sullivan shawna
syphert sherry

tanner char
toronto lynette
vidmar nancy
vincent lisa
valentine ann
walker tina
wilmot connie

male youth counselors

john
baconjohn
bacon
BaconJohn
callister mark
christensen mike
cook chance
cope kenneth
corbett michael
despain matt
detrick steve

flake scott
fletcher trent
grossen carl
guajardo paul

11

rawe george

hanley michael
hawkes mark
hullinger ted
karns james
kams
lewis brad
madsen dale

richards brent
riggs raymond
savage kent
scribner scott
soderberg brent
taylor martin
tejera brad
unrau sid
brent11
walker brent

magleby greg
malloy tim

mcallister kenton
peterson marion
porter brett
potts dick

1986
counselor housing assignments june 30 july 551986
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1

photocopy in possession of the author

CHAPTER FOURTEEN
SUMMARY

EFY 1976 1986

enrollment
especially for youth enrolled 172 attendees in its first session and around 5200 in 1986
an increase of over 3000

unfortunately exact numbers were not kept or could not be found

but based on the information available EFY enrolled the following in each individual year

1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981

1982
1983
1984
1985
1986

the total

172
863
2361

3642
4400
5000
5000
4800
4800
4800
4400

approximate
approximate
approximate
approximate
approximate
approximate
approximate

number of youth enrolled in especially for youth sessions during 1976
1986
19761986

would be in excess of 40238

it should be noted that during the eleven year period under

consideration it was possible for individual participants to attend multiple sessions during the same
year and to attend each year for four to five years

especially for youth tuition costs ranged from 6650
66.50
14900 in 1986 an
6650 in 1978 to 149.00
increase of 224

registration fee
food & housing

total

tuition costs over the period of the study appear below
1978

1979

1980

1981

1982

1983

1984

1985

1986

2500
25.00
2500

18.00
1800
32.50
3250
5050
50.50
5050

3500
35.00
3500

NA
NA
ooo
000
0.00
000

4700
47.00
4700

gloo
61.00
6100

6900
69.00
6900

7600
76.00
7600

8300
83.00
8300

56.00
5600
103.00
10300

57.00
5700
118.00
11800

57.00
5700
126.00
12600

63.00
6300
139.00
13900

66.00
6600
149.00
14900

41.50
4150
6650
66.50
6650

46.00
4600
8100
81.00
8100
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participant lists have not been retained by the division of continuing education but many
copies of participant lists printed for youth and counselors have been located

they are available

for examination in the university archives 1025

agenda
since the first session in 1976 especially for youth has had a religious and educational
emphasis

the earliest available information

shows classroom time for the week at 21 hours in

1986 hours spent in classroom time was approximately 16 hours 45 minutes

by examining

program agendas and other sources it is possible to determine the approximate hours of classroom
instruction at EFY which appears below

1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986

1440 minutes or 24 hours
1260 minutes or 21 hours
1110 minutes or 19 hours
940 minutes or 15 hours 40 minutes
940 minutes
940 minutes
880 minutes or 14 hours 40 minutes
830 minutes or 13 hours 50 minutes
880 minutes of 14 hours 40 minutes
1005 minutes or 16 hours 45 minutes
1005 minutes or 16 hours 45 minutes

minutes in class do not include thursday night firesides which began in the last three
sessions of 1983 and continued through 1986 or counselor devotion
als in the dormitories at the
devotionals
end of the day

while daytime activities have remained relatively constant over the years of this study

1

cindy whitlock westwood to john bytheway januaiy
januazy
january 15 2003 cindy was a participant in the 1976
session who kept notes in her journal of each class she attended totaling twenty four A photocopy of her letter
can be found in UA 1025
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after dinner activities shifted considerably A summary of afterdinner
afterdinner
after dinner activities over the eleven
years of this study appears below listed exactly as they appeared in the program agendas

monday
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981

1982
1983

1984
1985
1986

family home evening activity
feature length movie
home evening and dance
home evening activity and dance
home evening activity and dance festival
home evening hurdles and dance festival
home evening lesson and hurdles optional sing along and dance festival
outdoor games outdoor movie
meet your team EFY in hawaii dance
meet your team barbecue bash welcome dance

tuesday
1977
1978
1979
1980

free time and dance
entertainment program

free time and dance
free time and dance
1981 free time or optional activities MTC tour optional sports films dance
1982 optional activities MTC tour sports tournament free time dance
1983 optional activities MTC tour sports tournament free time becoming a more
beautiful you class dance
1984 optional activities sports tournament MTC tour craft activity leadership class
dance
1985 optional activities sports tournament MTC tour EFY trivia tournament video A
field so white dance
1986 team strategy session EFY olympic games watermelon bust
wednesday
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984

free time and clean up movie
dance with live music
free time entertainment free time
new games and sports activity rest recuperation relaxation and free time
new games and sports activities free time or outdoor movie
new games and play fair activities free time or outdoor movie
new games and play fair activities outdoor movie
hurdles team building experiences
144

team strategy session EFY olympic games watermelon bust and awards ceremony
activities night EFY sports tournament volleyball softball basketball tennis flag
football jumbo twister ping pong missionary training center tour EFY trivia tournament
1985
1986

dance
thursday
1977
1978
1979
1980

free time scripture chase preliminary competition

movie BYU new production
movies recent BYU productions
free time movies BYU productions testimony meeting free time
1981 free time movies BYU testimony meeting free time and outdoor movies BYU
1982 movies BYU and testimony meetings counselor activity
1983 movies and testimony meetings counselor activity
1984 evening activities multimedia presentation testimony meetings counselor activities
1985 evening activities special presentation testimony meetings counselor activities
1986 evening activities special presentation kenneth cope testimony meeting counselor
activity

friday
banquet speaker free time and checkout
banquet dinner
banquet dinner outdoor dance
banquet dinner and entertainment free time dance
1981 banquet dinner and entertainment EFY chorus counselor skit
highlights dance
1982 banquet dinner and entertainment EFY chorus counselor skit
weeks highlights dance
1983 banquet dinner and entertainment EFY chorus counselor skit
weeks highlights dance
1984 banquet dinner and entertainment EFY chorus counselor skit
weeks highlights dance
1985 banquet dinner and entertainment EFY singers counselor skit
1986 banquet dinner and entertainment farewell dance EFY lovin
1977
1978
1979
1980

slide presentation and
slide presentation of the
slide presentation of the
slide presentation of the

dance

life

slide show dance

faculty
during the years of the study not fewer than 1853 classes were taught involving at least
166 teachers some classes were taught by two or more teachers

1976 1986 is significant the
CES teachers on especially for youth from 19761986
the impact of
ofces
ofies
145

EFY faculty or 105 of the 166 documented teachers 63
ofefy
afefy
majority of
administrators however CES teachers taught 84

were CES teachers or

of all documented classes or 1557 of the

1853 documented classes during the first eleven years of
ofefy
afefy
EFY by contrast only 16
documented classes taught at EFY from 1976

of the

1986 were taught by non CES faculty A

complete list of the documented faculty who taught from 1976 to 1986 and the number of
documented classes they taught appears in appendix B

the ten teachers who taught the most documented

classes appear below

TABLE TWO
ten most frequently used faculty
faculty

76

anderson scott

3

77

78

79

80

81

82

83

84

86

85

total
classes
offered

bird randy

2

6

6

17

16
17

1

12

18

mickel david

12

10
110
bio

8

6

1

rank

6

96

1

10

14

12

5

5

89

2

18

17

8

24

10

4

8

89

2

12

12

16

8

6

6

5

89

2

cuthbert rodney

17

12

14

18

8

6

8

83

3

christensen david

12

18

12

2

8

5

9

66

4

poll gary

6

12

1

18

11

6

5

58

5

packer rand

6

1

22

8

7

8

51

6

6

12

4

1

4

50

7

20

18

6

f

1

45

8

parker todd

zeidner ron
V
valletta
dlcaa

1

6

17

6

6

12

tom

1

1

indicates incomplete information for that year

all of the ten most frequently used faculty were men and all were employees or
administrators in the church educational system these ten teachers represent only 6

teachers but they taught over a third or 386
38.6
386
1986

of all

7161853 of all documented classes from 1976-

thirty six of the one hundred sixty six documented faculty or 22
146

of all documented

faculty taught only one class during the eleven years of the study

counselors
counselor lists have been located for 1979 1980 1984 1985 1986 and appear in the
historical data sections of the preceding chapters partial lists exist for 1978 1981 1982 and
1983

1976 1977
it is unknown who served as counselors in the first two years 19761977

conclusion

this thesis has examined especially for youth from its beginnings until

1986 compiling

the history of
ofefy
afefy
EFY is definitely a work in process there is much to be done but in light of the

ofefy
afefy
impact of
EFY on thousands of young

latter day saints it ought to be done what began as a

very small summer camp has become a force within the church stanley A peterson CES

administrator religious education and elementary and secondary education spoke to the EFY
counselors and staff in march of 2000 and counseled

what a responsibility and yet what an opportunity you have to bless 25000 young
people this summer do it well will you you have built a wonderful reputation
over the years that one of the finest things that can happen to young people is to go
2
to EFY keep that reputation going
obviously the next step in research would be to document the years from 1987 to the
present there are enough journal keeping former EFY counselors to make it possible and CES

youth and family programs is much better at keeping records since especially for youth

2

stanley A peterson address to EFY counselors march 4 2000 videotape in possession of
todd G
oftodd
willey especially for youth administrator 164 harman continuing education building BYU provo utah
801 378
4738
84602 80113784738
3784738.
3784738
8011378
80113784738.
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counselors have a greater impact on the youth than anything else at EFY 3 it would also be

worthwhile to have counselor names documented and recorded
perhaps of greater value than this thesis will be the archive created in the BYU library

the source material in the archive will allow for more focused

studies and will also provide a

place to archive new information as it becomes available also in an effort to locate more
information about EFY 1I have purchased the internet domain name wwwefyhistoryorg which 1I

hope will become a place where former EFY participants and counselors can submit information
about EFY and fill in some of the gaps within this thesis
especially for youth is not without its critics oddly enough some of its harshest critics
are CES teachers and administrators many EFY teachers over the years have commented that

their CES associates those with whom they work at their seminary or institute view the EFY
program as all fun and the EFY teaching as all fluff whether these comments come from actual
experience or just perceptions and prejudices has always been a question in my mind one of the
most interesting findings for me personally was that 84

of all documented classes taught at EFY

during the period of this study were taught by CES teachers and that every one of the top ten
most frequently used faculty were also CES teachers oddly enough EFYs main critic is also its
main supplier of teachers EFY has responded well to constructive criticism over the years and it

might be interesting in the future to conduct a survey of CES teachers and administrators today to
see if perceptions are changing certainly the statement above from stanley A peterson is
evidence that at least some top CES administrators have viewed EFY as a blessing to the youth of
3

of the youth participants responding to the survey

said their counselor was the most influential
aspect of the program see kawai leslie A organizational study of CES youth and family programs
greg tanner director CES youth and family programs 197
december 1997 22 document in possession ofgren
of
ofgreg
801
378 2969
harman continuing education building BYU provo utah 84602 80113782969.
3782969.
3782969
8011378
80113782969
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711

the church

that was the intent of ronald C hills from the beginning

and administrator I1 contacted while doing this research

and of every EFY teacher

the real evidence of the impact of EFY is

much more difficult to measure and that is the changes that occur in the lives of thousands of

young people counselors and participants alike
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APPENDIX A

especially for youth
basic organizational chart 1976 1986

dean continuing education

department chair

full time administrator

director
session co
codirector

head counselor

EFY faculty

supervisor offemalq
of
ofFem
femal
alq
1
counselors

1

supervisor of male
counselors

building counselors
counselorq
counselors

I1

building counselors

youth counselors

1

I

youth counselors

I
1

EFY participants
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APPENDIX
PENDIX B
1986 faculty usage
1976
19761986
number of documented classes offered including repeats

indicates incomplete information
CES faculty in bold
faculty

76

anderson scott

3

6

16

17

12

12

10
110
ilo
lio

bird randy

2

6

17

18

9

10

18

17

12

cuthbert rodney
christensen david

77

78

79

80

81

82

83

84

85

total

86

rank

classes
offered
8

6

166

96

1

14

12

5

5

89

2

8

24

10

144

8

89

2

12

16

8

6

6

5

89

2

17

12

14

18

8

6

8

83

3

12

18

12

2

8

5

9

66

4

poll gary

6

12

18

11

6

5

58

5

packer rand

6

22

8

7

8

51

6

6

12

4

4

50

7

20

18

6

1

45

8

3

4

5

42

9

8

6

12

37

10

mickel david

parker todd

1

6

zeidner ron

17

6

6

12

valletta tom
marshall jack

6

6

18

thomas A david

1

keller mark
black don

6

18

18

36

11

12

2

32

12

27

13

18

24

14

6

23

15

12

perotti john

6

peterson gerald

6

norton ed

17

hall randy

4

12

christianson jack

jex jerald

11

4
6

1

3

4

3

12

8

9

6

4

22

16

4

3

21

17

18

1

1

18

1I

maher david

mclay larry
beck john

8
12

6

L 17

I1
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1

6

4

18

18

18

18

17

19

faculty

76

77

79

78

80

81

82

84

83

86

85

rank

total
classes
offered

kenley lynn

17

17

19

conm
combie
mickelson comiie
coime

6

11

17

19

smith dennis

6

11

17

19

16

20

16

20

easton susan

1

12

1

hughes dean

6

mitchell james

4

1

4

10

16

11122

1

troyer art

4

smith kathryn
katluyn
arnene
ariene C
arlene
dredge annene

2

1

8

4

16

20

8

6

14

21

13

22

12

23

12

23

12

23

12

23

12

23

8

12

23

12

12

23

12

23

12

23

11

blackwell &
peterson

12

buckley gaylen

4

firth ron

6

4

hunt bernell

8

6

gale norman

8

12

jacobs curtis

4

mills marie barry

pemberton george

4

sandberg jerry

20

8

12

lynn
schwab chuck

6

6

12

23

gentry stephan

5

6

11

24

11

24

11

24

11

24

10

25

10

25

10

25

hall richard
kauo robert

2

6

3

11

wilcox michael

3

greiner russell

10

hemenway arvel

4

marcum robert

6

6

4

152

8

faculty

76

77

78

79

80

81

82

83

84

86

85

total

rank

classes
offered

ridges david
hansen john

2

1

8

1

25

9

26

9

9

26

8

9

26

8

27

8

8

27

8

8

27

thomas paula

8

8

27

van wagoner

8

8

27

8

8

27

7

28

7

28

7

28

6

29

6

29

3

6

10

peterson kim
wilcox brad

1
1

boyce robert

4

4

cline vivian
crippen stan

1

carolyn
W right randal
wright

durrant
dun ant devin
dunant

4

3

edmunds mary ellen

6

smith emmett

4

brewster hoyt
campbell david

1

6

6

3

carver timothy

6

6

29

clayson paul

6

6

29

cottle lyle

6

6

29

davis robin

6

6

29

6

29

6

29

6

29

parley
farley

S

brent

flack dora

6

6

fronk camille

6

halverson steve

6

6

29

hasler john

6

6

29

hixon judd

6

6

29

6

29

6

29

hyde paul

6

johnson kelly

6
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faculty

76

77
11

78

79

80

81

83

82

84

85

86

total

rank

classes
offered

mcclure william

6

1

mcmullin thomas

1

1

6

miller kenneth

6

munns ron

6

6

29

6

29

6

29

6

29

osborne anne

6

6

29

pope margaret

6

6

29

quitter
quilter karl

6

6

29

6

29

6

29

6

29

6

29

6

29

6

29

6

29

6

29

robertson boyd

4

2

rockwood edith
shamo lyle

6
6

snow brent

6

taggart timothy

6

taylor david

6

thomson dean

6

top brent

6

van orden bruce

6

6

29

ward lane

6

6

29

6

29

6

29

5

30

5

30

5

30

5

30

5

30

4

31

weber stephen

6

wheiler jess

6

anderson julie

clark stephen

d

5

heap donald

5

pinegar ed

2

1

schlappi mike

5

1

1

1

4

4

bassett doug
bell tom

1

I

christensen joe 1

1I

1

2

1

4

31

1

1

4

31
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faculty

77

76

78

79

80

81

82

83

84

85

total

rank

classes
offered

cook anne

1

4

1

decker neil

4

draper richard

4

1

dunn rachelle

4

durfey david

4

ellingson diane

4

gates kristine

4

hadley dee

4

marsh jeffrey
meacham

86

4

arthur

4

nelson gary

4

ralphs M dotty

4

rose jack

4

sparks sam

4

wilcock bob

4

collette D brent

3

gilliland steve

3

johnson floyd

3

peterson jack

3

sturlaugson mary

3

bastian lewis

2

burton marshall

I1

bybee royce

2

keith keri lynn
mouritsen dale

1

1

2

nielson dorothy

procaro
procalo
Procaro robert

1

2

2
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4

31

4

31

4

31

4

31

4

31

4

31

4

31

4

31

4

31

4

31

4

31

4

31

4

31

4

31

4

31

3

32

3

32

3

32

3

32

3

32

2

33

2

33

2

33

2

33

2

33

2

33

2

33

faculty

76

77

78

79

80

81

82

83

84

85

86

total

rank

clawes
classes
offered
bawn
ett ivan J
bann
bannett
Baff
barrett

beagley boyd

34

1

34

1

34

1

34

1

34

1

34

1

34

1

34

1

34

1

34

1

34

1

34

1

34

1

34

1

bird martell

1

bradshaw frank

1

bytheway john

1

BYU athletes

1

cannon elaine

1I

carter brad
cn bob
christensen
Christens

1

1

1

1

cope kenneth

I1

featherstone david

1

fitzgerald sheree

1

gibbons
gibbonsted
Gib
ted
bonsTed

1

gunther orville

1

herrera
henera
hen era jeff

1

1

34

iba steven

1

1

34

1

34

1

34

1

34

1

34

1

34

1

34

1

34

1

34

1

34

1

34

johnson brent

1

johnson lucille
jones daniel

1

1

kapp ardeth

1

mccausland joel
peay kevin

1

mcintosh robert
mclntosh

perkins jerome

1
1

pinegar rex
pratt richard

1

1

rasmus carolyn

1

156

faculty

76-

77

78

79

80

81

82

83

84

85

86

total

rank

classes
offered

rellaford barry
bury

1

sinith ida
smith

1

tanner aksel

1

thacker weldon

I1

thomas nancy

1

warner paul
wamer

1

1

34

1

34

1

34

1

34

1

34

1

34

woods fred

1

1

34

yorgason brent

1

1

34

yorgason blaine

1

1

34

1

34

1853

na

young dell

1

totals

22
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0

207

219

259

157

210

228

161

182

216

APPENDIX C
SNAPSHOTS OF especially FOR YOUTH 1976 1986
SPECIAL COURSES AND

conferences

BRIGHAM YOUNG

university

SUMMER
YOUTH
PROGRAMS

blending the spirit
the
sont of 76 with the spirit of she

Y

in 1976

fold out brochure actual size 6 x 911
9
front cover 1976 foldout

especially FOR
YOUTH
july 19
23
1923
week long program of
classes
seminars on youth
classesseminars
related concerns
with

recreation and entertainment

inset within brochure EFY was one of thirty eight programs advertised
1 34 x
actual size 134

158

1

14

A STAR SPANGLED SUPER SUMMER
with brigham young university special courses and conferences
1976

this summer brigham young university

ooo
4 000
host over 401m
youths from almost forty states in a wide variety of workshop
thirty eight programs in all with eighteen addiadventures
tional choices of dates to choose from in addition to expert
instruction by personable and enthusiastic teachers there
will be field trips canyon parties dances productions concerts recreation banquets and more just the right balance of learning and fun
from computers to basketball to theatre therell
there I be something of interest for everybody some new offerings on this
years
year s list include baton twirling broadcasting golf guitar
leadership for school and church officers a handcart trek
and especially foryouth
for youth a aweek
iong seriesoftopics
week long
senies of topics deserles
series
signed just for young people
enjoy the wholesome atmosphere of a unique university with
opportunities to make new friends discover educational interests and develop skills and talents brigham young university invites you to summer fun in an exciting youth program

hili
hill
hlll

will

1

PLEASE POST

1976 fold
out brochure
foldout

actual size 12 x 9

cindy whitlock westwood with scott anderson especially for youth 1976
159

sponsored jointly by
seminaries and institutes
and
nd
church continuing education
hersity
versity
bngham young uni
university
campus
briyam
held on the compus
dampus of brigam

1977 EFY program agenda

160

long program of classes devo
tionals
tio nals assemblies recreation and educational offerings JUST for YOUTH
A continuing education program of the
a aweek
week

church of jesus christ of latter day
saints

DATES

A choice of three sessions this year june
7 11
26 30 july 2428
24 28 or august 711
2630

TEACHERS AND SPEAKERS

over twentyfive
twenty five outstanding seminary
and institute teachers church administrators and special guest lecturers will participate each session coming from many
different parts of the united states

CLASSES

participants will be able to attend nineteen classes along with two assemblies
and four devotional assemblies there will
be over one hundred separate class titles
each session to select from including
some of the following

dating delights and dilemmas
DilemmasP
the eternal role of women in
the lords plan
nites how can I
lamanites
the Lama
help
vio
alo
rai
ral courage flow
vlo
liow to survive a
ilow
how
m
oral
charging bear
1

I1

the dating game for whom
the phone tolls
lle
the
repentance from ile
lie lord to

you with love
seven days without the scrip-

tures makes one weak
teddy bears of great worth
those seemingly unanswered
prayers
can you discern the signs of tho
the
he

times
why cant 1I get a date you
can
how to live with your family
and like it
the most beautiful girl in the

world
making tracks while the sun
shines shifting gears from Pphysical to spiritual things
please meet my friend his
name is jesus
that guy hed never join
how to like people you dont

like
repentance the day after the
night before
1 I can forgive anyone but
pray always and remember
long distance is the next best
thing to being there

WARNING

cluded that evil thoughts and
actions are dangerous to your
salvation
satan his baits and hooks
so you think you are an ugly
duckling
liow
flow
how to interest your friends in
the gospel in three steps
if you want something bad

enough

you are one in a million
fears and peers or am I really
as dumb as I1 feel
coping with the social issues of
today
liow
flow
how to handle anti mormon
attitudes
surviving gatans
satans subtleties
woman and her role in society
you cant do wrong and feel
right
to serve or not to serve that
1

the question
G GP R X the phoney alphabet
dating and you dont have to
be the 6 million dollar man
pignee
pioneerr pa rents 19
pionee
1978
78
dont sell your birthright
is NOT

ya
y2 x 11
1978 EFY promotional brochure actual size 8 V
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the wise have con-

937 4
9374

EWCCIAJL LY
13 WUTH
V IUI iu
rain
UIIU

weyh
weth

application

FORM

MAIL TO

church continuing deduc
atlon
educ
education
especially FOR YOUTH
sit stat
Univer
lon box 7164
ion
university
station
universia
universit
provo
provoutah
60
utah 8 44602
telephone 801 374
1211 ext 4851
3741211

please type or print with ink only

name

sex

street address
state
parent or guardian

phone f

zip

city
age
aee

1

phone

please consider me for acceptance in

ej
LJ

26 30 registration deadline june 12
especially for youth june 2630
24 28 registration deadline july 10
el B especially for youth july 2428
11
7 11 registration deadline july 24
el C especially for youth august 711
LJ
25 enclosed please make check payable to church educational system
el registration fee of s25
A

II

especiauy for youth 1I desire is filled
if the session of especially
LJ cancel my application and return my money
el

el
I1

i

please register me in

please

session

to uphold the standards of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints and to comply with
am young university standards of dress and conduct
bri
brigham

if accepted

I1

agree

applicants signature
approve of my sonsdaughters
sons daughters attendance at especially for youth and certify that beshe
heshe is in good health and
able to participate in the program activities I am am not attaching a note explaining special physical limitations
andor required medication if any
1I

1

parents or guardians signature

1978 EFY registration form
fonn

warner ron hills
left to right session director robert murdock paul wamer
162

1978 EFY brochure actual size 21

163

2

x

11

1979 EFY brochure actual size 21

164

12 x

11

1979 EFY counselor shirts

165

1979 EFY counselor shirts

166

BRJGHAM
brigham

YOUNG

unive

christine deakin

especially

093748
16

jut
jul

790

20

16 JUL

especially

70

FOR YOUTH 1

jul 70

WORKSHOP

9574c

identification

FOR
foh YOUTH

christine deakin

f3123

BRIGHAM

mu

YOUN
UNIVJ

h

g

sP

airi
airl
0937a
pshakin
seakin akin
lly

06

i1

1I

20 JUL 790

counselor

n06759

fstot

AUG

7

spakin foff g212t
10 AUG 79

TN 1I

2 Q

COIWSBLOR

WORKSHOP

1979 EFY counselor meal

identification

tickets actual size 4 x 2 vi
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june 1620
16 20 1980

sponsored jointly by
seminaries and institutes
and
church continuing education
held on the campus of
brigham young university

1980 EFY program agenda
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1981 EFY counselors

front row dave widtfeldt eldie marshall howick jill rasmussen doug hill
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moung
oung
BR
RGHAM
UN VERS TY
GUNG UNVERSTY
GHAM YOUNG

june 15
191981
15191981

sponsored jointly by
seminaries anid
arid
ond institutes
and

and
education
church continuing edu
Idu
cation
callon
catlon
held on the campus of
brigham young university

1981 EFY program agenda
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1982 EFY counselors

front row head counselors dennis gilkerson jill rasmussen loe pierce michael huntsman
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1982 EFY program agendas

172

cespecjallybr

WUTH
muth

R G H AM
arighav
YOU
YOUNG
NG
university
b3
ba

I1

au

COUNSEIDR
ME
1983 counselor nametag
nametak

1983 EFY counselors

larry evans loe pierce
front row left to right head counselors jill rasmussen lany

173

CHUHCH

educational

SYSTEM

NAL SYSTEM

sptlwitwd withy
6y
witty ay

srtnie
tnie ad itauiw
Sr
ami
sronie
melm
meim

chattc
chatta qxxwttitia

AK

rt
raxt
lftnsy

mek olt
t meh
teh
oli nw baxt
fit
tast
Iotakt
tait
llitlini iotait

ascendfg
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